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A radlo-^leatope t%%oer teotolque for 
estimation of progestérone aeoretion ratea ia 
eetablishfôü and is proved apeoifiOs aoenrate^ 
and r©procluoeal?3,0* The theory of oaXonï^ation 
of aeoretlon rates ia dleousaed and the 
validity of this aspect of the method oonfirmed# 
Normal male snbjeota and surgioally oaatrate 
female anhjeots are stndied after intra'Venoua 
iniectioB of 7H^-progesterone and eignifioant 
differeuGea in the metahoXlam of progesterone 
are noted* The norma3, males excrete 
algnifioantly loao total radioactivity in 
urine 5 significantly leas radioactivity as 
urinary pregnanediol hut significantly more 
radioactivity as peak X than do the aurgioaX3.y 
oaatrate females* The males excrete 
significantly more urinary pregnanedlol and 
have a significantly greater progesterone 
secretion rate than the castrate females#
The progesterone seeretion rate for the 
surgically castrate females is an eatlmaticn
Cvi)
of the aeoretlon rate of progeeteroae by the 
Intaot female adreaml gland and le In vivo 
proof that the human female adrenal gland 
eeoretea progesterone la the normal steady 
Btate* A collaborative study estimates the 
volumes of distribution; metabolism rate 
oonstants and metabollo o3,earanoe rate of 
progesterome and pertinent aspeots of this 
work are desorlbed and dlsouased# Keen 
plasma progesterone levels are ealou3.ated 
from the knowledge of the px^ogeaterone 
aeoretlon rate and metabollo olearamoe rate 
and the level is shown to be higher In 
normal males tlmn surgically oastrate females# 
The total body content of progeaterone Is 
oaloulated from the knowledge of the mean 
plasma progesterone level and the final 
volime of distribution of the injected tracer 
dose of tritiated progesterone and the 
progesterone oontent of normal males is noted 
to be aignifloantXy greatm:* than that of the 
surgioally oaatrate females#
1 .
la the hagimiiag of this century 
Pmeidml (1903) and hoeb (1908^ , 1909) 
demonstrated the dominant role of the oorpue 
luteum in the preparation of the uterus for 
the impS^antation of the fertilised ovum#
About tweaty'^ '^five years later Oomer and 
Alien (1939) first prepared the motive 
principle of the glmnd in an impwe form and 
eetahllahed a method of hioaeeay which made 
poBBible further purification of the corpus 
luteum hormone. In 1934 this hormone @ 
now known ae progesterone; vma isolated as 
a ohemioaXly pure aubstanoe by four different 
groups of workers almost aimultaneoualy 
(Winterateiner and Allen 1934 a & b$
Butendant Weatpha3. and Hohlweg, 19341 Slot ta $ 
Euaohig.;. and Fels; 1934 @ Hartmann and 
Wettatein, 1934)# Very shortly after this 
the structure of the hormone was elucidated 
by IButomdant and Schmidt (1934) and by 
Fernholts (1934)*
a »
Five yeafe prior to the ayntiiesis of 
pï‘og©steroîi0ÿ Marx’ian (1929) ioolatefl sa 
l»aotl90 steroiâ from hmaaa pregnanoy uriae 
vftiiofe 33utonâant (1930» 1931) identified» 
oharaoterioed and named pregnanedlol* The
similarity in the atraotnre of this oompomad 
to progesterone suggested the poasihility 
of a metaholic relationehip between the 
hormone and the urinary steroid, Two years 
later Venning and Brown (1936) reported the 
excretion of pregnanediol la the urine in 
the form of a %%ter soluble conjugate with 
sodium glUGosidwronidate* Subsequently 
the ia vivo oonversioa of exogenous 
progesterone to pregnwiedlol digluouroaide 
has been desorlbed by many investigators 
(Sosmaerville and larriaa» 1950 a & b;
Davisj Plota,-is Boy* Gould and Wsrbia,
1 9 5 6 ) ,
Progesterone (prega - 4 one ~ 3» 20 
dioae)» like the other steroid hormones, 
has the basie oyolopentanoperhydropheaaathren©
3#
mio3.0Ufô m Â  hae the atxmotura
Bhovm %n î?:lg* 2* The hor^ mone la Booretecl 
by the adx^ eaa3- gland (Short I960); the ovary 
and placenta (îSander 1959) and la ayntheal^ed 
In the teatla (Slaimwhlte and Samuela 1936)# 
flie hormone la aynthealaed along the pathway 
fromi aoétate***^ QhQleaterol*-î^ 3?egneno.Ione*>^  
progesterone# Brogeaterone hae a oentral 
role In steroid prodnotlon (Pig* 3)* It 
la a preonraor of aldosterone (Grant I960)* 
17-*^ hydroxylat 1 on la a neoassary step in the 
bioaynthesla of oortlso.1# The hiosyntheals 
of androgens and ostrogens depends on the 
cleavage of the aide chain of progesterone 
and a step wbloh renclexTi the side chain 
nnatable is 17-^hydroxylation of progesterone 
to form 17^hydroxyp:eogesterone*
Metabolism of aterold hormones takes 
place In many tissues but the chief site 
is the liver (Samuels and Welat^ 1952)*
There are three main classes of biologically 
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F 1 0 , 3
4' #
pi*0ge at eroae 1 ) Pregnane êiome a, 11 ) Pregnane*  ^
olonea^ 111) Pregnane@lola* Pregnamedlel 
(5 0 pregnane^ 3^ » 20c< , ôiol t Pig# 4 ) 
ia the principal metabolite of progesterone 
(Ungar^ Dorfman^ 8teoher and VlgnoBj, 1951)* 
îOhe only other naturally occurring aterold 
that la known to he metabolised to 
pregnaneaiol le deoxyoortlcoeterono» However 
since little If any deoxycorticosterone is 
normally secreted by the adrenal  ^ and as 
only a small proportion of it is metabolised 
to pregnanedlol) excretion of pregnanedlol 
has come to he accepted ae a measure of 
progesterone production {Short i960)*
Two biologically active metabolites 
of progesterone (Pig# 5) have been recently 
domonatrated In human tissues@ pregn*«4 ene ** 
2Q^ ÿ ol m 3 one and pregn 4 one ^ 20^  ^
ol ^ 3 one (Zander^ Forbes, Von 
Mumstermami and lehor 1958), the 20<à eplmere 
being found in higher 0 oncent rati on In 
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effective in the Hooker and Forbes (1947) 
bloasaay for progesterone than progesterone 
itself#
$here are three main excretory 
pathways of progesterone metabolites
1) Urine (Venning and Bromo 1937^ 1940),
2) Fasces and 3) expired air (Bavis and 
Plot0, 1958)# fhe excretion of metabolites 
by the skin la minimal*» In contrast to 
the large amount of progesterone metabolitea 
in urine, faeces and expired air, the 
ooncentration in the blood plasma ia very 
low# Chemical doterminations by Zander 
(1954) and Zander and Slimuer (1954) $ and 
Zanderÿ Von Mmiatermann and Marx (1955) 
reveal an average level of 0*142 gamm per 
millilitre of plasma during the fourth to 
ninth month of gestation# fhus there is a 
rapid disappearance of the free steroid froiu 
the circulation due to X) a speedy metabolism 
of the steroid molecule 8) a rapid diffusion 
into the body tissues% particularly into
6 *
the fat compartment where it earn he retained 
for ooneiderable length of time* (Fig, 6), 
Zander (1961) also exoludea the poasihiXity 
that progeaterone la present In the target 
tisanes in higher oonoentratlon than in the 
hlùoa#
At the present time there is no 
definite knowledge of the actual meohanleme 
by which a aterold hormone exerta its effect
on the target organ# It la possible that 
progeateroâe, originally secreted by an 
endocrine gland, is motaboliaeci to other 
compounds which finally produce the ao 
called progesterone effect on the target 
organ at very low concentration# Many 
investigators now believe that the mechanism 
of action of steroid hormones ia related to 
cytoplasmic emmyme^aubstrate reactions 
(Ooutinho 3,961)# fhia is in keeping with 
the fact that progeatational effects are 
not highly speoific and not only produced 
progesterone# Other steroids such aa 
testosterone and desoxyoortone under
f a t e  o f  p r o g e s t e r o n e  in t h e  h u m a n o r g a n i s m
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certain cireumataneea cam have progeaterone*» 
like activity# Furthermore many new 
synthetic oompouECla have been produced with 
px^ ogestatioiial activity#
The phyelolc&ioal effects of 
progeaterouo are varied# It le likelythat 
progesterome promotea the poatovulatory or 
secretory changea In the endometrium but 
only after the endometrium has been prepared 
or primed by oeatrogeni- stimulate a the 
decidual reaction in the stromal celle of 
the endometrium; and maintains the 
integrity of the embedded ovum early in 
pregnancy* Oestrogen and progesterone 
are considered to be responsible for the 
local changea in the generative tract and 
breasts in pregnancy# In this respect, 
oestrogen may be regarded, aa the hormone 
of growth and increased blood supply, and 
progesterone aa the hormone of function. 
During pregnancy the placenta produoee large 
amount8 of progesterone and appears to take
8 .
over from the corpus lixteum of pregnanoy 
aa the chief eouroe of supply of progesterone# 
'Probably the moat oharaoter 1 a11 o effect of 
progesterone on the myometrium la a block - 
the progoateroiie block (08AP0 ig6l) i#e# a 
auppreaalon of the propagation of membrane 
activity from one uterine portion to another# 
This effect ia best observed on a uterus 
where activity has evolved aa a result of 
oestrogen action notably pregnancy# The 
relationship of progeaterone blood levels 
to the onset of labour, and the importance 
of progesterone concentration in the 
phyalology of uterine action are. still 
undecided#
The roles played by progesterone In 
pathological states are not fully understood# 
The real significance of variations In 
progesterone production in certain dieordera 
of pregnancy (e#g# abortion, pre-^ eclamipsia, 
diabetes, inocoordinate uterine action) is 
not known# The progesterone pattern in
9.
diaorclera of the endometrium is only now 
being studied aatlsfaotorily# The olinlcal ■ 
effects of abnormalities in steroid synthesis 
and metabolism are still to be completely 
elucidated# For example, it is now known 
that congenital adrenal hyperplasia results 
in pseudohermaplirodltlsm because the abnormal 
gland is unable to convert IT-liydroxyiprogeaterome 
to X7^hydroxycortl0OstroB0t AccummuXation of 
IT^hydroxyprogesterone, which is a precursor 
of the androgens, may account for the virilialng 
changea and causes the abnormal urinary 
exoz^ etion of pregnanetrlol in this condition. 
However, accurate study of the aterold statue 
of female patienta with hirsutism is only now 
becoming possible# The specific abnormality 
in hormone producing tumours in general ia a 
field that has atill to be adequately 
investigated* Full investigatione of steroid 
secretion in patienta with ohromasomal 
abnormalities and intersex has still to be 
undertaken*
1 0 #
Rapid developments in steroid ohemietry 
and the laatrodixotion of ingeniouB experimental 
techniques such aa the perfusion of Isolated 
endocrine glanda and the placenta have helped 
to elucidate the biosynthesis and metabolism 
of hormones* The introduction of 
radioactive tracers into medicine, however, 
haa provided new tools for the study of 
biological processes hitherto impossib3.e to 
pursue accurately* Unlike oonoentration 
studies, this dynamic approach is particularly 
desirab,le for the investi gat ion of the 
complicated metabolism of steroids and the 
various inter'*%re3.atlons between endocrine 
glands* There are limitations placed on 
such studies by the possible radioactive 
hasard but much basic information can be 
achieved within the limits of safety*
Many of the current ideas on the 
physiology of progesterone or its pathological 
signifioanca have been based upon conjecture 
or on the results of inadequate research
la«T* ,
technique, heoause. In any study of this 
hormone, the research worker, hitherto, haa 
oome up against a fondamental problem which 
virtually prevented any further advanoe#
This problem was the simple stralghtforward 
one of the amount of progesterone present 
in the olrculation or in the body at any 
one time and In any glveiz etate, the 
progesterone level being so low and the 
available assay methods insuff1oiently 
sensitive or speclfio that aocuracy reliability 
and reproducibility were impoeslble to attain# 
The advent of X) reliable oWmioal 
methods for estimation of etoroide, 2) the 
use of iaotopioally labelled steroids m  a 
means of studying hormone metabolism, 3) 
and labelled reagent methods of steroid 
estimation, have made possible accurate 
technique8 for measuring the amount of 
steroids produced by the body and present in 
the body fluids.
In view of the major unsolved problems
relating to the physiology of progesterone 
It seemed worthwhile to attempt to devise 
a method for the study of the metabolism of 
this hormone* The aim of this theeie$ 
thereforej has been
A# to establlali a method for the estimation 
of
I) The %)rogeeterone eeoration rate 1* e# 
tlie amoimt of progesterone produced In the
body per day#
II) The transport and metabolism conotants^ 
volumes of distribution^ and metabollq 
clearance rate of progesterone#-
III) The mean plasma progesterone level#
B* to apply the method to a group of normal 
males and a group of eiurgically oaeti*ate 
females as a preliminary to the application 
of the method to further groups of patiente# 
The study of the disappearance of 
radioactivity in %)laama after tlie injection 
of iaotopioally labelled progesterone would 
elucidate the trcansport and metabolism of
13#
the steroid In maru In partloular, this 
would allow oaloulatlon of the metaholla 
clearaBco rate in varloue olinlcaX oondltione# 
This value together with a ooneomitant 
determinatiom of the seoretlon rate 
estimated from the apeolflo activity of a 
urinary metabolite (pregnanodiol) would 
enable the mean plasma progesterone level 
to be calculated# This was particularly 
important as the direct analyaie of 
progesterone in peripheral blood In the 
above two groups had so far been impracticable 
because of the very small amount present in 
the blood# Furthermore the estimation 
of progesterone seoretion rates directly 
i^ elates the pregnanedlol output in the urine 
to the actual progesterone production of the 
intact organism without requiring correction 
for losses in the chemical proceasea involved 
in the method# This gives an accurate value 
for progesterone production which will allow 
comparison of the quantities produced by
14.
various groups of patienta in different 
clinical states*
2,9-
A reoeareh programme was devised to 
achieve a simultaneous study of the 
progesterone aeoretlon rates and the diaappearanoo 
of radioactive progesterone from the plasma of 
human auhjeate# To achieve thle$ ahemioal 
teohnlques for the estimation of progesterone 
seoretlon, and for the study of plasma 
radioactive progesterone levels had to he 
established#
The study of the progesterone secretion 
rates was carried out by the author of this 
thesis and this work is deaoribed in full#
The collaborative study of plasma radioactive 
progesterone was the responsibility of 
Dr# Brian Little and his colleagues* An 
account of this latter portion of the research 
programme is included because the mean plasma 
progesterone level of the individual research 
subjects can be calculated from the knowledge 
of the metabolic clearance rate (which can 
be calculated from the disappearance curve of
1 6 .
plmema radioactive progesterone) and the
aeoretloa rate*
The method for the estimation of the 
progesterone eecretioii rate from the 
epeoifio activity of uriaazy pregnanedlol 
following a eimgle Intravenoua injeotion 
of radioactive progesterone was proved to 
be applioable» epeolflo# reproduoable and 
efficient* The teolmlque was applied to 
thirteen individuals to study their 
progesterone metabolliam#
The Hat of ohemloals and apparatus 
used in this reaearoh work is given in 
Appendix I#
The various stages of the experimental 
techniques are desoribed in the following 
order
1# Experimental subjects and their management.
(Appendix I)#
2* Extraction of pregnanedlol from urine.
(Appendix II)*





5 # Abaorptlmi spootr©phot ometry#
(Appendix V)#
6» Proof of purity of pregnanedlol recover 
by the method# (Appendix VI)# 
a# Absorption apeotrum 
b# Acétylation»
Qé: Ooimter current distribution» 
dm Infrared analysis before and after 
aoetylatlon,#
7# Plasma radioactive progeateron© eatlmatlon# 
(Appendix VIII).
8* O'onataat infualoa experiment#
(Appendix VIII)#
TMa la not the order in which the work 
was actually performed but it develop© a 
logical sequential deaoription of the method# 
The following explanation of the reaearoh 
prooeeaee le a aimplified aocount so that a 
ready appreciation of the experimental approach 
to the problem can be achieved# A more
18#
detailed dlaouBsimi of the individual 
techniques* their fuixetion* oapahilities and 
applioatlon in the reeearoh le contained in
the appropriate appendices#
Two groupa of patienta were- studied, 
The first oonsieted of 9 normal healthy 
adult.. ma3,es between the ages of 26 and 33 
years# The second group ooiiaiated of 4 
feiomlea between 37 and 48 years of age who 
had recently undergone total hysterectomy 
and bilateral ealplngo oophoreotozay and 
are henceforth referred to as castrate 
females.
The normal male waa selected for the 
initial study because ^
I# This was the first time the method 
had been applied in a human experiment,
II# By choosing a class of patient without 
a monthly cyclical change in progesterone 
production* any variation in results due to 
faulty technique v/ould be more readily 
apparent*
19.#
III. The low level of progesterone production 
expected in the male would be an Indioation
of the seneitivity of the method.
IV. lo recorded results for progesterone 
secretion rates In males were kaow.
V# The secret lorn rate so measured would
be the sum of the aooretioa of progesterone 
by the testes and the suprarenal glande.
The castrate female was taken for the 
second atmdy group.
I. To further test the sensitivity of the 
method since thla class of patient could be 
expected to have a lower progesterone 
production than the male.
II. To measure the progesterone secretion 
of the suprarenal gland* the ovaries having 
been eliminated by surgical oaotration.
III. To indicate the magnitude of testicular 
progesterone production by a comparison of 
the results from the normal males with those 
from the castrate femalea.
The details of the individual experimental
20*
Bubjects and their exact management during 
the experiments are recorded in Appendix I* 
The injeotion programme was identical for 
all the patients except for the final 
experiment which utilised a constant infusion 
technique. This alteration did not affect 
the aeoretion rate study of this patient#
The constant Infusion experiment ia fully 
recorded in Appendix VIII and ita result 
and significance la dlacuaaed later.
The patient waa fasted over night 
and the injection of radioactive progesterone 
arranged for 8 a.m. fhia waa to enaure 
that* the plasma lipide were at a low level 
60 that the plasma samples obtained 
aubaequent to the injection would be easier 
to handle during the progesterone extraction* 
The patient passed urine to empty the 
bladder juat prior to the commencement of 
the experiment# At 8 a.m* a aingle 
intravenous Injection of a. known amount of 
tritiated progesterone was administered#
21*
Thereafter venous blood samples were 
withdrawn at predetermined intervale end 
Immediately taken for extraction#
The patient oolXeoted all urine 
passed for each of tho next four days#
E&Mi daily urine output was oolleoted in 
a two litre Winchester bottle containing 
1#25 ml# Toluene as a preservative* and 
during this time it was kept in a 
refrigerator# ■ When the output for'a 
day (8 a.m# to 8 a#m# ) was oompXeted* the 
Winohester waa transferred to a deep 
freese and the urine froaen solid to await 
pregnanedlol extraction#
Many methods liave been devised to 
measure pregnanedlol in the urine both as 
the sodium gluouronldate (Venning 1937# 
Allen & Vlergiver 1941) and as the free 
alcohol obtained by aoid (Astwood & Jones 
1941# Talbot* Berman# Maalaohlan & Wolfe 
1941# Sommerville* (lough & Marrian 1948,
Ohmiey, McKee * Fischer & McOo'Xgaia 3-952) 
or emyrae (GoXdflne & Cohen 1953) hydro],ysls. 
In an attempt to irapar'ove the specificity of 
easier methods* de v/attoville (195-1) and 
Stlmmelj Randolph d Conn (3-952) introduced 
a3.umlm oo,Xuran ohromatograpliy of the crude 
iirinary extracts. Klopper* Micloie & Brown
(1955) reported a atill more elaborate 
procedure which employe column 
chromatography before and after acétylation 
of the extracts and the reliability and 
sensitivity of theix" method was confirmed 
in an exhaustive study by Goyle* Miohell 
à Ruase11 (1956). Bongiovanni and Olayton 
(1954) reported a double column 
chromatographic method which was used 
successfully with minor modification by 
Honan* Parsons ïïamiot & Wotisî (I960)#
In 1958 Ebarlein and Borigiovanni described, 
a new paper ehromatograp3iy technique for 
pregnanedlol assay* Hew methods continue 
to appear in the 3J.terature. Most reocait3.y 
Btaub* Claitan & Biîigman (1962) have devised
23#
a net hod using glass fibre paper chromât ograpïay,
The experimental work in this theai© 
employed eirayme hydrolyalB of the urine and 
separation of the crude pregnanedio3. extract 
by ether extraction and bensene-alkali 
partition. The crude extract was purified 
by partition column chromâtography* The
pure pregnanedlol aample was assayed for 
radioactivity by ecintillation epeotrometry* 
and measured quantitatively by absorption 
speotrophotometry* (BMg. 7).
The extraction procedure uti3J.sed a 
short glucuronidase incubation since 
pregnanedlol ia conjugated aa a gluouronido 
vvhioh la split more rapicl3.y byyg- g],uouronidaae 
than are some other gI.ucuroru.dea. A 500 ml# 
aliquot of a 24 hour urine collection waa 
incubated with 50 ml# ^ - gluouronidaae at
37^0# with shaking for a-period of about 16 
hours (overnight). (Fig# 8)#
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peroxide free etWr and the ether eztraot 
brought to drymeae# The dry ether extract 
wdB partitlomed between bemaene and normal 
sodium hydroxide, This strong alkali wash 
helps to clean the extract ^ removes the. 
phenolic compounds^ and does not affect the 
pregnanedlol#
The bemone extract was taken to 
dryness and waa then ready for partition 
column ohromatography# (Pig# 9),
Complete details of the steps Involved 
in this extraotrlon procedure^ which is 
basically the one reported by Pearlman 
(19573 b)@ are given in Appendix IX.
Since the greater part of any ate3r’0id 
hormone secreted is excreted in the form of 
metabolites chiefly in the urine^ the 
secretion rate of the hormone can be 
evaluated if a metabolite can be specifically 
measured. One of the chief obstacles to 
this p3:?ocedure is that any given metabolite
F I G . 9 . A.W A T E R  B A T H .
B . T E M P E R A T U R E  C O N T R O L L E D  H E A T E R
C . A I R  JETS FOR D R Y I N G  D O W N  T U B E S
D . N I T R O G E N  FOR D R Y I N G  D O W N  T U B E S
E . R O T A T I N G  E X H A U S T  C O U P L I N G .
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of one hormone may give the same chemical 
test ae other metabolitea of that hormone 
or metabolites of another hormone# This 
difficulty can he overcome hy partition 
chromât ography,
The value of chromatography lies in 
its ability to separate from each other§ 
compomidB y/hioh aaimot be separated by 
chemical means# Mixtures of steroids may 
be separated ohomloa.lly into several 
categories# The chemical separation 
depends on the reaction of fmnotional groups 
in the molecule# For example oeatrogens 
can be separated from neutral steroids 
because their phenolic hydroxyl groups form 
sodium saltS) and ketones can be separated 
from non-^ ketones by means of their v;ater 
soluble Girard" hydrasonesj but these 
procedures still leave mixtures of chemically 
similar compounds.
However, aubstances which have aimllar 
chemical properties may have quite different
physioal properties since physical xjroperties 
reflect the mature of the v#iole molecule#
For example fatty acids all have one carboxyl 
group hut differ progreaaively in solubility 
aa their molecular weight iBcreaaea#
Ohromatography is a physical process which 
exploite differences in a physioal property 
among a aeries of chemically similar 
substances# This propei'ty can be termed 
"relative solubility in two immiscible 
solvents"*
A chromâtographlc column is simply a 
modified glass tube containing a column of 
finely divided solid polar material wlaioh 
v/ill adsorb and tightly hold one of the 
immiscible solvents and so constitute the 
stationary phase# By applying a crude 
extract to the top of this column and allowing 
the other immiscible solvent (the mobile 
phase) to flow down the column, the various 
oomponenta of the extract are eluted from 
the column at different rates in proportion
27#
to their relative aolubilitiee In the two
pliaaea* %  oolleoting the eluato in aerial
volmea from an appropriate oolwm ayatem,
a particular component of an applied
extract can he obtained In pur© form in a
apeolfio volume of the ©luate#
The column oonatruoted for this
raaearah work waa made longer and more
retentive towards leaa polar steroids to
obtain better separation and maximmi
purity of,pregnanedlol# The oolunm was
60 qm* in length and oontained approximately
30 Ct of aelite as the adsorbent material*
The solvent system described by BberXein
and Bongiova.ml (1955) was used* This
oonaiated of




A discussion of the application of
chromatography in this research and a
detailed description of the. construction and
88#
use of the oolum Is given in Appendix III# 
The crude urine extract waa applied 
to the column and the mobile phase allowed 
to run through it* The oluate was collected 
in 5 ml# measured portions into tubes by 
means of a fraction Oollootor# Pregnanedlol 
was recovered in the range of tubes No# 10 
to 14# The rate of flow was about 5 ml* 
per hour ao that the colunm required to 
run overnight# Tubes 1 - 16 were then 




(7'^ H'^  Progesterone ) utilised In this )?eaearch 
emits p particles from the unstable trltimi 
atom attached to Carbon atom 7 on the 
steroid nucleus* The urinazy pregnanedlol 
produced from this radioactive progestero3ae 
retains the tritium on, Carbon 7 and so 1b 
itself radioactive# The pregnanedlol 
obtained after urine extraction and column
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chromâtograpîiy is the result of the 
metaholiam of the injected tagged progesterone 
and of endogenous progesterone secreted hy 
the patient* The radioactivity which this 
pregnanedlol will therefore contain^ can he 
detected hy liquid scintillation speot3:*ometry*
If a auhstance containing a ^ emitting 
isotope is dissolved in a dilute solution of 
a fluorescent compound in an aromatic 
solvent, the scintillor or fluor will 
convert the p particle energy to Light 
Quanta* The Packard Tri-^ Oarh Scintillation 
Spectrometer (Fig* 10) detects, analyses 
and counts each light emission which results 
from the dislntegrat1on of a radioactive 
atom# The radioactivity of the stmple is 
thus measured aa counts pex» minute which 
can be corrected to disintégrâtIona per 
minute if the efficiency of the system ia 
known#
The sample prepared for aointillation 
counting was aa follows ^
o o o o o I 
o o 0.0 o : I
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I) Boivent ^ Toluene*
Ethanol*
XI) Fluor Primary# S.S-^diphenyloxassola
(P*P#0)
Beoondaryi 2^
( 5^plienyloxa0 olyl ) *^‘bemene
III) Vial 22 ml* glaae vial with
stiver foil lined plastlo 
screw oapa#







The aointillation. fluid was 
P#P#0. 4#0 G 
P#0#P#0#P# 0*1 G 
Toluene to 1 litre*
Ethanol added to give 2^ #
Urine beoauee of Its water content, waa not
soluble in the toluene# Ethanol therefore 
had to be added to the aointillation fluid 
to hold the urine in solution# (6 ml* ethanol 




The first 16 tubes of eluato from the 
ehroimtogimphlo column were label3,ed ia 
numerical order* Bolntillation vials were 
similarly labelled f5?om 1 to 16* Equals 
aliquots of 0*5 ml* were transferred from 
each tube to the ooi’responding vial and 
thereafter 10 ml# of scintillation fluid 
was added to each vial and the screw oaps 
applied*
The vials were placed in order in 
the 8cintilia11on Counter and counted for one 
minute each* The vialo containing 
significant counts were then kept aside for 
a longer period of Counting*
Radioactive decay being a random 
process the measurement of radioactivity by 
recording diaintegra11ons or counts per 
minute requires the numbers involved to be 
statistically significant# Furthermore
there is a backg3?ound level of ^radioactivity
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which ±B always present# This has to be 
measured and a suitable correction for this 
applied to the results obtained from the 
machine# This is achieved by including 
a number of standard samples with the 
experimental series being counted# These 
standards include one containing no 
radioactivity bo that counting it will 
record the background level of 3?adiation# 
Another contains a known amount of 
radioactivity ao that the counts per minute 
recorded by the Scintillation Ootnxter can 
be correlated with the actual dieintégrâtions 
per minute known to be present in that 
standard saraple# From this the efficiency 
of the Bointillation Counter can be calculated 
and a check kept on the accuracy of the 
mechanism which must be maintained throughout 
each experiment and each series of 
experiments# Finally a standard sample of 
tritiated pregnanedlol ia counted ao that 
the continued efficiency of the spectrometer
in eatlmatlmg the ezj^erimental radiol$otopa 
can he oonflrmed# Thiia each group of 
re salt B from the Sointi^-lation Ooarter must 
contain figures for the standard samples 
counted In series with the experimental
ïS*
Another factor of signlfleanee in 
liquid eolntlllation ooxinblng is quenching. 
Quenching is a p3?ooess occurring in the 
sample which reduces the efficiency of the 
system so that fewer counts are recorded for 
any given raclioaotlvity present in the 
sample# lü'’or example3 should the solvent 
tend to absorb the ^ particle energy before 
it can oause fluorescence^ this is **C!}hermal^ ’ 
quenching since the p particle energy is 
dissipated as heat: should the solvent tend
to ahsorh the light emitted by the fluor 
before the light can be detected by the 
phot omultxp3àera of the machine g this is 
**Golour*^  quenching. Quenching; In the 
counting of the columm samples was 2 to 3
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per cent, Oorrectrlon la made for this 
quenching factor (which was a constant 
throughout the experiments) in the fina3. 
calculation for secretion rates*
When Ethanol was added to the urine 
sample8j a considerable amount of quenching 
resulted (acme 70 to 75 per cent), Thus 
the Counting efficiency for each sample had 
to be measured* This was achieved by the 
use of an internal standard* By this 
method a known amount of a standard of the 
same isotope (trdtiated pregneinediol) is 
added to the sample after it has been comitéd* 
The sample is then recounted and the 
increment in count noted* This increment 
is then related to the counts obtained from 
an unquenched sample of the standard isotope* 
the quenching factor calculated* and each 
result suitably corrected*
A disoLtssion of the function* 
application and effioienoy of the liquid 
8 c inti Hat i on sp eo t remet er with fu’il details
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of the methods in this roaearch are contained 
in Appendix IT#
Ah a 0 r P t ion t r ojÆio t omet ry #
AhBorption apeotrophotometi'^ y la haeod 
on the oheervation and oompariaon of 
absorption opectra# The absorption spectrum 
a curve showing the amount of radiant energy 
absorbed at each wavelength is a 
characteristic property of chemical compoundss 
and each such chemical compound has its omi 
absorption spectrum. Basically the 
spectrophotometer provides absorption data 
to assist the chemist in quantitative and 
qualitative analysis*
3Problems involving the identification 
of organic compounds can be solved by 
spectrophot ometric tecimlques tln^ ough the 
use of the "matching fingerprints" method.
If the speotrosoopiBt has an extensive 
library of absorbance curves of known 
compounds* positive identification of the 
unknown is established if the unknown
Bpeotmm matches mmy of the kaomi apeetra# 
Usually in quantitative work the 
oonatituienta of the sample are known and it 
le desired to determine the oonoentratlon of 
one or more of them# Quantitative 
Bp 001 rophot omet ry is baaed upon the fact that 
the absorbance of an absorbing material is 
dependent on its aoneentrâtion* %
comparing the absorbance of an unknown 
amount of pregnanediol with the absorbanoe 
of a known amount^ the weight of the unknown 
amount of pregnanadiol oan be oalouXated*
As the abaorbanoe le not etrlotly directly 
proportional to the ooiicentratlon.) the eystem 
does not completely obey Beer*a law# A 
simple arithmetloal oomparlaon of absorbanoo 
and oonoentrat1on cannot* therefore* be 
accepted and a correction factor has to be 
used (Allen 1950)#
The only colorimetric assay presently 
available for pregnanediol ia the yellow 
colour it gives with concentrated aulphurlo 
acid* This la obviously very non specific
3î*
BO that It ia most Important to effect 
auffioiexit purification of the pregnanedlol 
from, other sub stance a giving the same teat* 
Talbot5 Berman* MaoLaehlan and Wolfe* 
(1941) were the first inveatigatora to apply 
thie reaction specifically to the determination 
of pregnane dlol although it had long been 
reoogniaed that a variety of steroids develop 
yellow colour upon exposure to sulphuric 
acid* Tlila lacic of specificity is a serious 
disadvantage since the reliability of any 
method which employs the reaetlon must depend 
upon the degree of purity in which the steroid 
reactant has been iaolated# The pregnanediol 
Isolated during; this research work has been 
proved to be of the reo^ uired degree of 
purity as will he shown latexu
IClopper (1956 ) * Klopper & Michie
(1956) and ILlopper* Strong & Cook (1957) 
have thOj?oxighly studied the characterietioe 
of the reaction. Contamination of the 
8u3.phurio acid with traces of oxidising
agents exerts # oonaiclerable influenoe upeii 
the ohromiogenlolty. In order to obviate 
this source of error EXopper has advocated 
ineluaioix of a email amount of reducing 
agent* much as $odium aulphite* in the 
reaction mixture* Moreover he has emphaaiaed 
the influence of solvent reaiduaa upon colour 
development and has advised that standard 
samples be prepared in Identical solvents 
used for the steroid extraota*
Oomparatively little ia known about 
the mechanism of the colour development but 
it is likely that it involves dehydration of 
reactive groupa auoh as hydroxl groupa 
(Gold & Tye 1958)* A variety of steroid 
hormones constitute potential sources of 
interference in estimation of pregnanediol by 
the sulphuric acid colour reaction 
(SommezTllle* Marrlan & Keller 1948) and acid 
hydrolysis ooiitributaa to this (Bongiovemii 
& Olayton 1954)# Behydroepiendroaterone 
and pregnsnetriol produce strong colour
reaotionai on the other hand pregnaneoXoae 
and aXlopregnaneolohe poaaeaa negligible 
ohroBiogeniclty* A broad speotrum of non 
steroid metabolites and drugs may oauso 
artefactltione elevations (Gold & Tye 
1952),
The colour reaction in this research 
work has been carried out by the method 
described by Eber3,ein & Bongiovanni (1958) 
with minimal modification* 3,00-110 G of 
sodium bisulphite is added to 400 ml. 
concentrated sulphuric acid and this 
"bisulphite sulphuric acid" is what ia used 
to develop the colour. The tubes of 
oolmm eluate containing the significant 
pregnanediol radioactivity detected by 
scintillation counting are taken and 2 ml* 
aliquots are transferred to appropriately 
labelled boiling tubes* 2 ml* Etliquota of 
%)ure oolmtn solvent v/eiealso added to tubes 
containing know amounts of pure 
pregnanediol. All the tubes were dried
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down under a stream of air* Thereafter 
they were plaoed in a vacuum deasioator and 
a vacuum e$taM.:lahed with a vaomm pump*
They were left under the vacuum overnight 
to make since they were absolutely free from 
water*
Next day 4 ml* of bisulphite sulphuric 
acid wereadded to each tube and the tubes 
placed In e, boiling water bath for 4 minutes* 
They wore then removed and a3J.owed to cool 
at room temperature and in about 20 minutea 
they were ready for reading In the Beckman 
D*U* spectrophotometer* (Pig* 11)*
A further account of the application 
of speotrophotomotry in this research with 
a detailed description of the complete 
technique is contained in Appendix V*
Bropf of Purity of Pregnanediol Recovered 
by the Method*
This was the final proof of the 
epeoifloity and reliability of the method*
An accepted method of pregnanediol extraction
F I G . I I . A . B E C K M A N  S P E C T R O P H O T O M E T E R
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from UT±no was used (see Appendix II)*
The Séintillatlom Gounter was approprriateXy 
ae1; to detect the x^adioaotivlty of the 
tritium labelled oompomxcls (see Appendix
IV)* A reliable method of pregimiiecllol 
estimation by absorption apeotrophotometry 
was eetaMished (see Appendix ?)* A 
ohromatography eoluma (Appendix III) was 
built whioh proved efficient in recovering 
pregnanediol as did the method as a whole 
(see Results ^ Proof of Method)*
How it W d  to he showxi that the 
substance obtained fro# the column during 
am experiment was pure pregnanediol*
This was confirmed in four v/ays> full details 
of which are contained in Appendix VI*
1) Abaornt i on Spectrumi
The absorption apectrum of an 
experimental sample of pregnanediol was 
compared with that of a known pure sample of 
pX'^ egnBimediol and found to be similar*
Pregnanedlûl diacetate can be formed 
from p:regnxmedio3> by Incubating pregnanedlol 
v/itli acetic anhydride ia the presence of 
pyrldiixe* If the apecifio activity of 
the pregnanedioZ and the pregzxanediol 
diaoetate are constant this is a = further 
proof of the purity of the pregnanediol,
An experimental sample of tritiated 
pi*egnanediol was aoetylatecl with tagged 
acetic anliydrlde (1 C " ^ acetic anhydride)
and a pure known standard sample of 
pregnanediol was aimilarily and aimW.taneously 
aoetylated as a control*
The pregnanediol cliacetate was separated 
from any residual pregnane did by paper 
chromatography (see Appendix III for 
discussion on otoomatography)*
The p3?egnanediol diacetate radioactivity 
was measured by saintillation spectrometry 
and the dia.oetate estimated quantitatively 
by absorption apeotrophotometry* The specific
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activity of t W  experlmeatal pregnanedlol 
and Ita derivative^ pregnaneâiol diacetate ^ 
were shorn to be similar#
-T-i I ) Oça^e£jTOT§|3^^
This la another method of ohromatography 
(see Appendix III), â simple eight tube 
Counter Current System was used with 
petroleum ether and 90 per cent methanol m  
the Solvent System*
The control pregnanediol 0^^ diaoetate 
and the experimental TH:^  pregnane dial 
diaoetate was euhmltted to tMs Counter 
Current dialirihiitlon* The distribution of 
the radioactivity of the control Carbon 14? 
and the experimental Tritiim and Carbon 14 
atoms were compared and shown to he similar 
confirming the purity of the experimental 
pregnanediol through the purity of its 
diacetate derivative#
IV) M t m m A
' Independent proof of the purity of
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pregïmnediol obtained from the method was 
obtained by submitting an experimontaJ* 
sample to Dr* lewis 1* BngeX^ Ph* D*
Associate Professor of Biologioa3* Chemistry, 
Harvard Medioal School, for infrared 
ana3»yBis before and after acétylation*
Because of the smal3. quantities of 
preg3ianediol produced by the experimental 
subjects, urine samples from two pregno,z%t 
patienta near term were extracted to 
obtain sufficient pregnanediol# Tritiated 
pregnanediol was added as an internal 
standard* Because the extracts contained 
more pregnanediol than the columns could 
handle, each extract was divided into three 
before colmim ohromatography*
The pregnanedlol reoovered from these 
experiments was assayed by Scintillation 
Speotreometry and Absorption Spectrometry to 
check the effioienoy of the method for 
pregnant urine* The pregnanediol samples 
from the column were pooled, taken to
45.
dryness under a stream of air and then 
redisso3,ved in methanol#
The pregnanedioX was orystaillaed 
out from solution in methanol by adding 
distilled water#. This was repeated three 
times before the sample was auhmitted for 
Infrared analysis# Dr* Bngel found that 
the infrared spectra of the sample before 
and after aoetyleition agreed in all 
respects with the rea^ 'erence samples#
Hie report is included in Appendix VI# 
Plasma Radioactive Progesterone Estimation, 
Venous blood samples were taken from 
the eKiperimontal subject 2.5, 5? 7.5, 10, 
15, 20, 30, minutes after injection as a 
rule but on occasion later samples were 
taken at 50 and 70 minutes. Enough blood 
was withdravm to obtain 5, 5? 10, 10,
20, 20, 20 ml# plasma respectively* If 
50 and 70 minute samples were taken, 40 and 
100 m3,# plasma were required#
The b3.ood samples were centrifuged
4 ^ .
and the plasma sopa3?ated* 0^ "^  progeste^^oxae 
was added to each samp3.e ae Internal standard 
and cold progesterone also added as carrier* 
The progesterone waa separated by 
ethyl acetate extraction# The extract was 
taken to dryness and placed on a 60 cm* ^ 30 Or 
Oolite Oolmm# The Boivent system waa 80fi 
methanol and 224 trimethylpezitane*
The progesterone came off in three 
tubes (11 12 13 as a rule) which.v/ere
pooled and counted for radioactivity in the 
BointIllation Oounter* The internal 
standard enabled the samples to be oorreoted 
for loss during the extraction and 
chromât ography# (Pig# 12)#
Full details of the method and the 
settings of the Counter fo33 assaying the 
mixture of 4 and progesterone are 
given in Appendix VIII*
0oust ant Infuei on Exp eriment *
At the steady state when the endogenous 
progesterone production rate, P, and the
PROGESTERONE ESTIMATION
PLASMA




PARTITION COLUMN CHROMATOGRAPHY 
(CELITE)
PROGESTERONE ELUATE PEAK FRACTIONS 
RADIO ASSAY (H=/C '*)
TOTAL RECOVERY 5 0 % ( ± 1 . 0 % )
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total amount, A, of oiramlatlBg hormone are 
oonstant,. 4 » the twaover time, i.#e# the 
time required for the complete raplaoement 
of the elroulating hormone by a fresh Supply 
from the endeorlw glamdm# Slnoe 1 la the 
produo% of the blood hormone oomoentratlon 
1 and the blood volume v, the turnover time
% V *
The turnover rate oometamt TE ia the
pfraction % of the total amoimt of hormone
replaced per unit time, i*e# the reoiprooal
pof the turnover time TH with the
dimension of Time
The endogenous progesterone production 
rate P (Secretion rate) % fR m v x i 
(After Pearlman 1957 a).
Therefore P « M m i where M is the 
metaholio clearance rate i*e* the volume of 
plasma cleared of progesterone per unit time* 
Thus, In the mathematical treatment applied 
to this research work, metabolic clearance 
rate has the dimension of Volume f Time#
48,
Ooriseguenljly 'î’î'i® moan plasma pi’ogestei’one
Plevel 1 H, the progeeterojae secretion rate 
being estimated from the urinary pregnanediol 
exoretion and the metabolio clearance rate 
fx’om the plasma radioactive progesterone 
disappearance curve# (Pig. 13)#
Having obtained a mean value for the 
metabolio oleararioe rata M from a aeries of 
expérimenta on male subjecta it ia poaaible 
to oalcu3-ate the amount of radioactive 
progeaterone which haa to be injected over a 
period of time aa a constant infusion after 
an initial priming dose so that the infusion 
is equal to the rate of metabolism of 
reKiloaotive steroid* If the experimental 
method is aocux^ ate then this should results 
in the plasma radioactive progesterone 
disappearanoe curve becoming a straight line 
during the time of infusion* Stick an 
experiment waa successfully carried out*
This confirms the validity of the plasma 




progestez'one levels* Full detal3.s of tMa 
experiment are ooataimed in Appendix VIII# 
The. theory of eeoretlom rate 
oalouXatien la fully dlaoiieaed in Appendix 
VII and the mathematical tz'eatment of 
metabolio clearance rate étudiés hy single 
injection and constant infusion teehnlquea 
Is discussed in Appendix IX.
However it la pertinent at this 
jimoture to present a simmary of the theory 
and mathematical treatment applied to the 
oalculation of the results of this research
For the purpose of describing the 
metabolism and transport of progesterone, 
or of any ste:noid whose plasma dlaa%)pearance 
curve after a sl%le injection can be 
described adequately by two exponential 
functions, let the body be represented by 
two compartments* The radioactive steroid 
ia introduced into the inner pool which 
includes the plasma# (Bee Figure 40).
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$he whole of the Imaer pool is aaswaed 
to be tn rapid er^milibriim with the plasma# 
franeport of etorold into the other outer 
pool* ia relatively alow* These pools are 
not neoesaarily well defined anatomioalXy#
(In. pregnauoy however* the poaaibllity must 
be oonaldered that the foetus ia part of 
the outer pool* and tliat secretion* or 
metabolism of the hormone* or both may ooour 
there)# Metabolism and aecretiou of the 
hormone are therefore aasmmed* in the general 
ease* to occur In both pools# (See fig# 40)#
The mathematloal proof contained in 
Appendix VII (after laumaa* fait & Tait 1961) 
and Appendix IX (after Tait* fait* little à 
Laumaa* 1961) can be summarleed aa follows 
(after fait* Little* fait & flood* 1962)#
Let
8n ^ Secretion rate into inner pool#
$2 ™ Secretion rate into outer pool#
P 8g t Bg S3 total secretion rate#
I ^ Steroid content' of inner pool#
51#
Q Steroid content of outer pool#
:l K3 steroid ooncentratxon in Inner pool 
(including plaama). 
a ^ Steroid metabolised in inner pool, in unit 
time#
0 steroid metabolieod in outer pool in unit 
time#
b ^ Steroid transferred from inner to outer 
pool in unit time*
1h ÏSÎ steroid tranaforred from outer to inner 
pool on unit time* 
ss fraction of steroid in inner pool 
transferred to outer pool in unit time
I
S3 fraotioxi of steroid in outer pool 
tranaferred to Inner pool in unit
a
time (^)
- fraction of steroid in inner pool
metabolised in unit time (^ )
0^  ^ Fraction of steroid in outer pool
metabolized in unit time (^ )
X := Fraction of radioactivity (measured 
specifically aa the hormone) in inner 
pool at time t
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g; Praotlon of radioactivity (measixrecl
apeoifloally as the hormone) la the outer 
pool at time t.
1
X =3 Fraction of Injected radioactivity as 
concentration (equal to that in plasDm) 
at time t.
3-3 Volume of the inner pool (j)
Pynamio equations ax^ a
-3 ^ 4" G [l]
It - 8%% “ Gg0 - e^a L^ ]
aaswûixig first order individual reactions, 
homogenioity of the two pools and no 
recirculation of isotope after metaholiem. 
Steady state requirement a ax*e
e ^ Q  e ^ i  a  •!• S g  a  p  [ 3 ]
since total rates of metaholiam and secretion 
must he equal. Also* for no net 
accuimaulation or disappearance in pool*
( 9 g  -5- 0 . )  Q -  0 ^ 1  a  8 g  [ 4 ]










Where Bj w rate of ©xeretion (ooiabiaed formation 
of metabolite anâ Its renal olearmnee) of one 
partionlar metabolite from the imier pool.
Eg » rate of excretion of one particular 
metabolite from the outer pool, and E = total 
radioactivity Injected, then the total 
radioaotivity excreted aa metabolite »
(@g . E»e.E X
® A  * ®3*2  ^®3®4
[9]
Thus wMx*# $ « time of urine oolXeotioii 
and 8#i# - Spaolfio activity of the 
metabolite*
8A« a a-Ke m [iq\
54
^  A Beoretlom rate x single Injeetlon faotox*» (w)^
Where w X i^* ('g^ ) 8g
Tb
^ " ^ 3 ^  I ÿ
[ll]
(8©e àppencli^ e VII)#
M W a J M a g L B l m :
^ «S Ae 4- Be la the
Solution of Ecxuationo [x] and [g] and
0^ j^ C3: 0  ^ 4' G2 4" G^ 4" G^  [xg]
.  SgSj ♦ 9 ^ 0 3  ♦ %  f  I 3 J
A 4 .813 % 9^  4* Gg j~ X4 J
and Aj3 4. = Gg 4 [15J
Aa pointed out by Talt g Tait 5 Bit tie and Bauraaa
(XgGl) theae equatlona oannot be solved for 
9^  ÿ Ggÿ Qy or 9^ , nor for I -i- Q the final
volume of distribution^ tmXeas or G-j
metaboilam In either pool) la made equal to nevo>
5%
ïn all eases, however
? [16]
being the reolp.rooal of the plaamm
oom-entratlon at aero time* 














A , 1*5 X aïiâ B are the escperimeatallj 
aeterwineê (See AppeadlK K),
Shea MOB « loÈâLjl§S^®MmJStâ-^
0 0210 ent rati on oi . hemsotopio steroid 
jL%% jplaaamet
'p
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56,
and from equations 13 , 15 , 16 , 18 ,





Bet the oatimatod MOH va3.ue
cX ê
E
Then true MGR ;= MGR.^  x f and
f :iBpe




Let r =3 rate of infusion of radioactive 
steroid (fraotion of total infuaed radloaotivity 
in unit time)# Then
[21]
a* - -1- «2  ^- V  [:2]
[‘he infuaion la oontinued xintil x la
^ (0*1 4* Q-;j)x f ^2^  ^
and
const ant ^ (x^ ) as deternxijaed expexûmentaXXy)
5?$
when z muet a’Xao he eoaatant# Them
0 at X'0
B,utl r ’4“ 0pGn 4* 0^0  ^ )
'2  ^*"4
X,’a
from equations [].Qÿ [l^, a/M [20J*
SDSieii IP
KÇ
^ II0.B %, X
x / 1*
l’IiôR let estimate cl MOH
w
zQ






3Ln i^lie aye%%&3?&]L {x&ews d?03* TboiBi 
the 0onetaut lafualom and Single Injeotion 
methods the eetlmatee of equations [l9j and 
[âSj v/ill give the same result*
MGE t: f and f :ls the aame for both
equatioiia [go] miâ [26J» If =% jL* thla
eetimate wlXl be valid and this will be the 
case when either 8g or e is seroy i#e* 
when see ret ion or metabolism is neg3„igible 
in the outer pool# It should be rioted that 
these criteria for validity of the MGE method 
are slDiilar to those for the valid oaloulatlon 
of aecx^etion rates from the epeoifio activity 
of a urinary metabolite* (See Appendix VII).
The results are oalculated from the 
experimental data detailed in Volume II and 
ax'^e oo31lated in the following ordx^ r*
A# Method Proof *
B* Proof of Purity/' of Experimental Pregnanediol, 
0  ^ Experimental, Suhjeote#
D* Oollahorative Work*
E. OorabinecI Results#
StatiBtioal analyaia and oompariso^i of 
reauXts are iixo3,uded where relevant# The 
atatiatioal mothode employed are
a) The t
b) Calculation of the Correlation 
Ooeffioient#
o) AnaXyeie of Variance#
The following symbols and equations are
used
Number in BOriess N and N*
Arithmetic moana i and x*
Standard Deviations a or 8,1).
Standard Errors SfE# « E
m
es 9 a;»»
X 4* % 4" % f »?: 0 (x)
ShiGuideiayd (leifjLg&izjLoai ()jî <3jL:Eyu03?en(>a <}:& iBw&s&n
0
Oommon variante & zx*
Degreaa ef freedom: n e? I t !'• ^ 2
Goeffiaient of vax'latioix % 8%ÿS 
^ (^ )^ ^ ^ B'(x)^
XK* « a ü w L z J L M & l j u S i ^ ^
E + îf « a
B35 « /a^Li ')-
îf
The deviation# (t) by means of which the 
%)3fC)l)atl)jL]LjL1;3F (3?) dLe; etare <)&]L(3t&le&i;ed
fsfom lb :%
.>;p
2% :a JN +& 3% * <» S!
P is them read from statistloal tablea (Fisher 
STajbea; 5?,» 3L9*)])* fBlzf&lbzLsslbdLc&EajI {Ca&Tblj&a) sgoa? 
j%aS3?jL(%ti3L4?i%3P<S3| I3jL(>]Loas3»G8t]L B%ef(%3L(;G&]L I%ea)e&#o%i,r
pub# Oliver & Boyd^ Idinbux^ gh}*
wSStiÜjîâ'*
A, MESHOD ]
a) Oolumi Eeéovery of Pregimme-3^,20^-âiol.
b) Qo Iuîto Recovery of Pregmametriol#
o) Oolumn Beoovery of Trltlateé PregaamedloX^
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Theoe show that the oompomeiita
of the method and the total method for 
pregmnedfol m  applied in this ai^ esearoh 
projeot are rellahleg effiolent^ and 
repr0 duo eahle#
She chromatographic columai was not so 
effective for the recovery of pregnanatriol 
which was eluted at a alow rate and over a 
greater number of tuhoa# She larger spread 
could he related to a ml^ tture of isomers in 
tliree of the Standard samples* ll*he two 
samples of pure pregnane-M, 1 7 2 0 ^  -triol 
were eluted in four tubes* The method was 
applied to one sample of female urine collected 
during a period of amenorrhoea (see Volmie II^  
page 37)* fhe total output of pregnanetrioX 
for the day was 0*625 mgm* (corrected for a 
recovery rate of 64# the recovery for internal 
standard pragnanediol in that easperiment ) * 
Fothex’hy & love (I960) report a 
pregnanotrlol excretion in female urine of 
0*1 to 3*0 ragm* per day (mean 0*9) and
67*
RonaU/f Namlot) Pare one and Wot le (i960}
0*3 1»2 mgm# per day (mean 1*14)*
A orltioal study of the method applied 
to pregnanetx»lol recovery wae not undertaken 
at this time hut auoh a study is merited 
hecau-ae the results so far are encouraging 
and if the method proves effective a study of 
pregnanetrlol excretion could he undertaken 
to investigate the metaholiom of 17^ 
hydroxyprog e at e rone*
68,
B* Proof of Purity of .likperimantaX 
Pregnanedlol*
a) Absorption spectra of pregnanedlol#
b) Acétylation of Experimental pregnanedlol 
sample.
o) Oomiter current distribution of
experimental pregnanediol cUacetate*
d) Xitfrared analysis of I'kperimental 
pregimnodiol sample.
69.
feolmiq.U0 •* Absos^ption spectrophotometry 
(Appendix VI)#
Detailed résulta * Volume II (pages 39# 40)* 
The absorption speotrum of an experimental 
sample of pregnane diol was compare cl with 
spectra of samples of known pregnane-3^^  20^- 
diol (see Fig* 14)# The spectrum of the 
experimental sample is sindlar to the 
spectra of standard samples of pregnanediol« 
Oomparison of the spootrum of the 
■experiment-al aample with the spectrum of the 
50 gamma standard gives a Ooxu’eXation 
Qoeffioient of 0*973 (For perfect Oorrelatlon 
the Correlation Coefficient la 4- 1*0),
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Ate orpt 1 on Spa01 ropliot ometry 
(Appendix V)#
Aoetylatioix (Appendix VI)* 
Detailed reanJ,te ^ Volmie II (pages 41=^ 44) $ 
Expérimental, pragmnediol sample ^
2*5 ml# from tnte 11 and 2*5 ml# from tube 12 
from Experimental Snhjeot day lÿ 
Cextraction Method 3) pine 300 gamma standard 
pregnanediol (not radioactive) aa carrier#
3 aatlvitlea (eoimta per minnte per
mr H i  gram) #
,1) a'ube 11 - 252,900
2) f'ttbe 12 -* ÊT9, .
3) ffieaa (IjiaTse 11 & It) -* S66,
4) Ixp03?lffl0»tal saBiple (before
eoetylatlea)* - 63,.
5) OorreoteQ for aâsîeS carrier >• 219,
S) l&sperlmental ©ample (after
aaetjrlatien), - 57,331
7) Oorreoteâ for ©aâeâ carrier » 179,906
8) Esrperimoatal ©ample (after
aoetylatioa)*
Oorreeted for difference in 
nioleeular ¥;eights of 
pregnaaediol and pregnanediol 
diaoetat© - 72,237
n9) pine oonrection for added
carrier 249#3^2
(Ratio of Bioleoalar weight of pregnanediol 
diaoetate to mo3,eoaXar weight of 
pregmnediol ^ 1*26# fo allow oompariaon 
of apeoiflo aotivitiea# the specific activity 
of the diaoetate has to he Inoreaeed by the 
factor 1*26 heoaaae» with fewer molecalea par 
milligramme# the apeoiflo activity of the 
diacetate will coutaim 1*25 more radioactivity 
(dialntegrating atoms) than a similar apeoiflo 
activity of pregnane did*
Oomparlsom of the above apeoiflo aotlvitlea
gives the following deviations from the mean*
1) and 2) ± 4*9^
3) and 5) ± 9*7#
4) and 6 ) ± 6 #4#
3) and 9) ±  3*2#
The apeoiflo activltlea of the 
experimental %)r0gnanedlol and Its diaoetate 
were oonatant (within j; 5 to 10# •« the error 
of the method) ao giving a aeoond proof of 
the purity of the experimental pregnane did
72.
Teolmiqmea Oomiter Oiirrent dia tribut ion
(Appendix III Appendix VI)#
GeintIllation epeotrometry 
(Appendix IV}#
Detailed résulta Volume II (pagea 45 ,^48)*
Sinoe thé aoetio anhydride uaed for
1 Aacétylation waa radioactive (1«^ 0 ' aoetio .
anhydride) the acetate derivation was
I ^radioactive (0^  ^^ diacetate)#
A atandaa^ d aample of j^regnanediol (500 gamma) 
was acetylatod eimultaneonaly vd.th the 
experimental sample as a control# The 
radioactivity contained in the tubes following 
the counter current distribution of the 
experimental sample and the control sample 
la compared in BMgure 15# The and 0^^ 
radioactivity of the experimental sample 
ooinoide and are comparable with the 0^^* 
control pregnane did diacetate#
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auT^m of the laotopoa from 
the eamplee ^Ivea the folloT,viixg Correlation 
Coefficient **
BKperlmental to Experimenta3, 0^^ 0#98g
Experimental to Control ® 0*988
Experimental to Control 0^^ ^ 0*977
The Qerrelatlon Ooeffiaienta indioate 
praetioally perfect Correlation (Per perfect 
Correlation the Correlation Coeffj^olent la 
4 1,0 )> TM.8 oonfirme that ÎH-^  pregnane êlol 
0^^ dlaoetate ham reunited from aoetylatlon 
of the experimental pregnanedlol aample and 
ia a third proof of the fnrity of the 
experimental eample*
d) Infrared analgeia of Experimental
à sample of experimental pragmnedlol^ obtained
from pragmnoy nrlne by extraction Method 4
(Appendix II) as desoribed la Appendix VI and
detailed in Volume II (pages 49*^ 65 )? was
eu'toitted to Dr# lewis I* Engel for infrared
mnalyeie who reported ae follows ^
The John Oolllna Warren laboratories of the 
Hnntlngto# Memorial Hospital of Harvard
tlniveraity# July igth. 1961»
We Mve ;)n8t finished running and Interpreting
the infrared spectra on the ©ample you aemt ue# 
The pregnmnediol warn rmi as a imioropellet in 
îCBr and the spectrum agreed ia all re epee te 
with that of our reference sample# A portion 
of the material was converted to the acetate and 
run in carbon dlsiilphlde# This apeotrim too 
agreed in all reepeets with the reference 
spectrmi of pregnane*  ^ 20X ^ dio3, disc et ate# 
Por your reference X am giving you the 
spectrum numbers in case you ever v;ant to go 
baolc and check them over* Per the
75.
pregnaneâiû3. they are Hoa* 484*^6lj 4%'^Gl and
486*«61, For the diaoetate they are Hob*
487-61 ÿ 488-63, and 489-61*
hewiB L*. Engel, Hi*lh 
àaaoolate Profeeepr of Biological 
,atry#
Harvard Medical. School*
This is a fourth, and independent proof of the 
purity of the pregnane dlol aamiple*
Thus the method has been proved apeoiflo 
for the extraction of preg3ieu%#-3A^20<?^ -diGl*
76*
Hote on Eeoovory of Interna], Standard 
Method X? (Appendix XI)#
Detailed re an], ta Volume II (pages 49*^65)*
Reoovery of internal standard 11^ pregnaiiediql*
Urine extraction (two expérimenta) 73*5# ï
60*2#
Oolimn recovery (six experiments) 51# S*D* 9#53
3*B* 3*9
Total procedure (six experiments) 34*-S# S*D* 7*62
S*B* 3*1
Theae results are inferior to those for 
male urine which contains much leaa pregnanedlol# 
This Buggosta that the sensitive claromatographiç 
oolmms were overloaded with pregnane did and 
so gave a poorer recovery and a greater spread 
of pregnane did duato fractions* Furthermore, 
the technique for transferring the extract to 
the columns was not efficient for the greater 
amount of prognanediol in the extract since 
excessive radioactivity remained in the flask 
after transferring the extract to the columns 
as noted in the "remnant" assays* (15# for 
pregnancy urine compared with 1# for male
77,
urine ) #
Gorréotion of the oolumi reoovery and
total procedure recovery for radioactivity loat
in the remnant givee the following reeulte#
Qolumi recovery (a:l^  expérimenta) 61.5/^  8#D# 8.95
8.13. 3.6
fotal prooadurea (aiz experiments) 41*0#
s.n. 6*6
3.1Î. 2*7
It is oonaidered that these results can 
be considerably improved by a aultablo 
modification of the technique and as a basis 
for further study of this method it is suggested 
that i) 250^000 units of beta glucuronidase are 
required to free not more than 2 milligrams of 
pregnanedlol from conlugation with glucuronic 
aoldÿ and 11) not more than 1*5 milligrams of 
pregnane did (preferably 1*0 mgm* ) should be 
in the extract put on the Golumna*
0, Espes’iiaeats.l Smbjoota.













Detailed résulté are given ia Volume II 
(pages 68»*85):# f.he quantity of radloaotivitjr 
lajested was 4 mioroauriaa (l^gBOgOOO opm# ) 
iü&w&3%3aw9 :1a gull 8T&tw&e(&uw%&i& <&%3)e2%lB%eiLt0 2 
mioroouriee were injested* Expérimental
Imj eat lorn solution of this higher raclioaotivlty 
was prepared for this first experiment to give 
ample radloaotivlty so that any problems 
arising in the method oould he more easily 
detected and oorreoted*
Experiment 1. Trial of Extraction Method I 
(Day 1 urine)#
A peak of radioaotivity oocurred in tubes IS 
and 13  ^the expected range for pregnanediol* 
These tubes gave readings for pregnanedlol In
the absorption apeotrophotometer# A peak of 
radioaotivity waa also noted in tube 7* This 
peak was noted in subsequent experiments and 
Is termed '^Peak Minimal amounts of
radloaotlvitj were noted in the tube range
8 0 .
31-36 wl'iioh was the ejcpsotecl range for 
pregKanetriol (1789 opm* for Bay !)♦
Seoo%?e3?y of 78^795 cpm» as progaaaecUol 
for the first day was disappointingly low and 
was ooaaidered to be the result of insuffloient 
beta-glttotirottidase In the istoubation prooesa. 
Experljnent S. E©«eatraotion of JSsperiiaent 1 
Wine by Bxtraotlcn Method II.
Eeoovery of 63$ 694 opm# for the flrat 
day by re^^extraotloa oonflrmed the Inefflolenoy 
of Method I4 à relative Imorease in the 
ahaorption apeotrophotometer figures for 
pregnanedlol reoovery auggeeted that add 
hydrolyale did have an effeot on tlole part of 
the expérimental method#
Experiment 3* Extraction of Day 1 urine by 
Extraction Method III;*
This'produced a recovery of radioactivity 
B8 pregnanediol of 143$078 cpm* per day which 
la in the range of the aura of the reçoverlea 
of expérimenta 1 and g* (348$ 489 cp#* )*
81.
Quantitative recovery of pregnsmediol #ae in 
keeping with the résulta of Method I after 
correction for the inferior effioianoy of 
Method I reoovery* Peak % was present and 
minima], amounts of radioaetivity were p3:’eaent 
in the tube range 36^ 3^9 (35SI opm* per day) 
the pregnanetriol range#
HS“-eKli3?aotion of Sbspex-iment 3 
urine by Extraction Method XX*
Tubes 5*-X? gave a total recovery of 
raclioaotivity of 3170 opm# for day 1 which la 
2# of the recovery of radioactivity in the 
peak X and pregnanedlol rangea by Bïethod III* 
This confirms that Method III waa efficient 
in recovering the radioactivity assayed in 
this research ■project*
Quantitative 3?eoevery of pregnanediol 
by absorption spectrophotometry gave 120#5 
gamma for day 1 despite minute recovery of 
equivalent radioaotivity* This confirma the 
iimdviaeabllity of using acid hydrolysis in 
thia experimental method and the problems
that can arise la the app3.ication of absorption 
epeotrophotometry to axtreota obtained by miâ
hydrolysia.*
Exnerlmeat 5,* Ext mot ion of Day 2 urine by 
Method III*
The résulta were in keeping with 
experiment 3* Minimal radloaotivity was 
recovered in the tube range 38^38 (2048 opm# 
p#r day) ^ the pregiiaiietriol range#
Bxneriment 6# Estimation of mdloaotlvlty 
excreted in urine (Day 1. and Day 2)*
This method produced reasonable résulta 
but Indicated that with the Injection of 2 
mloroourlee in auboequont experiments the 
small amounta of radioactivity to be expeoted 
In aamplea from Day 3 and Day 4 urine would 
be difficult to count statistioally to obtain 
a reasonable standard deviation without 
exoeeaxvely long counting timea# Eowever by 
thia method it was cone!derad likely that the 
Ooeffiaient of variation for calculating the 
total radioactivity excreted during four days
would be in the regloB of 5 to 10 per oent 
when the pattern of emretlom was taken into 
aoeount# In faot the Ooeffieient of 
variation for the male subjecta fully studied 
was 4.4 per cent (mean of 7) and for the 
oaatrate females It was 3.3 per oent (mean of 
4 ).
Extraotion Method III proved satisfactory® 
pregnanedioX being recovered in the expected 
tube range. When the radioactivity was counted 
atatistloally® the specific activities in the 
relevant tubes were constant (within the error 
of f 5 per cent) which is further confirmation 
of the reliability of the method.
The effect of acid hydrolysis on 
subsequent absorption spectrophotometry v;as 
noted# This problem was not critically 
examined since ewyme hydrolysis was utilised 
in the research programme*
Small amounts of radioactivity were 
noted in the prognanetsxlol tube range
84#
{5623 opm# total for 2 âaya)* This mmoimted 
to 0# 36# of the radioactivity Injeotod® 3#0# 
of the |*aclloactlvity recovered as Peak % plus 
'pregnanecUol® and 3#S# of the radioactivity 
recovered as pregnanediol* Since the 
subsequent experiments were to involve 
injection of 8 ralcroouries® and the radioactivity 
in this pregnane did range of oluate would he 
less and extremely difficult to analyse in 
detail® this aspect was no'lî studied furthexr*.
Ho 3?elation was shown between this radioactivity 
and pregnanetriol apart from the similarity in 
the e3*uate tuba range fTom the column#
Further? information calculated from 
Subject is given with later results to allow 
comparison# The secretion rate result® 
ho wave 27$ is not valid because it only covers 
two days and not the necessary four days 
(see Appendix ¥11)#
Ol #TT
■ Detailed résulta are given in Volume 
II {pagea 86*^94)# Inject ion of 2 miaroourlea 
proved a auffioient'quantity of radioaotivity 
for the method m- applied im this reaearoh 
work#
Samples from the ether extract and 
henbane eztraot were aaaayacl for radloaotivity 
to enable oomparlaom of the radioactivity of
e t h e r  e x t r m . o t  $  h e m m m i e  e x t r a c t  $  a n d  p r e g i m m e d l o l  
aluata#-
Xnformation from Suhjeot -^ 11 1# given 
with later raeuZlta to allow oomparlBom*
Again the eeoretlon rate result la ziot valid 
as only two days have been studied#
86.
Detailed x'eraulta are given in Voltwae 
II (pages 95-103).
,SEiSlM4-Sli. was earrleê out to
gain oxperiqnoe la paper ohromatqgraphy and 
to test the effioianoy of the oo.luimx solvent 
system when applied to paper oluromategraphy 
using the Bush Bystem* The results were 
as noted In Volume II* The pregnanotrlol 
sample was not pure pregnane--3^ , 17^ , SOct-trial* 
^Bgperiman^, . This experiment vma designed 
to demonstrate how Peak % radloaotivlty 
(Patient <C) was recovered from the above 
paper ohro»iatograpl:iy system* Elution of the 
Peak X sample strip reoovored 85*4/^  of the 
added radioaotlvlty from the prognaneolono 
a3:*ea of the chromatogram* Therefore Peak X 
radioactivity was related to pregnaneoXone 
or some substance with a similar? Hf *
'I'M© experlaeat demonstuat-eâ 
how the radioactivity of the pregnanediol 
eluate (Patient '^ 1^1) was recovered from this
papex** chromât ograp!g system* Elût lorn of the 
expérimenta], pregnane dlol sainple atx^ ip 
:oeoovex*ed 87?^ of the added radloaotivity from 
the pregna%iedlol area of the ohromatogram.
Thia confirmed the offioaoy of the system for 
use in the acétylation experiment# 
Jâaae£iî»fôat...âL, I M s experiment showed the 
reoovex'y of Peak % redioaotivlty (Patient *11) 
fx*om the paper ohx^omatography system*
Elution of the pregnaizeolone p^ortion of the 
aliromatogram reooverod 87?^ of the added 
rcadioaotivity again demonetrating that the 
Peak X radioactivity was related to 
p,rognaneoXone or a auhstanco with a similar
Mo further investigation of the poaaiMe 
p37Dgesterone metabolite oontont of the Peak % 
fraction was undertaken at thia time*
88.
b) Honml MaXoa» 
o) Oastrate Females*
These results are presented at the same time for 
eaee of aomparrlson. Relevant oaloulations from 
subjeota *^1 and -XX are only included to 
indicate the values for these trial ezpesrlments* 
The detailed résulté are given in Volume II 
(pages 104-272).
The results are tabulated in the following order.
I) Per cent injected radioactivity recove^red 
from Ooluimi as Prognanediol.
II) X^ er cent injected radioactivity recovered 
from OoXumn as Peak X*
III) Per cent injected radioactivity recovered 
from urine.
IV) Recovery ratios.
Ratio A Ratio of
Ratio B - Ratio of
Ratio 0 =: Ratio of 'TÎ
?) Batioa of recovery of radioaotlvity
during the ezporlmental eztraotionn*
anaP27ogmmeal0i tubeaTopii)
Pregnaneâiol' 'tuhee "(opaiT wnere
pregnanediol radioaetlvity ie reduoacl to 1#
VI) Total pregnaneaiol raooverod par day#
VII) âaaay of injection aoXtition and 
oaloulation of radioactivity Imjeoted*
fill) OalonCiation of progesterone aeoretion 
rate (P) $ mean for 4 days of experiment $ in 
milligrams per day#
The aquation used for this oaXoulatlon la
B W a F îiîgB.# per Clay
where 8 ^ speoifio activity of injeoted 7H’^ 
progesterone#
W % weight of Inoeoted 7H^ progesterone#
a ^ correction factor for difference in 
ïEolocuIara weights of progesterone and 
pregnanedlol 0#98
Û spaoiflo activity of urinary 
p2?egnanedlol.
h % correction factor for quenching of 
pregnanediol radioactIvity 
( - 1*02 see Appendix IV® pages 265-6)#
d K: Humber of days, of urine ooXleotion#
Therefore P c? 
opm Pregeaterome) y (mgm.îH^ progeatex»one) x (0*98)
mgm inieoted 1 ( inject ed
ïïrmary pregnanedioi total x" (4) x" (1,02
mgm
ïst Badloaotivity injected (opm)y mean dally
pregnanediol (mgm) y (0*96)
Total pregnanedzol ra.aioaot.xvlty (apm)
In this equation the experimental reoove^ y^ rate®
and oounting efflolenoy of the Sointillatlon
Ooimter canael out* The oalouXation figures
for eaoh experiment are given in Volume II
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Im analysis of varianoo of the logeritîinis 
(to base 10) of the daily percent injected 
radioactivity recovered from the Ooluimia aa 
p37egnanedlol showed that the differences between 
the aritlmetlc mean values of the Males and 
Oastrate Females for daily and overall 
recoveries ware
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Total (overall)
t value -1.79 -2.45 -3,77 -4,66 -6,31
P > 0.05 < 0,05 <0,01 < 0,01 <0,01
The dlffereaice was not significant for Day 1 hut
was significant for Day 2 and highly significant 
for Day 3$ Day 4 and total recovery#
Vdien the logarithm of the per cent injected 
dose recovered la graphed against time in days® 
the points for days 2® 3 and 4 appear to form a 
st37alght line indicating that the excretion of 
the radioactivity as pregnanediol becomes a 
constant and the half time (%) of disappearance 
of this radioactivity can be calculated and the 
for each subject is noted with the results on
93#
page 91 # Shore Is no eignifioimt difference 
between the half times of the males and oaatrato 
females (}?>G,IO)*
The logarithm of the mean percent 
injected dose recovered was graphed against 
time in days for the male and castrate female 
groupe and is shown in Figure 16 where the 
points for days 2$ 3 and 4 form a straight 
line with a half time of 19 hours for the 
males and 21 hours for the females# By 
extending this line to the right® the percent 
injected dose which would appear in the urine 
per day can bo calculated until total"
(leas than 0*06^ C of injected dose not yet 
recovered) excretion of the radioactivity as 
pregnanedlol#
Q: % I ht>nri 
\ C4STR^TE FE/n^iUS
ïflYS OF U/ÏJWÊ COLLE cno/v
m .
Eyc'fehoti oj vadi'OM^hViTy 
QS WyiTi &Yy FVej-nft'ncàio/,
I S .
94*♦
Meati per cent Injected dose recovered per 
dOT as premanedAoX» ,
Males (7) Females
Day 3. 9.81 13.54
Day 2 2.02 3.21
Day 3 0.05 1.40
Day 4 0,34 0.64
Total for 4 days 13.02 18.87
Day 5 .14 0.29
Day 6 .06 0.13
Day 7 0,06
Tot m3, for 7 days 
("Total*' excretion).
13.22 19.302
(Day 59 8 and 7 calOu3.ated from Figux^ e 16).
Time the X3/- foar day recovery for the 
males is 98# 9/^ of the total radioactivity 
excreted aa pregnane di ol $ and the 1 8 . recovery 
for the oaatrate fema2*es is 97# 8# of the total 
ra dloao11vlty excreted as pregnanediol# This 
confirma that the method fulfils the 
theoretical requirement of 97^  ^recovery of the 
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An analysis of varianoe of the 3-ogarithms 
(to base 10) of the daily percent injected 
radioactivity recovered from the oolinm aa 
peak X showed that the dlfferezioea between the 
arittoetio mean values of the males and 
castrate fema3.es for daily and overall 
recoveries v;ora
Day X. Day S , Day, ,3..Pay 4 Total
t mine 3.49 2.93 1*62 1*96 4.99
'8 <0,01 <0,01 >0*05 >0,05 < 0.01
The difference was not significant for Day 3p
bordering on aignlfioance for Day 4 but highly 
significant for Day 1 and 2 and total recovery# 
%%em the logarithm of the per cent 
injected dose recovered is graphed against time 
in days the points for Days 2^  3 and 4 are in 
keeping with a straight line indicating that 
the excretion of radioactivity aa Peak X may 
become a constant and therefore the half time 
(%) of disappearance of this radioactivity may 
be calculated and the T§ for each subject is
7 i t
noted with the results on page 95*
There Is mo signifioant difference between 
the îialf times of the males and castrate 
females for Peak X radioactivity (P>0#05) or 
for the half , times of the males and f©rales 
for pregnanediol radioactivity and Peak X 
radioactivity (i? > 0* 05) s
The logarithm of the mean per cent 
injected dose recovered was graphed against 
time in days for the male and oastrate female 
groups and is shown in Figure IT where the 
points for days 2 y 3 and 4 are in keeping with 
a straight line vdLth a half time of 20 hours 
for the males and 22 hours for the castrate 
females# %  extending this line to the 
right g the por cent injected dose.which would 
appear in the urine per day can he calculated 
until "total" (less than 0*004/^  of injected 
dose not yet recovered) excretion of the 
radioactivity as Peak X#
T'^ » il AowM 
CÀsrR/ir£ fsnifliHs
00




Meaîî peraenij lajeoted Bose reoovered per
Maleo (7) Femaloe (4)
Day 1 1.98 0,87
Bay 2 0,43 0.22
Bay 3 0.17 0,12
Bay 4 0.08 0,05
Sota3. for 4 day©» 2.66 1,26
Day 5 0.032 0,025
Day 6 0,014 0,012
Bay 7 0.004 0,004
5îota3, for 7 days 
(Total Exoretion)
2*71 2.301
(Bays 5? 6 and 7 oalou.lated from Figure 17)
{21m8 the 2*66jS four clay recovery for 
the ma3.e aubjoote la 98*2^ of the "total*^  
radioactivity excreted aa Peak X and the 
1.25# four clay recovery for the oaatrate 
female auhjecta la 96.8# of the total recovery 
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An analyelD of vax^ ianoe of the logarltMis 
(to base 10) of the dally per oent :ln;ieoted 
radioaotivrlty recovered from urine oho wed that 
the differences between the arithmetic mean 
values of the males and castrate females for 
daily and overall reooveriea were
t value 2 #40 2# 50 5*41 6* 66 8,49
T? ^0,05 c: 0,05 ^0,01 ^ 0,01 ^ 0,01
The difference was significant for hay 1 and 
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fheae figuras compare the résulta of 
eeotiona 1)$ 11) and 111) end indioate the 
almiXaritiaa bm& differentee ^ vi^*
a) She males excrete leea pregnanedial 
radioaotivity and leaa total reciioaotivity 
than the eastrate femalee# She proportion
iso iSolSs&l
radioaotlvity la# however# eiml3>ar in the 
two groupa and this le indicated by the 
similarity of the B ratio#*
b) She males excrete more peak % radioactivity 
than the females ( x 2,128) and the female# 
excrete more total radioactivity ( x 1*444) and 
more pregnanediol radioactivity ( x 1*454) than 
the males and this la indicated hy the
algnifleant dlfferencea in the à (P<0*01) 
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104*
résulta wera obtained to monitor 
the functioning of the e^ctraotion procedure 
during the ludtiaX male emperlmente but the 
counting of the extx^ aot samples was not long 
enough to obtain aooeptahle standard 
deviations* However the figurae indicaté 
the pattern of radioaotivity in the e^tracta* 
The heuEiene extract retains 80# of the etlier 
extract redloaotxvity and the Pre#%anedlol 
tubes qontaln 60# of the benaene extract 
radioactivity*
Therefore since the total radioactivity 
excreted ae pregnanediol is 10*4# of the 
injected dose (13# corrected for 67# recovery 
rate for the method)^ it can he calculated 
thatÿ for the male patients, the hensene 
extract (leutral extract) wil3. contain 32*3# 
and the ether extract 40*4# of the injected 
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The mean valut fer daily pregnamediel exeretiem 
as measured by the experimental method (without
aerraation for loss during the method) differ 
algmlfioahtly for the male (458*7 mierograme) 
and female (208*1* mloregrama) groups# (P<0#OO1).# 
The males therefore emoreted more pregnanaiiol 
hut leas radioaativity as pragnameâioJ* and 
less total raalioaotivity in urine than the 
oaatrate females#
Beeause the speoifie aetivitiee of all 
the metabolites of progesterone will he the 
same in eaeh group of suhjeota the weight of 
poealhle metaho3,ite exoretea as peak %
(]%f^ i%GLj2]r<9a&3ri&iB23 lotaJLcs aggrouip %&%&(& 3Sp %ndL()3?()as3%BtBta3 
for female group) earn he oalaulatai siaoe the 
radioactivity of peak % is known*
a) Male group*
Spealfio activity oonstant 
Spaoifie activity
Specific actii^ itT PMgïianeâiôl « micpograms,
Specific activity cf peak X « aicrograros.
X
3.07,
Thsrefoi’e , 13i?f 2.66‘^
!= / 458*.? raiorosTaiBô
*a 93*85 aiio3?ogi’am9 
b) Female gj«oup*
Speoifio activity of pregmiaediOJ. = micrograms
1.2Bpaolfio activity of peak % ?» miorograme
T  '
Therefore 18* 9# 1 * _
#5*1 ^
X 208*1 mlorograme
G: 13»76 miorograme 
Thus the male suhjeots excreted 93*85 mlorograms 
of a poaelhle progesterone metabolic product aa 
peak X per day and the female euhjeeta 13#76 
micrograms per day# The possible metabolite 
content of peak I was not fully iavestigated* 
furthermore these oaleulatlomB do not consider 
the correction necessary for the molecular 
weight of the 'onkncvm metabolic eubsbance and 
can only by a rough theoretical oxeroise 
indicating that in males, peak X may contain
108* .


















.5X Microcurie 0*370 10 opm*
2 Miorocurle g; 740,000 ojm*
Mean 2 mioroourie injection aliquot 740,800 cpnu 
(Mean of 14) E3D %= 82,700
109,
?l»0A’es1;erQne Secrstloa Rate, (]?
Pi«i. per day » mean rate for 4 Says.

























The mean value for aeoretion rate for the
male group differs aigiiifioaiitly from that
of the oastrate females, (0.001 0.01),
Males % 3.230 Females % 1*071
s(x) 22.611 S(x) 4.284
8(%^ ) 83*014 B{x^) 4.6-
S3C* = 1.116 Sjj = 0.662
t ' = 3.261 (b*001<P<0,Gl)
110.,
B, 00XÆAB0HATI7E WQBIC*
Volume8 of difôtrlMtloHÿ tranapcrt and 
Bietaboliam rate oonatanta and metabolic 
clearance rate of px^ogeaterone*
a) Single injection expérimenta*
b) Gonetant infuelon experiment#
(A oonoDîîîitant atudy on the experimental 
aubjecta by Br# Brian little of the 
Department of Obatetrioa and G-paaeooXogy^ 
Harvard Medical School)#
111.
The values for radioaetivity pi'^ eseat apeoifioally 
as progesterone and fully corrected for recovery 
in plasma taken at timed lntea?vals after the 
intravenous injection of S miorooxixrlea of 
progesterone were obtained for each experimental 
subject (See Appendix VIII)#
These values were plotted as the logarithm 
of the per cent injected dose present per 
litre of plasma against time after injection 
(see Appendix IX)# A rough example of such 
a graph for Subject ^Vll Is shown in Figure 18# 
From these graphs the following 
factors can be calculated - (the graphs being 
drawn from the experimental data using the 
method of least squares) A, B, A-i-B, Alpha,
Beta* (Appendix IX) and they are noted in 
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From a knowledge of these factors the 
following can ‘be caloulated. (Appendix IX).




= Vg (Ayg ■!■ B'K )
££iAiSi'
1 ‘"S = met abolie clearance 0'™+ Sk rate (litres/day)»
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b) Constant Infusion Experiment#- 
(Experimental Male Sifbjeot % I I )
The valuea for radioactivity preaemt apeoifioally 
m  progesterone and fully eorrooted for recovery 
in plasma taken at timed Intervals during the 
constant infusion are obtained (see Appendix 
VIII)* These values, aaloulated as 
mieromlerocurieà per litre of plasma are shown 
ill Figure 19 plotted against time*
The values at 85f 95 and 105 minutes 
are oonatant within the error of the method 
with a mean value of 5*28 micromiaroeurle# per 
litre of plasma*
Sine-e M (Appendix II)
21*6
4.091 litres per day*
0 
94
Consl"OLY^  ^ r^»Sus/oii


















Résulta oaloulated from aomMnatioB 
of the Seoratioh Bate Study (Eoeulta 0)§ 
and the Gollahorative Study (Beaolta D)*
m #
He stilt s oaloulated from combination of 
aeoretion rate study (Hesulta 0) and the 
oo.lla'boratlve attidy (Heeulta D) are oaloulated 
aa follows and detailed in the table on 
page 118*
a) 1 « mean plasma progeaterone level
. Hrogeateroiie Secretion Rate 
Metabolic OXearaaoe Hate
P
Gs g mlarograma. per 100 ml# plaama
b) h - total body content of non laotopio
hormones 
=: 1 (^ x 2^  micrograma
o) The turnover time (TT) o.an also be 
calculated (See Wiaterlal and Met ho da, page 47)#
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A, TW 0t *
The o.f raüioaotitity ia tirlaê
aftes? 8#0AalBtra$iQ#. ®f radioaotiv#
progesteroso#
T M  #^ox*©ti©» ©f tiriaarF p»sgaaaetll©l 
after the aêmiaistratioa of progeoteroa©, 
aïs X*
Progostoroao 8eer@ti.oa Sates, 
Srogeatojroao Sosretioa %




e) # e w
3?ho ittetlioâ for t M  extraetioa of pwe 
5 yg pr0gna»e«“3/, 20A,«aio3. from arine %#loh was^
eotablloMa ia tMa reaearoh proga?s.îmaô haa 
■feoea âeaoxil>eâ ia cîotalî. eai lias beoa ahow 
to bo offioieatj opooifio aad reproduooablo 
(oee Soottito pagoo 61 to Î5)» It oomparoo
f a v w m b l y  with, the beat ' ef the' many imtheds 
for the extraotien of pregnanediol from 
urine whloh have been published as notOid 
previously (Materials and Methods, pages 21 
and 22)# The 60 oms# oelita ehromatograpMo 
co3,tumi is original to this method (see 
Appendix III), The solvent system employed
or the oolumn was studied by Bberleln à
}3onglovanni (1955) and utilised by them in a 
paper ohromatograpMo method for the measurement 
of pregnanediol in urine (Eberleln & Bongiovanni
The gluouronldaae inoubatioix avoids 
the interference with subsequent spectrophotometry 
which can reau3.t from mold Iiydrolysla of the
urine and an aocepted method of urine 
estimation wae employed (See Appendix XX)#
The pregnanediol recovered from the 
urine was assayed for radioactivity in a 
Packard Tri^Qarh Bointillation Spectrometer 
by an appropriate teohniqw (Appendix IV)#
The pregnanediol was also measured 
quant 11a11Ve].y by absorption spectrophotometry 
in a Beolman DU Spectrophotometer by a method 
which took into oonaideration the various 
X>roblame of the procedure (Appendix V)#
A critical, factor in the spectrophotometry was 
that the pregnanediol recovered from the 
column wae in fact pure 3^  pregnane-^3^^ 20^ ,-^ dioli 
That this was ao la confirmed by four proofs 
of purity of the experimental pregnanediol 
aample (See Ap%)endix VI and Be suit a, pages 68 
to 75)#
The experimental subjects wore managed 
in a simple routine manner to ensure accurate 
administration of the tracer dose of tritiated 
progesterone and collection of plasma samples
and urine# The ioae of radioaetlvlty 
administered was safe and permission for the 
administration of progesterone was
obtained from the appropriate authoirities, 
BuitahXe precautions for radiation hasard 
were taken throughout the work (Bee Appendix I).
The method proved to he effective when 
applied to tlm experimental suhjeots# The 
ratios of recovery of radioactivity during 
the experimental extraction procedures showed 
a steady pattern (Eesu3.ta page 103)* The 
calculated mean content of radioactivity in 
the neutral extracts studied was 32*3 per 
cent of the injected dose (Heaulte page 104), 
which was in keeping with the resu].te of 
Pearlman (1957b) - 31 per cent, and of 
Romanoff (1962) - 32 per cent.
&  ■ . Bxo.reti.Qn ..of im.#oa#iyi$y in.,the, ..Urine...after
adrainistration of Radioactive Progesterone*
The recovery of total radioactivity from 
the urine following adrainistration of 
iaotopioally labelled progesterone represents
123#
the e%03?etiom of seve^ ral metaholiteo#- It 
may also Imolmêe the excretion products of 
steroids which have progeeterone as a step 
in their Moaynthetlc pathway (see Figure 3# 
page 3 ) # therefore the logarithm of the 
per cent injected dose areoovered pea? day 
graphed against time in days need not he a 
straight time for days 2» 3 and 4 as would 
ho expected for the radioactivity excreted 
as a single motahollte in the steady state#.
fho urine radioactivity will also 
depend on the position of the Xahelled atom 
in the steroid nucleusr If progesterone
is used y for example ^ some 18#,G per cent of 
the injected radioactivity will he excreted 
in the explored air (Davis & Plots 1958) due 
to metahollem of the aide chain (see Figure 3# 
page 3) and this will reduce the radioactivity 
avmllahle for excretion hy urine and faeces.#* 
Bradlow & Gallachar (1955)# studying 
the metaholiem of progesterone in man#- recovered 
from urine and faeces 61 per cent of
radioactivity injected m  progesterone.
Welaty Fujimoto and Bandherg (1955) obtained 
from the first 24 hour collection of urine 
22.4 per cent of radioactivity injected as 
4^ 0^ '^ progeaterone into a female auhjeot.
Pavia & Plots (1958) recovered an 
average of 34#1 per cent of radioactivity 
injected as progesterone into non-*prognant
women and found no relation between the amounts 
excreted and ovarian function. Plots (ig6l) 
similarly recovered 39.6 par cent of radioactivity 
from the urine of pregnant patients and found 
no statistical difference in the recoveries 
from pregnant and non-^pregnant women. These 
figures are in keeping with a 35.5 per cent 
recovery (only 3 days urine collected) by 
Wider (1959) and 30 to 69 per cent by 
langmade, Eotrlca# Bemetriou and Ware (1962).
There is# however# a wide variation in the 
total recovery values in urine which points 
to an individual excretion pattern of 
pi'Ogesterone metabolites wMoh ie not influenced
by the presence or abaenoe of Xmteal fmotion 
0%' pregmamay.
Sandburg & SXaunwhite (1958) reeovereû 
go per oent of radioaotivity from urine after 
injection of progeaterone into male and
female auhjeota and Romanoff (1962) aimilarly 
recovered 54 per cent from urine of male 
patiente. The recovery of radioactivity from 
male urine recorded in this thesis waa 38.4 
to 64.3 per cent (mean 50.2)#
There ie an increased excretion of 
radioactivity in the urine from the eaatrato 
females (5T#9 to 84.2 per cent: mean 72.5)
when compared with the recovery from the 
normal males as noted provioualy (mean 50.2 
per cent) and the difference la statiatioally 
significant (Analysis of variances P< 0.015 
overall)# This difference could he 
attrihuted to the action of the teatia in the 
male auhjeota if it can he assumed that the 
male adrenal gland# at least as far as 
progesterone ia aonoerned# has a haaio
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îEetaboliam similar to that of the female 
gland# This oould he confirmed by a study of 
oaatrate male auhjecte* She difference may 
also he present when oastrate females are 
compared with normal females ae ia suggested 
hy the résulta of the studies of nosrmal 
females hy the other workers q^ uoted above.
TîxLa may he taken a,a an indioation of the 
differ mice in the pattern of progeaterone 
metaholiam in the teatla and o\?ary from that 
in the adrenal gland as wou3»d be expeoted 
from the different biosynthetic %)mtimaya for 
steroid metabolism in these endocrine glands.
On the other hand the variation ahown 
in this thesis may reflect a basic aex 
differenoa in progesterone metabolism between 
male and fema3.ea which is not readily apparent 
from the comparison of the results of 
different v;orkers studying different sex 
groups# It has to be remembered that# whereas 
the main site of progesterone metabolism is 
the liver (Samuels & Waist 1952)# Forbes#
■ f
Oo'ulombro & Ooulombre (1961) have ahomi that 
oeXlu3*ar fraotians of rat kidney as we3-l as 
liver oan imaetlvate progeaterone in vitro# 
Berliner à Weiat (1956) provided evldenee 
that extrahepatio metaholiam of progeeterone 
00oura in rata and that reduotlon of the 
gO-^ Keto group la pooaihle without the liver# 
and Cooke & Taylor (1962) demonstrated aex 
differenoee in the metaholiam of progesterone 
by rat liver in vitro#
£îu~JMSâM;S2Li>XJMlBS^
the.. a diuini a t rat i on QfPrpgea t e%*one *
Somerville & Marrian (1950) adminiatered 
some 60 mgm. of progesterone dai.ly for two 
days to men and poet "^menopausal women and 
recovered pregnanediol# calculated a$ per cent 
administered progesterone# in the range of 
12 to 16 per cent for men and g to 16 per 
cent for poat^menopauaal women# Klopper à 
Miohio (1956) after administering aimilarly 
large doses of progesterone to men and
postMimnopausal women recovered from the urine
an average of 18.9 per cent of the admlmlatered 
dose* The reai?.lto imhliahecl by Klopper &
Miehie (1956) further demonetrated that by 
eomtlnulmg the administration of progesterone# 
a aignifioaiit difference in the exoretion of 
the admiïiiBtared pr ogee ter one aa urlzmry 
pregnanediol appeared# the poBtmonopauaal 
females 0X0reting more than the males# and 
analysis of their résulta Bhom that the 
differenoe is atatiatiaally aignlfiaant 
(t test* ?< 0*001).
,Theae expérimenta were net physiological 
because the (quantities of progesterone 
administered to the patient were 10 to 40 
times the daily progesterone production of 
those patients and could alter the normal 
steady state of progeatorOne transport and 
metaholiam. However# the recovery of 
radioactivity as urinary pregnane did after 
the administration of isotopioally labelled 
progesterone in tracer dosage is a physio3.ogioal 
method of measuring the excretion of
in the wine as a percent age 
of aâminietereâ progesterone, 'fhe total 
«rinary pregnanediol (disoouating the 
pregasnediol from the traoer amoaat of 
radioactive progesterone) therefore hears 
a similar relation to the total endogenous 
progesterone metaholism,
Bearlaan (1957b) recovered radioaotivlty 
as urinary pregnaaediol» measured as per 
cent injested dose of 16«H^ progesterone, 
with an average of 11,7 per cent for pregnant 
women and of 80*5 per oent for surgioally 
oastrat© females, Romanoff (ig62) 
administered 4’*0 progesterone to normal 
malas and recovered an average of 14 per oent 
of the lajeoted dose as urinary pregnanediol, 
i'h© results in this thesis (see results page 
91) for recovery of radioaotivlty as urinary 
pregnanediol measured as per oent injected 
dose of 7'*S progesterone are 10,5 to 16,1 
per cent (Mean 13,0) fo5? normal males and 
10.6 to 30,2 per cent (Mean 18,9) for
castrate feMlea,* fhe difference ia 
etatistically significant (Amlysis of 
variance g - P<0»01?. overall), Furthermore 
the exoretioa of radioaotivlty as urinary 
pregnanediol is directly proportional to 
the excretion of total radioactivity in the 
urine for tooth groups (See results page 102), 
She results for the males in tîie 
thesis agree with Romanoff (I968) and the 
results for the castrate females are in 
keeping with the figures given toy Pearlraan 
(1957to), Also the results of IClopper &
Michio (1956) disouaaed above indicate that 
pGst«menopausal women can convert a greater 
quantity of administered progesterone to 
pregnanediol than normal males and this is 
confirmed toy the results in this thesis,
Mi®n the logarithm of the per oent 
injected dose reoovered a® urinary pregmnediol 
per day (mean values for 7 males and 4 
oastrat© females) ia graphed against time in 
days, the curve ©uggeat® a straight line for
ûajrs 2, 3 and 4 (Figure 3.6, page 93),
âlloMng Day 1 for equilibration, thia graph
is in keeping with the aeeumption that the
patienta were in a steady state of
progeaterone metabolism aa indloated by a
0onetant rate of excretion of labelled
pregnanediol. There ie a aignificant
difference in the quantity of x*adloactivity
excreted but the pattern of excretion, i.e.the
line
renal olearance, (the slope of the/for days 2#
3 and 4 in the two groups) shows no significant 
difference (Mean T§t 7 malea R: 18,43 hours ;
4 females 23# 75 hours ; P >0,09),
Thus the difference in progesterone metabolism 
between normal males and castrate females la 
reflected in the rates of conversion of 
progesterone to pregnanediol. As with the 
difference in excretion of total radioactivity 
in the urtne, the difference in pregnanediol 
excretion may reflect either the action of 
the testis in the male group, or a basic sex 
difference in progesterone metabolism#
3.32,
fMs is the othe%* peak of radioactivity 
detected In the oolnMm elnate from the patients 
studied, îh© major peak of radioaotivlty was 
pregïmaediôl in the. range of tutoea mmtoer 10 
to 14 (usaally in a peak of 8 tubes). Peak 
X usually appeared in tubes 6 to 7,
The percent iajsoted radioactivity 
recovered as Peak X was 1,92 to 4,63 
(mean 2,66) for the males and 0,37 to 1,96 
(mean 1,25) for the castrate females and the 
difference is atatistloally significant 
(Analysis of variances P<o,Ol5 overall),
This difference in excretion of progesterone 
metabolite is greater than these figures 
indicate because both the radioactivity 
©xoreted as pregnanediol and the total 
radioactivity excreted in the urine is 
significantly greater in castrat® femalss 
tlian in normal males whereas the radioactivity 
excreted as peak X is significantly greater
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±xi normal raalea than in oast rate fomaXao#
When the logarithm of the mean ciaily per cent 
injected dose reoovered from nrine ae peak % 
(mean values for 7 males and 4 oaotrate 
females) is graphed againat time in days 
(Figure 17# page 97) the result la reaaonahly 
in keeping with a straight line for daya 8#
3 and 4# so that the radioactivity appears 
to follow the pattern of a metabolite of 
progesterone excreted by auhjeota in a steady 
state of metaboXiaau The graphs indicate 
that there is a significant difference in the 
quantity of radioactivity excreted hut the 
pattern of excretion# i«e# renal olearanee (the 
slope of the line for days 2# 3 and 4) shows 
no significant difference (mean 7 males 
19*43 hours; 4 females - 25*75 hours;
P^O.05)#
The actual metaholio content of peak X 
was not identified hut asBuming it to he a 
single puree metabolite the quantity of such 
a metabolite excreted as peak X oan be
oalO'uXated (eee Results page 10# to he some 
eeven times greater for the male group than 
for the eaatrate'female group# a much greater 
difference than exists for pregnanediol 
(aee later)# The differing rates of 
progeeterona metaholiam in this direction 
indicate a significant difference In the 
pattern of progesterone metabolism between 
normal males and surgically castrate females# 
That this difference could he due to the 
aotivitiea of the testis In the male group 
rather than a more basic eex difference In 
progesterone raetaboliani ia supported by the 
following argument*
Whereas pregnanediol ia the major 
metabolite of progesterone# the second largest 
metabolite of progesterone ia pregnaneoXone# 
fan der MoXan (1962) studied the excretion of 
pregnanediol and pregnaneoXone in normal males 
and women with amener,rhoea* This worker
reported 1) that the ratio of excretion of 
pregnanediol to pregnaneolone wa.s 3 to 4A
for males and 5 to 6/1 for women with 
amenorrhoea 2) Aclrenooortiootrophio hormone 
Btimulatiora of these subjects resulted in 
an increeise in 17 hjclroxyaorticolcl and 
pregnanediol excretion in both groups but 
no detectable Increase in pregnaneo1one 
exoretlozi which suggests that pregnaneolone 
is less related to adrenal gland zmtabolism 
than pregnanediol. Oontractor & PoarXman 
(i960) also repox’ted results of a study of 
%)r0gnaneolone excretion in castrate females * 
Pro3% their figures for pregnane01 one 
radioaotivity recovered following injection 
of a known amount of 16 px^ogesterone and 
the mean px^ogesterone aecai^ etion rate for 
castrate females reported in this thesis 
(1*85 mgm# per day) it oan be calculated 
that the weight of pregnaneolone ]reoovered 
was some 85 micrograms (Calculâtion similar 
to that for Peak 1; see Results# page 106)* 
It is therefore tempting to postulate that 
the progesterone metabolite in Peak X is
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pregnaneolone because a) Pealc % la the 
next moat prominent peak of excretion of 
radl oao tlvity to that of pregnane di ol and
pregnaneolone is the next moat prominent 
metabolite of progesterone# b) the ratio 
of pregnanediol to the theoretical metabolite 
content of peak X for normal males in this 
thesis (4#9A) is reasonably in keeping with 
Van der Moleai*s figures for the ratio of 
pregnanediol to pregnane clone (3 to 4/1)*
o) the ratio of pregnanediol to the 
theoretical metabolite content of peak X 
for the castrate females in the thesis is 
15/I and the content of poaelble metabolite 
in peak % is much smaller in the caatrate 
female group than in the normal males 
indicating; that this metabolite, like 
px^egnanaolone# #ms less related to adrenal 
gland metabolism and more to testicular 
metabolism of progesterone, d) the weight 
of possible peak X metabolite for castrate 
females was caloulated to be some 13•7
137*
iiiiorograms which la within reasonable range 
of the value of 25 miorograma oalculated a# 
the poseihle recovery of pregnaneolome from 
oaetrate female urine by Contractor & 
fearlman (I960), e) the paper ohromatograpliy 
expérimenta (Roeulta# pages 86 and 6?) show 
that peak % raclioaotivity has the same Hf 
mB standard pregnaneolone*
SfetJMM»
Veiming & Browm (1936) were the first
to report the Isolation of pregnanediol from 
human pregaanoy urine and to atudy the 
excretion of pregnanediol In urine during 
the menstrual cycle (Venning & Brown 1937)#
Pregnanediol was first recovered from 
male urine by Buxton & Weetphal (1939) who 
demonstrated It in urine from patients to 
whom progesterone had previously been 
administered* Engel# Thorn & Bowls (1941) 
reoovered 20X ^^pregnanedlol from the 
urine of a normal male (0*06 mgm# per litres
0.3.2 Bigra* p©r âay). Bally ©«s^etion of 
pragmamedlol ia male uriae ha® been *>epofteô 
as followsj Klopper, Strong & Oook (1937) - 
1,11 mgm. (3B 0.20) : Boaglsi?anni &
Bberlein (1938) * saâey six yeans ©f age., 
iQBs than 0,02 mgm; 7 to 16 years, 0,3 to 
1,1 mgm, (moan 0*6)5 over 16 years, 0,8 to 
3*5 Bgm, (mean 1,53) : Van fler Molen (1062) *•
1,36 to 2,1 mgm, 5 Eoutanoff (1962) « 0,3 to 
0,9 mgm. (me#i 0,6) a This thesis *• 0,147 to 
1,2# mga* (mean 0,459 ws®l mean oorreoteâ 
for loss by methoâ, 0*685 mgm, see Reenlts 
page 109)*
The ©ffieieaey of the methods employed 
and the parity of the pregnanediol reoovered 
will acoomnt for some of the variation in 
these figures* furthersnore there is a great 
variation in the quantity of urinary 
pregaanediol in the patients studied in this 
thesis so that a random eollection of groups 
of males svill result in a variation is the 
moans of the samples around the mean of the
popialatioa as a wliole*
Klôpper, Stroag a Ooek (1957) reported 
the reoovery of pregaaaeiioX from the aria© 
of poat-jaenopausal women to he 0*6 i%m, per 
day (SB 0*22) wliioh wa© sigiiifioantXy different 
from their eomparahie recovery rate from 
normal male urine (1*11 mgta* SB 0*29) and 
from urine from women in the proliferative 
phaee of the menstrual oyol® (1*0 mgm* SB 0,1), 
Pregnanediol produced hy th© post-menopausal 
female is likely to he the result of the 
metaholism of progesterone aeeretsd hy the 
adrenal gland and the pest-menopausal ovary 
and there ie n© evidence that th® post­
menopausal ovary doe® not produce progesterone 
although a comparative study of progesterone 
metaholism in normal poat-menopausal women 
and surgioally eastrat® women would clarify 
this point. However, Idopper, Strong & Oook 
(1957) showed that after administration of 
adreaocortiootrophio hormone to their post­
menopausal female subjects, th© excretion of
1 4 0 .
au àd%*emal oompQmemt in the pi^o^eaterone 
pa^odnetiôn of poat-monopanaal women.
In this thesis the reoevery of 
projgnanediol from the nrina of si^rgieally 
aastrate women (aee Heenlts page IO5) was 
O.ogS to 0.3G4 mgm* per day,(mean 0*208 mgm*) 
whioîi differs eignifioantly from the recovery 
from the normal male eubjeota studied as 
noted above (t test* 0#001<P<0*01)^
The pre#mnediol prodnoed hy the post menopausal 
woi'aen ie the result of matahollam of progestérone 
eeoretad hy the adrenal glands einoo the 
0variea have been removed and no other source 
of progesterone production ia known#
P.-  Progesterone Beoretion Bates*
The daily hormone production rate or 
eeoretion rate can he estimated in four waya#
1) A known amount of hormone la injected 
into the patient and the %%rlnary recovery aa 
the original hormone or its metabolite ie 
determined* A knowledge of the urinary steroid
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excretion rate in the pre-^injeotion period 
enableB the rate of endogeaoue hormone 
product ion to he oa3*oulatedf This la not a 
phyaiologioal procedure hooaueo the relatively 
large amounta of progesterone which have to 
he injected are likely to diaturh the normal 
steady state of hormone metahollsm#
8) The instantané ans rate of hormone secretion 
may he ca3.cnlat0d froBi the difference in 
arteriovenous concentration of the hormone at 
the endocrine glands in question and the rate 
of blood f3,ow through the glands* This is a 
teotoloalXy difficult procedure and is rarely 
practicable*
3) Intravenous Injection of a known trace 
amount of Isiotopioally labelled hormone 
followed by estimation of the metabolic 
clearance rate and simultaneous estimation of 
the plasma concentration of the hormone permits 
calculation of the accretion rate* (See page 
28)* However no direct method for estimation 
of the 3,0W plasma levels of progesterone
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preaont in malea mmd castrate females was
kiiOTO when, thla reaearoh work warn oommenoed#
4) A reliable and moourate estimate of the 
secretion rate can be obtained by injecting 
a known trace amount of ieotopically labelled 
hormone intravenously and estimating the 
specific activity of a urinary excretion 
product* This was the method followed in the 
present study# The theoretical implications 
of this technique are fully diaausaed in 
Appendix VII %#ere it is ehovm that the present 
study fulfils all the stipulâtions required 
to make the calculation valid# The secretion 
rate 00 estimated is the mean secretion rate 
for the period of urine collection (4 days)# 
Pearlman (1957b) was the first to apply 
a radioactive tracer technique for study of 
progesterone secretion rates when he studied 
pregnant women and castrate females and 
calculated comparable secretion rates for 
pregnant women from the specific activity of 
urinary pregnanediol and pregnaneolone
14^j*
(Ormtraotor à Pearlman I960)* (1961)
rei^ortod results for pregnant women similar, 
to those of Pearlman as did Solomon# Watanabe# 
Dominguez# Grey# Meeker à Sims in I9G2 
(188 to 563 mgm. per clay# mean 322 mgm* par 
day)#
Dominguojf»# Franc ole & Watanabo (I962) 
estimated the progesterone secretion ratea for 
normal ma.lea ^ 3.9 to 6*8 mgm# per day; for 
norma3, females in the fo3.liou3.ar phase of the 
menstrual cycle 2*3 to 5*4 mgm* per day: 
for normal females in the 3nxtea3. phase of the 
menstrual cycle 22 to 43 mgm# per day*
Romanoff (1962) calculated that the secretion 
rate for normal males was 3*2 to 5*6 mgm* per
day (Avex'age 4# 5 %'m* ) *
The progesterone searetion rates in 
this thesis (aee Results page 109) are# for 
normal males 2*0 to 5*8 mgm, per clay (mean 
3*23 mgm* ) and for castrate females 0*94 to 3.*26 
mgm* pm? day (mean 1*071 mgm# ) and the 
difference is significant (t teat 0#001 <}?<0*01)*
X44t*
The secretion rate for normal males is within 
the range of the rate for normal, females in 
the fol3-ioular phase of the menstrual cycle 
as quoted above* It is therefore reasonahla 
to assume that the progesterone aeoretlon rate 
of normal females in the follicular phase 
will also differ aignlfioantly from the 
secretion rate of casti'ate female s. ^ This 
suggesta that the normal ovary secretes 
progesterone in the follicular phase of the 
menstrual cycle in the absence of an active 
corpus luteum#
If it can he assumed that the normal 
male adrena.l gland functions in a similar 
fashion to the normal female adrenal gland# 
at least as far as px^ogesterono production 
la concerned# then the progesterone production 
rate of castrate males should differ 
significantly from the secz^etion rate of 
normal males and so support the hypothesis 
that the normal testis secretes progesterone* 
This is in keeping with the results of
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Blamiwhite à Samue3-B (1956) who report 
progesterone m  a preouraor of testlotU-ar 
androgens in the rat, A study of 
progesterone secretion rates In castrate 
males would clarify this point.
In 1938 Beal & Beichstein iso3*ated 
progesterone from extracts of adrenal glands 
from the ox, Balfour# Oomline & Short (1957) 
âemoziatrated that the adrenal secretee 
progesterone by isolating this at wo  id frora 
blood from the adrenal vein of cow and sheep* 
JCloppor# Strong & Oook (1957) demonstz'^ ated 
that AOTH stimuloAlon inoreased the urinary 
p3?egnanedloX excretion in human subjects 
indicating an adrenal oontritmtlon to 
progesterone production. In i960 Short 
reported the recovery of progesterone from 
adrenal venous blood obtained from an AGTH 
stimulate cl female patient and estimated that 
the adrenal productiozz of progesterone in
this anbjeat waa 0*6 mgm* per day#
The study of caatrate femalea in this 
iiieaia produced a progeBte3?one aeoretion rate 
of 0*94 to 1*26 mgm* per clay (mean 1,071 rngm*) 
which waa a measurement of the production of 
progeaterone hy the Intact female adx'enal 
glands and the first time that this has been 
achieved,
H*. , Oollahor§tlve, ,Wg_rk.,
a) Method, The oollahorati ve work will not 
he dlecuseed In detail aa it la to he 
puhliahed elaewhere# The method for the 
extraction of progesterone from plasma ie 
doBorlhed in Appendix IX# The concept of 
the 60 cm# oellte column was original to the 
method.
Assay of circulating x^rogeoterona hy a 
chemical tecluiiaue was described by Haskins 
in 1950# Butt g Morx*is# Morz'ia & iVilliams 
(1951) ÿ Zander (1954)# j^andex^  von Munstarmann 
& Marx (1955)# SommervllXe (1957),
Sommerville à Desphande (1958)# Short (1958),
r)
Short & Eton (1959) and Oertel# Weiaa à 
Eik-*Hesa (1959) developed methods for 
estimation of progesterone in plasma and 
tlsaiie fluide# As with the method deaoribed 
in Appendix IX# these methods had a maximum 
oeasitivity in the range of some 2 to 4 
micro grams of progestex^one per 100 ml* of 
plasma# The progesterone content of plamm 
from pregnant women was within the capability 
of these methods but the levels to be 
expected on the plasma of normal males and 
castrate females could not be measured. 
However by meaauring the p3-asma 
disappearance curve of injected radioactive 
progesterone (Appendix VIII) administered by 
a single injection or constant infusion 
technique., the transport and raetabolism 
Z'ate oonstantsg volumes of distribution# and 
metabolic clearance rate of progesterone oan 
be oalcu3.ated as described in Appendix XX,
If the progesterone secretion rate ia measu2?ed 
at the same time as the metabolic claaranoo
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rate, the meaa plaam progesterone level 
aan he omlonlateê (see page 28)♦
% e  ehoioe between a single injection 
or oonstant Infusion technique is indicated 
by the theoratioal oonslderationa# If the 
initial and total volumes of distribution 
and also the individual metabolie and 
transport o one tante are reo,ul3?ed them the 
single injection method will give the 
information and not the constant infmaion 
method#
If the metabolic elearanoe rate is 
required then the infuaion method la likely 
to give the most reliable and precise résulta# 
When the diaappearanoe of a steroid in 
plasma after a single injection is very 
rapid ms for progesterone there are oonslderable 
difficulties in aocurate sampling at known 
time intervals in order to obtain the 
oharaotera of the first exponential (âe 
Of more importance^ because of the low 
plasma radioactive concentration^ the olmracter
of the second exponential (Bo ' ) is alao 
difflouit to estimate and it 1$ impoaaibXo 
to teat oritioally whether the final slope 
(Potted aenvilogarithomioally, Pig* 18  ^
page 111) ia a straight line. With the 
constant infusion method the plasma 
radioactivity can he measured for a much 
longer period of time (with the same total 
administration of radioaotivity) and the 
criterion for eq.uilihrium (i*e* the constant 
plasma radioactive oonoentration) can he 
rigorously tested hy comparing these values 
at inte%*val$ during the latter part of the 
infusion*
h) Beqults. 9)he results of the collaborative 
work will not he diaousaed in full as this 
will he reported elsewhere* However, some 
comment ia neceaaary* Figure 20 compares 
the plasma metabolite clearance rates for 
progeaterono obtained by single injection and 
constant infusion methods* llHaeee Buhjeota
o tfoo
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include normal males, castrate females and 
omrioctomiaed and adremlootomi^ed females* 
(27 subjectB composed of the 7 subjects 
detailed in the collaboration study and 21 
subsequent slmi3.ar experiments) * Ho 
significant difference in metabolic clearance 
rates has as yet been found among these 
different groups* Again there is no 
significant difference in the mean estimâtes 
for the metabolic clearance rates by the two 
methods* However, the oo-^effioiant of 
variation for estimation by both methods is 
so large that the comparison la not a oritioal 
one#
fait, little, fait, Black, Hiondel 
& Gut (1962) have suggested that it may be 
useful to express the metabolic clearance rate 
of a steroid (whole blood) as 
M =: H W  X HE X BHGE where 
1 ss Metabolic, clearance rate*.
HBF ÎÏ hepatic blood flow*
BH0E «3 extra hepatic clearance rate*
If HBF (which can he determined hy the 
iiouaX methods) and HB (which could he determined 
hy hepatic venous sampling of radioactive 
ateroid after infusion) are known, then the 
proportion of extra hepatic metaholiam may he 
quant it at i vely expreaaed as BITOH ^ tWDïIF x HE
It should ha noted that this expression will 
only apply if the radioactive eteroid, as for 
the steroid eecreted hy the normal gland, is 
mixed with the total blood flow before 
entering the liver# The relationship between 
peripheral blood concentration and secretion 
rate ia clearly not applicable in general for 
oral or direct hepatic arterial administration. 
The whole blood metabolic clearance 
rate for progesterone is about 5000 litres 
per day (Plasma M n? 3000 1/dayt px'ogeaterono 
blood/plasma ratio - 1*7)* There is as yet 
no information on the hepatic extraction of 
progesterone but its rate of metabolism by 
hepatic tissues in vitro suggest that, unless 
its high binding to albumen prevents ita
transport into liver oelXa in vivo, its 
extraction will be 100 par oent* Taking a 
figure of 2230 litres per day as a reasonable 
mean value for hepatic blood flow (Tait $ 
Little, Talt, à Flood 1962) and accepting 
the hepatic extraction of progeaterone as 
100 per cent, then-the proportion of extra 
hepatic metabolism of progesterone is
m ■ i €  gO uO
If the hepatic extraction of progesterone is 
less than 100 per cent then this figure will 
be greater than 53 per cent# However, 
subsequent studies reported by Tait, Little, 
Tait, Black, IbLondel & Out (1962), and Little, 
Tait, Black & Tait (1962) indicate that the 
mean value for metabolic clearance rate 
calculated from the study of larger mmbers 
of subject is lower them 3000 litres per day, 
(some 2200 to 2300 litres per day), so that 
their estimation of the proportion of 
extrahepatio metabolism of progesterone ia
a orne what leae than 55 per cent* Th:la 
relatively high value for extra hepatic 
metahollam of this steroid oorreaponcls with 
ita known rapid metaboliam by extra hepatic 
tisauea (Berliner & Wieat 1956). Figure 21 
compares the whole blood metabolic clearance 
rate for various stei^ olda*
Study of the transport and metabolic 
rate constants and volumes of distribution of 
progesterone will allow comparison of these 
values for prog;asterone with those of other 
steroids and those of progesterone in 
patients in various clinical conditions* 
Figure 22 compares the disappearance curve 
after a single injection of radioactive 
progesterone, aldosterone and cortisol, and 
Figure 23 compares the final volume of 
disti'ibution (¥-^  -î- Vg) of progesterone, 
aldosterone and cortisol.
I. Oombined Result s..
a) Mean plasma OTogosterone level (i).
Where M metabolic clearance rate and
Pla$(na0iii^fi>5 
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S3 uin NOixngiHisia jo annioA
pP progesterone aeoretlon rate, 1 ||-*
The plasma p3?ogeeterome levels bo oalculataâ 
take no aooomit of possible dlmvml variation 
and the values are, for normal males 
0^053 to 0^X43 miorogrammes par 100 m].#
(Mean 0*093J and for oast rate females 0#032 
to 0*034 mlorograma per 100 ttil* (Mean 0*033)# 
fhese values gust fail to differ signifioantly 
(see Results page 118; t test 0*05<P<0#1) 
but the M value© do not differ signifloantl^r 
00 that *’!*’ may show a difference of eignifioanoe 
when a larger number of subgeota are studied*
Suoh low levels of plasma progesterone 
cannot be measured by the chemical methods 
noted previously# However labelled reagent 
methods of ^progesterone estimation have been 
recently developed wMoh can measure such 
minute quantities of progesterone* 
v/oolever & 0oldfine (I9S2) estimated the plasma 
progesterone level in males to be 0*66 
raicrograms per 100 ml* and Hiondel, Tait,
Tait à little (I962) estimated it to be
15S.
0*036 to 0*077 xalorograma per 100 ml*
There is a tenfold difference in these findings 
but the latter one ia in keeping with the 
reau3.te for males In this thesis ,oaXoulated 
by the Indirect method* The progesterone 
secretion rate for males in this theals la 
in keeping with the results of other workers*
If the plasma progesterone level, as oaloulated 
by the Indiraet method were to have a tenfold 
error the metabolic clearance rate estimation 
would require to be ten times too great 
(i,e* 300 litres per day and not 3000 litres 
per day}* The metabolic clearance raté of 
progesterone has not so far been studied by 
other workers but at^ baequent experiments 
although giving somewhat lower figuresj 
continue to confirm the results in this 
collaborative work* (fait, Little, Tait,
Black, Elondel & Gut 1962, Little, Tait,
Black & Tait, 1962)*
b) Turnover time The only factor? that
is akin to the metabolic clearance rate (M) ia
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the Turnover Time (see Material and Methods* 
page 46) studied by Pearlman (1957a)*
1 * ’ » .  'fa = i%
I?
turnover time ao oaloulated in this theeia 
(see Résulta page 118) are for normal males 
3*72 to 10*6 minutes (Mean 6*7) and for 
08.atrate females 5*85 to 6*27 minutes 
(Mean 6*06)* Pearlman * a figure for turnover
time in pregnant woiîien is some 3*3 minutes* 
Taking 300 mgm* per clay ae a reasonable mean 
figure for progesterone aecretion rate (?) 
in late pregnancy, and 15 micrograms per 
100 ml* of plasma ae a reasoimble value for 
plasma progesterone (i) In pragnauoy,
p
M ^ % 20Q0 litres per day# àe these 
figures are reasonably in keeping with the 
results in this thesis a ten fo3,d error in 
the metabolic olearance rate value is excluded# 
g) Mean Total body content of JProsesterone*
The total body content of progesterone 
at any instant (see Results page 118) ia in
vyr^
noj?mal males 17*62 to 36*57 micrograms 
(Moan 28*08) and in oaatrato females 6*43 
to 10*11 'miorograma (lean 8*27) and the 
difference fa algnifleant (t teat = 0*02-cP<0*05) # 
These values are remarlcably small and this 
was the first time they have been estimated# 
arque & Bongtsaon (1952) have reoently 
studied this aspect of progesterone metaha11am 
and they calculated that the amount of 
progesterone stored in tiaauea and x^urticipating 
in dilution during raclloiüotope studies of 
pregnant women wafa 27# 4 miorograms (Suhjects 
19 weeks xaregnanti Progesterone seo3:*etlon 
rate 75*5 mgm* per day)* These low values 
reflect the rapid transjport and m.etahoXiom of 
the steroid as shown by the disappearance curve 
of radioactive progesterone, and the low tissue 
levels of progesterone In the body as indicated 
by the minute value for plasma progestex'one 
0 0 310 e n t rat i on,
158.
GonolusloaBa
1) A method for estimating progesterone
seoretion smtea utlliaing a radioisotope tracer 
technique le deeorihed and proof of epeoifioity, 
aocumcy ami reproduoeaMllty established#
She theory of calculation of sécrétion rates 
ia dlaouaaed and the validity of this aspect 
of the method confirmed#
2) Normal male aubgeota and aurgically 
castrate foBiale auhjecta have the method 
applied for study of their progestérone 
metaholiarn and oeoretion rate# The initial 
InveatIgat1one on male euhjeota oontrlhute to 
the development of the method# The résulte 
of the study of the normal ma3^ e auhjeot and 
aurgioa3.1y eaatrato female auhjeote are compared#
3) The normal male euhjeots exorote 
aignifioantly lea# total radioactivity in urine 
following Injeotion of 2 mlcrecurlee of 
TH-^^progeaterone (50#2 per cent of the injected 
doao) than the aurgioally castrate females 
(72#5 per cent of the injected doee) and this
159.
aspect of progeateroii© metabolism :1s diaotiased#
4) The normal males x^ rodiioe aignif 1 oantly lea© 
raclloaotivity as urinary pregnanedlol following 
injection of 7H^-x>^cgesterone (13 per cent of 
the injected dose) than the surgically castrate 
female aubjecta (18*9 per cent of the injected 
doae)* It Is noted that the ratio of urinary 
pregnanediol radioactivity to total radioactivity 
in urine ia similar in these two gz^ oups*
5) Peak X the other major peak of 
radioactivity recovered fszom the ohromatographio 
séparation of the urine extracts following 
injection of 7H^ progesterone-ia signifleantly 
greater in the normal male subjects (2*66 per 
cent of the injected dose) than in the castrate 
females (1*25 per cent of the injected dose)#
The possible metabolic content of Peak X and 
the significance of this aspect of progesterone 
metal] oil am ia discussed#
6) The normal males excrete significantly 
more urinary pregnanediol per day (458*7 
B’licrogra.ms) than the surgloally castrate female
1 6 0 *
subj eeta (208 #1 miorograme)#
7) The norEial male aubjeeta have a significantly 
greater progesterone secretion rate (3*23 mgma* 
per clay) than the aurgioally castrate females 
(1*073. mgm* per day)* The secretion rate for 
the surgically castrate females is an estimation 
of the secretion rate of progesterone from the 
intact female adrenal glanda* These resulte area 
discussed and it is suggested that the normal male 
testis secretes progesterone and that the normal 
female ovary secretes progesterone in the
pro3.iforative phase of the menstrual cycle*
8) A collaborative study (by Dr# Brian Little) 
of the dlSEippearanoe rate of plasma radioactive 
progesterone following injection of
7H^"4progeet erone enables oalculatlon of the 
volumes of distribution, the metabolism rate 
constants, and the metabo3.;lo clearance rate 
of progesterone# This method, its application, 
and the mathematical treatimnt applied to the 
calculâtion of the results are noted and 
points re3.evant to this thesis diaouBsad#
i6.i#
g) The mean plasma progeaterozze level la 
oaleulated from the knowledge of the progesterone 
aeoration rate and metahollo olearanoe rate.
The normal male auhjeota have a higher mean 
plasma progesterone level (O.Ogi mlorograms 
per 100 ml. plasma) than the surgically 
oastrate femalea (0.033 mlorograme per 100 ml, 
plasma) hut the dlfferonoe is not 
st5),tl8tleally signlfloant for the numbers 
ao far studied.
3.0) The total body content of progesterone 
Is oaloulated from the knowledge of the mean 
plasma progesterone level and the fina3. vo3.ume 
of distribution (f^  ?p) of the Injected
tracer amount of radioactive progesterone#
The normal males have a significantly larger 
total body content of psrogesterone {28.00 
mlcrogramB) than the surgically castrate 
female subjects (8#87 mlorograms).
11) .Further study of progesterone .metabolism 
in various groups of subjects in various 
clinical conditions by the app3.1cation of this
Biethod of inveatigatioa wl3J. a3.Xow a clearer 
mridereta'Ming of the function of progee ter one 
la phyalologioal and pathological statee, 
which hitherto has not been poeaible*
163*
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q ) HadioaotivQ aoBpounda* 
cl) Expérimental ambjeota.
e) Mariagemont of Subjects, 
f ) Radiation hataard*
1 6 6 ,
Packard Tri-^ Oarb. Liquid Sointillat 1 on 
Bpootrometer*
Beoteaa W  Bpeotrophotometers 4 ml* qimrta 
ouwlïtea*
Beokman 0oromatio pH Meter*
Traoex4ab p3?eoiBion Ratemeter*
Int ermational Centrifuge.
Soizitillatloii Vlâla; 82 ml# glaaa; v/itli 
plastic aorew oapa, allver foil lined: "Paolmrd"#
b) Ohemlcali#
Aoetio âoid; GlaoiaXs Eeagent quality: "Du Font". 
Beimene ; He diet 13.1e d: "Ourtie" #
Oelito; Oolite 545*
Chloroform? Rediet134ed% "Curtia"#
Ether; Anhydroue A.H#s "MaXlinokrodt".
Bthyl aoetate? Redistilled: "Cm^tie"*
Ethyl alcohol? abaoljite? pure: "ü.B*
I'aduatreial Ohemioal Co#".
Hydroohlorio Acid? Reagent quality : ^ "33u Pont"# 
Ketodaae? Brand of beef liver ^  glucurouidame 
(5000 Plahmam unite per ml#): "Warmer'^Ohlllcott".
MethaiiQl; Hsâistilleüi $
PîiO0pIïomol2rMio Aeids "fleliei’"»
J?«O.P.O*P, I • Solatillation gmde "Paolmrd",
I\P*0* $ Soiiatillation grades "Packard",
Sodiw® hydrosidoi Reagent qaallty* "Bierok". 
SodinBJ Msulphits? l’are s "Merek",
Sulplfciurio aoids Oonoj Roagesit qaallty;
"Su Pont",
îoXuenei Salphtir fress Rodistillads "Curtis", 
2*2.4 frimethjrl.pentaa©5 Redistilled: "Curtis", ■
,âljMl4safîMmJ.amœiâat
H-^*-7»progôsteroa.0i sgeoiflo aotivlty 30# 000 
jaioroouries per milligramme : "He?? England 
Huelear Co.",
C ^ *^*4* progesterone I spécifié aotitity 1.8 
mioroeuries per milligramme "Picker Huolear 
Co.",
aeetio anhydride# spécifié activity 0,22 
fflioroeuries per milligramme, "Picker Nuclear
*1 A
toluene; apo.olfia aotivity 0#18 mloroourlee/ 
per milligramme# "Ploker Nuolear Oe*".
Pregnanedlolg raMom3.y labelled# ©peeifio
activity 15*32 mlcrocmrlea per milligramme.
10
X  G u x v le  .3*7 5C 3 ,0  d i a i i i t e g 3 ? a t i o n e  p e r  a e o o M .
1 ..MllllGurie -Î 3*7 % 10^ ti*p*s*
1 Mlcroaurle 3*7 % 10^ ' Û*p.a.
6K= 2*22 X 10 dlelntegratioa per
mimito.
6ss 0.43.6 % 10 e omit a per milmute 
(effioleiioy 1/5*4)
- 0*370 X 10  ^c»p*Bu (efflolenoy .
1/6)*
1 roatgems Qoxu?eapoiicla to that quantity of 
radiation which dietriWtea 83*8 erge* of 
energy in 1 gram of air*
X rontgen-^aquivalent physical (r.e.p.) :la that 
quantity of radiation which will ralaase an 
energy of 93 ergs* per gram of tlBeua*
The aWorbed doee of aaiy ioniaing radleition is 
the amount of energy imparted to matter by 
ionising particles per unit masa of Irradiated 
material*# The r*a* d* la the unit of absorbed
doae and ia 100 ergs* per gram*





*11 h»S. 6*0" 170
*111 H. Vi. 6*0" 180
*17 H. S, 5*7" 185
H.S. 5'9f" 190
*71 ffl.I, 5 *8» 159
nil 1KB, 5 *8" 160
*1S 8,0. 5 '11" 136






















The 7H^ progesteï'oiie useâ iii the eicperlments 
was obtained sterile ia solution in toluene and 
in a ooncentration of 11 microouries per 
millilitre from Dr* J.P, fait * Woroester 
Foundation of Expérimental Biology, .Shrewsbui?y, 
Mass, U.S.A, Thus 0*2 ml. of this progesterone 
solution oontaiaed 2,2 mioroeuries of 
radioaotivity, When 0,2 ml. was taken up
170#
iti 3*1 ml* of normal 10 ml# of the
oaline solution contained 2*0 mxoroouriOB of 
ra cli oac t iVO proge at erone *
M3, .the aingle injection OEporiraonta 
were performed in the following manner*
fho ,o^ per3jaaBta3. auhjeet was facted 
overnight* She following morning two 0*8 M* 
allgnote of ÎH'^  p3?ogeaterone (11 microonxfî,e0 
per ml* ) were taken using a sterile 0*2 ml#
'Y
Mow out pipette* The fl%%t 0*2 ml* v/aa ‘ 
asBayecl for radioactivity in the Bcintillatlon 
Oountor# The second was added to 11 ml# 
sterile normal saline* 10 ml* of this saline 
solution was taken in a disposable 10 ml* 
syringe for injection into the expex^imental 
subject*
}?%9jLo3T to the Inject long the subject 
emptied the bladder# The injection was made 
into the antecubltal vein# After 5 ml# had 
been injected the time waa iaoted (« sero time), 
The syringe and pipette were destroyed 
and care was taken that the hands were washed
after each handling of equipment oontaining 
thie relatively high radioactivity*
Blood aamp3.es wore withdrami from the 
aKperimental suhjeotj 2^^ 5# 7â'? 10, 15, 20,
30, go or 70 minutes following the Injection 
(taken from sero time) depending on the 
experiment * The first withdrawal of Mood 
was takexx from the arm not used for the 
radioactive injection# Blood was wlthdram 
into hepasi^ lnlsed syringes in sufficient 
quantity to obtain 5? 5, 10, 10, 20, 20, 20,
40 and 100 ml* xMasma respectively which weaxe 
then extracted as noted in Aixpendix VIII# 
Subsequent to the injection, the 
experimental subject oolXeoted all w?ine for 
the next four days# She colleotions were 
made in 2 litre winchester bottles containing 
3.f25 ml, ifO]Lueiie as p:ceBervative* The bottI.ea 
were kept in a ref^ c'lgerator during the day of 
oolXeotion and at the end of each day, the 
bottle containing the day*s collection was 
tx'^ ansferred to the deep-^ freaise to await
extraotlom* Vlaeii the urine v/as roquix’*ed for 
extraction (Appendix II) the bottles were 
thawed out at room temperature, each day*s 
output meaaured, and the appropriate quantity 
taken for analysis# Thereafter the urine 
was not again fx^ ossen but retained in a 
refx’igerator (OH*^ centigrade) fo3? further 
experiments as required#
f) Hadiation
The maximum permissible amount of 
(as water) in the body is 10 milllQuries 
(ReoommendationB of the International Oomiiseion 
on Badlolqgioal Protection, 1950)# Any.data 
which suggests a lower figu3?e uses an arbitrary 
safety factor# The soft tissue dose from 
natural radioactivity would appear to be about 
2 m#r#a#d# per week (Bpierfs and ]3uroh 1958)#
10 microouries of trltiated water in a single 
injection would give a total radiation dose 
of 2 m#r#a#d# (assuming 19 day half life and 
40 litres total body water space)# This dose 
wouI.d therefore appear to be safe for serial
Injection 'tmà X mllliourie roaaonable for a 
slng3.e injection per year (total close 200
maximum doae rate 45 m* r#a*d# per 
week; tolerance dose rate = 300 m*r*a,d$ per
The safe dose of a tritlated steroid 
depends on know3.edge of oondentration in 
partloulasr tissues and so far such knowledge 
Is scanty* Prom the work of Davis, Plotm ^
Le Hoy, G-ould & Werber (1956)1 Davis & Plotia 
(3*956), a^zider (I9GI), Plpte (I96I) and from 
the resizlte contained in this thesis, some 
70 to 90 percent of the radioactivity injected 
as progeeterone can he accounted for at the 
end of four to six days# Assuming ttet 10 
per cent of the radioactivity injected and 
unaccounted for 'by uranalyais (a reasonable 
figure for progesterone) is concemtrrated 
permanently by the yellow marrow (weight 
1*5 I%v)' than from a dose of 100 microouries 
the radiation to this tissue vail- be IS m* r#a,d, 
per week, about six times the natural
174*
background# In this research 2 mleroouries 
have been :Uxjeoted#
She above coneideratlone apply to normal 
adults# for a pregnant woman, if It is 
aeaumod that 10 pez^  oent of the injected doao 
la concentrated permanently in the sensitive 
organa of the foetus (total volume 100 ml*), 
than a 2 mlcroourie injection would deliver? 
a radiation dose rat© to those tissues of 
4 m*r*a*d# per week or about twice the natural 
background* Thus the teolmlquo is' app3,icable 
to pregnazit patients and the safety would be 
further assured by restricting the injection 
to the last triiaester when the foetus la least 
z*adio sexzaitive*
"I ^ ^
Oompaz’ison of C  and steroidG
confirms the superiority of ïl**^ steroids for
this experimental programme# Although the
i/ideteotioxz effioienoy for O' la approximately 
ttoee times that of for both fILow counter 
and liquid saintillatox* methods, the radiation 
dose from 0" is about ten times that of IF
#5*
00 that the safety factor fore tritium over 
0 '^"^ is about threefold when the quantities 
injected are adjusted to give the same amount 
of information# furthermore the epeoifio 
activity of tritiated steroids now avai3,aMo 
is about 300 times that of 0 *^^ labelled 
steroids# Allowing for the lowered detection 
effioienoy the advantage of 11^ fx^ mi the 
speoifio activity point of view over 0^ ^ Is 
one hundred#
Tritiated steroids are therefore safes? 
and more effective tracers than 0*^ ‘^ labelled 
ateroide-# 0outamination, from a safety 
angle, la thus less dangerous# Hov/ever 
ooixtamination of equipment which could 
vitiate results' is more of a problem because 
of lack of sexisitive monitors for H^ #
Hovvevea? paper swabs can be taken (detection 
effioienoy about 1 per cent on a flow counter) 
and this shouJ^ d not be a serious probj^ em 
unless synthetic and analytical procedures are 
being oarrled out in the same laboratory#
1 7 6 #
Those who work with raâloEwtlve azibstanoes 
have to be aware of the dangesza involved and 
the (pantitiea of radioaetlvity heixig proeeseed# 
Badiation detection 'badges muat be worn, 
changed regularly, and readings charted for 
each, period# The laboratory requlrea to be 
tested regularly for oontamination#
Equipment used for isotope research has to 
be kept free from contamination not only for 
personal safety but to ensure reliable 
soiontifio results#
Cr3.asBWare was washed thoroughly after 
use as follows 
Rinsed with hot water* 
v/ashed with detergent*
Steeped in oleanlng. solution overnight*
Rinsed with hot water*
Dried in a drying oven*
The cleaning solution was 
100 0- DiohroKiate of potassium*
750 ml* Water#
250 ml* Sulphuric aoid (Oono*)*
A) METHOD I .
IS/l (4gn
1) MIHIOD 17,
Method I utilised 85000 unite yf 
gluourouidaae for inoubatioaz, fol3,owod by 
toluene extraction* This proved to be an 
insufficient amount of ketodase* The toluene 
extract was alow to take to dryness and did 
not suit the facilities avai3.able in the 
laboratory*
Method XX uti3.ised aoid liydrolysie, 
ether extraction, and a more refined be^ isene** 
alkali partition* Applying this method to 
urine already extracted after ketodase 
Incubation resulted in unexpected pszegnanediol 
ape0trophotometer readings not related to 
radioactivity as detected by the scintillation 
spectrometer* This confirmed the detrimental 
effect of acid hydrolysis on pregnane did 
assay reported by Bongiovanni and Clayton 
(1954) and Roman, Parsons, hamlet & Weti^ 
(i960)* The athez’ extract could be taken 
to dryness with greater facility*
Method XII utiliaed 250,000 units of ^  
glucuronidase for incubation, followed by
17%
ether extraction# and besi^ ene-^ alkali 
partition (Pignre 84)* 93hia method proved 
eatisfaotory# was slightly modified ('^ Method 
ICIIb), and thereafter uaed f03? the research 
work#
Method IV was evolved for the 
extraction of pregaanoy mvina which could 
he expected to contain some 60 mgm* of 
pregnanediol per day#
1) Collect urine output daily la a Wimhesteiiz 
bottle for fouz" daya following the aingle 
intravenous injection of 8 mlcrocuriee of
progesterone# Keep urine in reiVigorator 
while daily output i$ being ao3,l@cted# When 
total output for a day is complete, transfer 
urine container to the *'deep freeze" so that 
the urine is froisen solid till r'equirecl for 
extraction*
a) Remove urine from "deep freese" and allow 
to thaw out at room temperature* Measure 
uzzlne volume for each day*
P R E ( ^ m E D I O L  ESTIMATION
URINE
Ù ( x L u m N i ù ^ s E  i i \ i c m r m
E T H E R  B X T R R C T IO N  
B B N I E H E  H L K f t i l  P H R T IT IO N  
EXTRACT RESIDUE
p m i r i o N  COLUMN C H R o m T o H m ' i
RRECrNHNBDlOL E i U A T E  F R A C TIO N S  
RAÙIÛftSiAI (hO 
SPECTROPHOTOMETRy (QmRTiTATIVB)  
TO T A L  R E C O V E R y  ^7%  ( t k % }
3) Take 500 al* ui’i»e
and, transfer to 2 litre erlenmeyea? flask*
Adjust pH to 4»5 with gO per cent acetic acid 
(about 0*5 to 1*5 ml. required). The pH was 
mens wed by a Beckman %eromaitle pH Meter or 
by appropriate pH paper* Add 50 ml* acetate 
buffer*
Buffer *» 6o3,utlon A == 0*2M* solution Of 
acetic acid (11*55 ml. glacial 
acetic aoid in 1000 ml. deionised 
water).
Solution B % 0.2M* ao3.ution of 
sodium acetate (16*4 0 of OpH.Om Ha. 
or 27*2 a OgHfg Ha 3%0 m
1000 ml* deionised water).
28 m3.* Solution Â  ^22 ml* Solution B 
 ^pH 4*5*
4) Add 5 ml. ketodaae (Brand of ^ gluouronldase^ 
5000 Fishman unite per ml*)*
5) Incubate at 37^0* overnight with shaking 
in a temperature controlled v/atez* bath
6) Toluene Ixtuzaotioa* Extract with toluene 
in 2 litre separatory funnel
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500 m3.* oiioe 
850 ml. twice.
If an emuXaion forma In the toluene 
extract and proves trouhleaome the toluene 
phase will require centrIfugat 1 on in the
International Centrifuge at 2,500 r.p.m* for 
3 to 5 minutea#
7) Waah toluene extract with 1/10 vo.lurae of 
H. aodium hydroxide twice*
8) Wash toluene extract witîi 1/3.0 volume of 
deionisar water twice* '
9) Take toluene extract to dryness in a two 
litre flask with vacuum pump and at a tempez^ature 
of not more than 50^0.
10) Diaaolve 3?esid,ue in 3.0 m3.. Oliloroform *• 
Methane], (equal parte), transfer to conical 
teat tube and take to dryness with stream of 
nltrogezi*
11) Add 100 gamma pregnanediol standard ae 
ea'izrier and again take to dryness*
12) Put on chromâtographio oolmm# (Appendix
i n ) #
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1) Measure 500 ml* urine into a 2 litre 
round bottom flask fitted with a oondenaer 
and bring to the boil*
2) Add 50 ml* lOH Hydroohlorio acid 
cautiously through the ooncleneerc to the 
boiling urine and continua reflwiing for
10 minutes* Thereafter cool the hydrolysed 
urine rapidly* (833 ml* Gone* hydroohlorio 
aoid to 1000 ml* with deionised water lOH 
hydrochloric acid)*
3) Extract the hydrolysed urine with 
freshly opened peroxide free ether in a 2 
litre separatory funnel using 500 ml# and 
250 ml* twice* Any emulsion in the ether 
phase was removed by centrifugation as 
previously described*
4) Wash'the ether extract with deionised 
Water 25 m3.* four times# and thereafter 
take to dryness in a 2 litre round bottom 
flask in a fume oxipboard with water bath at 
not more than 50^0*
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5) Further purify the extraot by partitioning 
it between benzene (50 ml* ) and N. sodium 
hydroxide (25 ml* four times) in a 125 oeparatozzy 
fmmeX*
6) Free the bensone phase from alkali by 
washing it with deionised water to neutrality 
(25 ml* five or six times)* The pH was 
oheoked by pH meter or pH paper*
7) Take the benaene extract, to dryneaa in a 
100 ml* round bottom flask with vacuum*
8) Dissolve the residue in 10 mis* chloroform 
methanol (equal parts), transfer to a conical 
test tuba and dry down with a stream of nitrogen*
9) Add 100 gamma of standard pregnanediol as 
cazTier and put ext mot on chromât ographie 
column*
0j mETHOD III*
1) Ketodasc incubation of 500 mle* urine with 
50 mis* ketodase as described#
2) Ether extraction and ben^ene^alkali 
paz'tition as previously detailed*
3) Carrier pregnanediol was added to the
X84’*'
dried dom begziaene extract which was then 
taken up in mobile phase directly from the 
100 m3.* round bottom flaelc and put on the 
Column*
:d) 1VII3TH0D Illb.
hB Method III bui; no carrier preg;nanedio 1 
was added as tïrla had been shown to be 
umieé ea aary #
JÙ) METHOD IV*
1) Urine daily volume made up to 2 .litres 
and 500 mis* incubated with 50 raXs* ketodasc 
as before#
2) Ether extraction and water wash as deaorlbed* 
3 ) Beu0ene-allcali partition*
80 ml* benzene
40 ml# H, sodium hydroxide four times*
4) Benzene phase watarr wash to neutrality
40 ml# five times#
5) Benzene extraot divided into three portions, 
dried down in 100 ml* round bottom flasks and 
put on a column directly from the flask as 
before* This method gave disappointing
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reoovery rates for pregnanedlol and further 
modification would he required before a 
satisfactory preoedure could be recommended 
for extraction of pregnancy urine# Probably 
not enough ketodase was utilised for the 
incubation and the ohromatographlc oolumms 
were ovexd-oaded with pregnanediol in the 
extracts#
The result of these extraction 
experiments suggest that 1) V&en this method 
is applied 250,000 units of gluQuroniclaae 
are required to free not mcnze than 2 ragm* of 
pregmnediol from conjugation with glucuronic 
acid and 11) not more than 1*5 ragm# of 
pregnanediol (prefexvibly 1*0 mgm* ) should be 
in the extract put on the Oolujtuas.
It may be azgued that since the results 
of such experiments are based on the 
calculation of the specific activity of the 
reooxj-ex’ed pregyianodiol# the recoxmry efficiency 
of the method is not so aignificant* However 
it is oonsidered that the recovery efficiency
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of any oxtraotion method in such rosoarch 
wo%%: as this, should have a recovery rate of 
at least 50 per cent* Thi63 should be 
achieved for pregnancy urine by suitable 
modification of the present teolmique*
SMDIX III.
Part It i on 0 hromat og:raphy #
QoXmnn Partition Ohz*omatograj?hy. 
Paper Part it lorn Ghromatograpliy* 
0ouater Gurrcent D is tribu tio n*
1Par t it loii. G W z g m t  qg:
Ohromatography la a physioal prooeaa 
which exploita cilffex^ eiioea in a phyaioal 
propezzty among a eerlea of chomloally similar 
suhBtaBcea# Thia property oan he termed 
’*relativesoluM.lity in two immlaoible 
aelventa'* #
Bo3-ul)ility oan be thought of ae 
reflecting the balance between the polar and 
noB'^polar properties of a molecule* Polar 
properties depend on the number of z’eaotive# 
or hydrophylio groups, awh as hydro:^ yl, 
ketone^ ha3.ogqn and amino groupa* Hon^polar 
properties depend on the non*^ 2?eactive, 
i^yd3?ophoblc groupa or atructurea* These are 
typically long hydrocarbon chains or ring 
syatema*
This distinction hetv^ een polar mxd 
noiMpolar properties applies to both aolvonta 
and Bolutea# In the present inatanoo the 
solutea are atoroide* Table 1 llets some 
monopolar solvents in groups of Increasing
Table 1#
Least Polar Medium Hon^Polar
Idsroia 003.4 OHGI3
* P e t r o l e # m  Ethea.” « E e a a e a o  OHgO].^
Hesans •"•Solxîoae *Ethy3. Aoetate
»lso ootan© *Eth@r
(224 3?.1,P* )
Solvents used in this researoh.
Tab3.e 2* Some Polar SoXveixtB,






Solvents used in this research.
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rlty# The leaot polar have only 
lijtoooarhoa chaîna ?/hile the poXard/ty Increases 
aa other groupa appear# Table 2 lists some 
polasz BOlvemtB# Those on the left are 
miaoihle both with water and v^ rlth leas polar 
eolventa# Those on the right are imiiaoible 
with the lees polar solvents# Solvent 
aysteîua are oompoaed of a mixture of non*^  
polar and immlsolble polar solvents, l#e* 
there are two layers each saturated with the 
other*
The noB'^polar component common to all 
steroide is the 4-^ rlng eystem# Aa the 
number of oxygen groups, i*e* Ketone and 
hydroxyl groups, increases, their polarity 
increases# Double bonds have the same 
effect*
Steroids with only one or two oxygen 
groups, viB# gonadol hormones and their 
metabolites, are of 3-ow polarity and are 
soluble in noB'^ x^ olax'* solvents azich ae ether 
and benzene* Steroids with 5 or more oxygen
1 9 : 1 .
groups are of high polarity and are soluble 
only In more polar solvents euch as ethyl 
aoetate and ohloroforra* They may even he 
slightly soluble .in water*
The fact that certain polar and 
non^polar solventa are immiecihle has provided 
a po?/erful analytical tool, i*e# distribution, 
or partition of a solute between two solvent a 
which are contained in the same vessel.
The simpleat application of this tool 
is the fasrlliar extraction process. An 
aqueous solution, such as urine, containing 
both organic salts and steroids may be shaken 
with ether in a separatory funnel. After 
the layers have separated, about 98 per cent 
of the salts remain in the aqueous lay es? and 
about 95?^  of the steroids are in the ether 
layer* The separation ia made jptossible by 
the tremendous difference, perhaps over 
XOOO’^fold, in the ^'partition aoeffloieniF’ 
between ether and v/ater*
The aimplifled distribution law states
1 9 2
that when a solute is diesolved in one 
phase which is in equiXihrima with anothe*r 
iramisoihle phase, the solute will distribute 
itself so that the ratio of the oonoentratioai 
in the two phases is oonetant for a varying 
amount of solute* It ia assumed that the 
temperature is fixed and the volume of the 
two phases are equal# The partitioaz
Goeffioient, P, is then defined as
Oonoontz^ation of eoluto in non-^ polar phase
0oneentrat 1 on of solute in po3.ar pl'iaae
The oonetanoy of P regardless of the amount 
of solute holds only under ’^idea3d’ oonditions, 
usually a limited range of oonoentrat1on and 
under oiroumstanoee where there is no 
asBoqlation or dissociation of moXeouXen.
Inorganic salts can he readily separated 
from ether aoluble steroids heoause their 
partition qoeffioients are very different#
But a group of several steroids may have 
rather similar partition ooeffiolents* In 
auoh a situation it requires many auooesHlva
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to separate them f^om each othep. 
lOheae atiooeaaive partitloma are affeotod by 
prooecteea or devloea whloh move one phaae 
of the aoXvent ayatem paat the other#
Thla may he viamaXiBecl. by oonaidering
1) A Buhatanoe with a high P wllX he moatly 
in the non*^polar (apper^ aolvent) mobile 
phaaOÿ While
2) A aubatanae with a low P will be mostly
in the polar (lower, aqnooua) atatlomry phase, 
Given a series of separatory fmmela$ 
each filled with equal volumes of two 
immleorUAe solvents, the ao3.utes may be placed 
In the first funnel and shaken to attain 
distribution (Figure 25 a^b^o) equilibriWA, 
After the two phasea have had time to separate, 
each monopolar, or upper layer, may now be 
moved over into the adjacent funnel and the 
higher the P value of the solute, the more it 
will be moved, (Figure 25 d,e,f,g). As this 
process is repeated, the solute with the high















p value will move do%m the line of fimnele 
after fewer dietributions^ l#e# faeterj 
than the one with a low P value#
The siapleet example of this typo of 
procedure la "counter current diatribution"# 
Here the aolute "moves" along a row of tubes 
or separatory funnels as the upper layers are 
moved over one at a time and the speed of its 
progress depends on its partition coefficient* 
(Figure 25 h)# After a nmaber of 
eclullibrationa or transféra  ^ the solute 
concentrations are distributed symmetrically 
over several tubes with the central or peak 
tube containing the greatest amount and 
lesser amounts trailing off In tubes to 
either side* This 3,ooalisation of the solute 
1b called a "band"* Two solutes with 
aufflclently different P values will eventually 
be located in different groups of tubes or 
bands and thus be separated*
A partition column la si^ aply a 
modified counter curaient distribi^tlon
195#
apparatus ivMoh works by Itself using the 
force of gravity* Instead of many tubes^ 
each with stationary oa? "lowei’*" phase held 
within Ity there is only one tube filled 
with tiny globules of polar (stationary) 
phase* Then the non-^polar (mobile) phase 
is allowed to flow down over these globules* 
In order to achieve this immobilisation 
of the polar phase*? a finely divided solid 
polar material or adsorbent is required* 
Adaorbents are selected which have a high 
surface area per unit weight i*e* each 
particle is porous and has many intersticea* 
Various silicates are commonly used for this 
purpose aa well as ailioa gel*? oolite and 
cellulose powder#
Such a polar adsorbent will attract 
and tightly hold the polar phase around 
itself t in effect a globule* The non^^polar 
solvent or mobile phase can now flow over 
these globules without displacing the polar 
aolvent* let the solute (steroid) will
distribute between these two phases very 
much as it, does in a separating funnel*
All these oomponente packed into a tube 
ooriBtitute a partition column, (Figure 26),
In a partition columng the solute 
(or crude steroid extract) is applied in a 
thin band at the top. As the noii™*polar 
solvent flows down the column from a 
reservoir0 partition occurs at each 
microaoopio layer of globules so that a-very 
large number of partitions are obtained as 
compared with those possible with a series 
of tubes.
Here a new term "oolumi volume" should 
be defined* This term indicates the volume 
of mobile phase filling the interstloes 
between the globules of stationary phase in 
a column# Aa ia shown in fable 3 a aubstamoe 
which la essentially completely insoluble in 
the stationary %)hase and 100 per cent soluble 
in the mobile phase has an infinite partition 
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solvent front* with another substance 
equally soluble in both phases^ half of it will 
be motionless at any one time so that it will 
move only half aa fast and require twice as 
much solvent to elute It, Aa the P values 
go down, mobility deoreasea and 3*arger volumes 
are needed to elute the solute*
Thus mobility on a column ia measured 
by the volume of solvent reciuired to elute 
any given compound* It is clear that if the 
band width is not excessive two solutee 
requiring very different volumes can be 
separated physically simply by changing the 
receiving vessels at appropriate intervals* 
Theoretically one should be able to 
calculate the elution volume of a solute 
(steroid) whose P value for the solvent system 
is known# In some instances, particularly 
for fast moving steroids, these calculâtions 
hold but in general the P values on a column 
are not the same as those in a separatory 
funnel and the steroids will move more slowly
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than expected, TM_s io probably duo in part 
to some adaorption of the steroid direotly to 
the solid acleorbent mid partly to the fact 
that the dlaeolving powers of the bound polar 
phase have been alte3:*ed. Consequently the 
operation of a partition oolumn can only be 
approximated from a knowledge of P values and 
standardisation experiments must be pe^Æormed 
on an impirlcal basis to establish mobilities 
and separations*
In paper partition ohromc^tography the 
same general principles apply* The filter 
paper sheet constitutes the "aupporbing" 
polar adsorbent and holds the polar phase - 
stationary in its interstices* In some 
systems the paper ia dipped into the polar 
liquid and then blotted and in others 
{e#g* Buah System) the vapours of the polar 
phase are allowed to enter the paper while 
it hangs in a closed tanls# Paper 
Ghromatography ia usually performed for 
discrete separation of a single compound
2 0 0 *
as the baade pan be located aeourately*
The aolutea of Interest are not allowed to 
run off the paper and are separated by 
outting out the region, where they are found#
Oolumn Partition Ohromat0t^ :raphv#
A column was eonetructed to obtain 
separation of pure pregnanedlol from the 
crude urine eztraots# To obtain good 
sepai’atlon and maximum purity of the 
pregnanetliol the oolumn was made 60 cm* 
long and the Bplvont syatem made more 
retentive towEirds the less polar steroids#
A) Construction of the Column#
1) The pure oelite, as obtained from the 
manufacturers, was washed
a) overlay with oono# HOI and leave overnight
(x 2)#
b) Wash with distilled water til], free from 
chloride ions#
c) Vfesh with methanol (x 3)#
d) Wash with 2#2*4» trimethylpentane once*
a) Dry Im au ovon#
2) The mobile and stationary phases were 
equilabrated
Stationary phase Methanol 480 ml*
Deionised Water 120 ml.
Mobile phase Toluene ggO ml*
2*2.4* Trimethylpentane 450 ml*
These volumes were plaoed in a two litre 
separatory funnel, shaken mp, and allowed to 
stand overnight to separate out and 
equilibrate* Thereafter, the lower, 
stationary phase, was run off and kept in a 
stoppered bottle as was the upper mobile 
phase*
3) Thirty grammes of oelito were weighed 
out and placed in a 500 ml* beaker# Fifteen 
millilitres of steitionary phase were added 
and mixed In with a glass stirring rod for
go minutes. Mobile phase was than added 
with mixing to make a slurry*
4) Glass 0hromatographio columns, 60 oms. 
long, with internal diameters of 1.1 ^ 1*3 oms*
on „
were available* A oolumn was paoked firmly 
with the ceXite using a metal packing rod#
The packing had to he even and during the 
procedure which took some 50 to 90 minutes, 
0a3?e had to he taken that the oolite was 
covered with mohile phase and not allov^ rocl to 
dry out* Vdxen the oolumn was packed, the 
top of the cellte packing was made smooth 
and firm# The glass reservoir, with 
stop^oook was fitted to the top of the 
column, the column fixed upright in the 
fraction collector, and its delivery end 
directed Into a 5 ml. siphon ooXleotor#
The column was allowed to imn overnight to 
equilibrate it and note its rate of flow. 
fh03?ea/ft©r the column was ready for use.
B) Management*,, of . the OoIuto.
All materials submitted to partition 
oolumn chromatography were put on the oolumn 
in a similar manner#
The material for chromatography was 
taken to dryness in a suitable container, and
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thereafter dlaeolveâ In I ml# of mobile 
phase*
The reservoir was cletatohed from the 
equilibrated oolumn and the mobile phase 
pipetted from the top of the oolumn to expose 
the oellte# The millilitre of mobile phase 
with the experimental material in solution 
was transferred to the top of the oolumn by 
Pasteur pipette* Half a millilitre of 
mobile phase was added to wash out the 
experimental substance container and this was 
transferred by pipette to the top of the 
ooluimi when the first millilitre had run into 
the oolumn, leaving the oelito exposed#
A further 0*5 ml# of mobile phase was used to 
rinse the container and applied to the oolumn 
■as before# Thus the experimental material 
was applied to the oolumn in a total of 2 ml# 
mobile phase, in such a way that a minimal 
amount was left behind in the sample 
container#
When the second 0*5 ml* of experimental
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material ia solution ia mobiZle phase had run 
into the aoluma, the reservoir reoomiectocl 
to the ooluma, the air hu'bhie at the top of 
the ooluBm éliminâted and the oolumn left 
running# At the same time, the 5 ml# siphon 
oolleotor was emptied ao that measured 
oolXeotions into the tubes contained In the 
fraction collector commenced from this time# 
When sufficient tubes of eluate had 
been collected for any given experiment, the 
tubes were accurately serially labelled and 
numbered on removal from the fraction 
collector#
The ooXmn was then disconnected and 
the top one inch of oelite removed from the 
top of the oolumn# Previous to this,
4 grammes of oelite had been weighed out in 
a 100 ml# beaker and 2 ml# mobile phase 
added and mixed in with a glass rod for 15 
minutes# Mobile phase had been added to 
make a slurry and this oolite mixture 
(similar to that ueecl to make the column) was
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packed on to the top of the oolumn to 
replaoe the layer of oolite removed* The 
eolmm was then reconnected and allowed to 
run at least overnight to re-equilibrate 
and clean any remaining slow running 
oompononts of the expérimenta]* material from 
the Golurnn# Thereafter the coluam was 
ready for another experiment# v/ith the 
research programme progressing amoothly, 
the columns were running continuously, with 
experimental material being added 
approximately every three days, the column 
being treated aa deaoribed above, between 
each experimental procedure*
The f2?aotio3i collector waa a simple 
mechanical device* It consisted of a metal 
wheel with four concentric circular rings 
of holes at the periphery Into which were 
placed the tubes for collecting the eluate* 
Thus four ooluîims could be run simultaneously, 
Each column delivered into a 5 ml. siphon 
collector which delivered 5 ml* aliquots of
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eluate Into the tubes in the fraotloa 
oolleotor wheel# One aiphoa was attached to 
an eleotrioal device which triggered the wheel 
meohanlam to advance roimd the tubes one at a 
time after the elphoii filled a tube with ite 
5 ml* of contente# The siphon connected to 
the triggering device was that of the fastest 
oolmm If more than one oolumn was in use and 
in practice thle method of colleetioa waa 
efficient# During the equilibration of a 
column, there was no need to uaa the fraction 
collector, the eluate being collected from 
the siphon into a beaker* The alphona 
themaelvea were washed in mobile phase after 
each experiment, and thorough cleaning was 
completed by the paaaage of elimte during 
the equilibration of the column#
If the column waa not in uae, the atop- 
cock of the reservoir waa turned off and the 
delivery end of the column immersed In a 
conical flask containing mobile phase*
Thus the oolumn was never allowed to dry out
207*
In any of ita length at any time.
Paper ohromatography waa iitillaed
1) to oonfirm the effioienoy of the oolmm 
Bolvent aystam to separate pregnanecliol from 
Various other steroid metabolites of 
progesterone when they were inoZmled in a
Bush paper ohromatography system# The résulta 
of this would refleet the relationship of 
those ateroida in the column eluate should 
they be Inoluded in a oolumn extract#
2) to relate the raclioaotlvlty In the eluate 
tubas from the columns during the initial 
teste of oolumn offloienoy, to known metabolites 
of progesterone when oompared by paper 
chromatography*
3) to separate pregnanediol diaostate from 
any unaoetyiatad residue in the aoetylation 
experiment*
Paper ohromatograplay was performed by 
the Bush System (Bush 1952) as follows*
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The solvent system was the one used for 
oolmn ohromat ography# A eylindrioal glass 
tank was utilised (Diameter 14" Height 30")*
The top was oloaed by a sheet of plate glass 
with a central oiroular hole closed by a 
rubber stopper* The top of the tank wae 
ameared with vaseline to aoMeve a aatiafaatory 
seal when the plate glass lid waa In position#  ^
The taWc was lined by two aheeta of 
chromâtographi.0 paper, one with a square window 
cut in it# Two metal shelve a were fixed 
opposite each other inside the tank some six 
inches from the top# The mobile phase 
saturated the lining sheets and lay on the 
bottom of the tank* The stationary phase 
saturated two ohromatograpMc paper cones 
which aat Into glass beakers on the bottom of 
the tank, the beakere containing stationary 
phase# Thus the two phases were able to 
saturate the air in the tank without the 
fluid phases coming Into contact with each 
other* The tank m m  left closed overnight
to ei#lll'bK'8te before me.
A length of : ohro: 
out f%*om afi Imtaot sheet» ®hs wicit 
with the nutalber of samples to be rua
j*ÿ, «« mors 
m m  rma at one time so that the 
wiâth meed was t Ihohea» To rua S 
for example, a 6 iaoh strip of ohroraatographlo 
paper was out* A line (a) 10 om@* from one 
end was draw aoroas it by penoil and another 
lino (b) 2*5 offls. fmrther on from the first 
line* The llnea were marked off ia inohee 
and lines drawn in to form 6 squares* The 
iaterseotioao on line (a) marked the pointa 
for applioation of the samplea.
r was 0ontmined in a 
tographie p^er to 
keep it oleaa, the lined end of the strip 
protruding to allow applioation of th# 
samples. TMs end of the paper was auspended 
between 4 pieees of plate glass so that there 
would be no oontaaination during applioation
©f the samples, The es^erlaental saraple® 
were pipetted drop by drop on to the 
appropriately laheX3»sa marks and dried 
quiakly with a stream of pure nitrogen eo 
that eaoh sample was applied on & small 
oiroular area of paper about 0,5 em* in
The paper waa then fixed, in a metal 
trough, the end with the samplea being in the 
trough, and suspended in the eg.uilihrated tank 
so that the paper did not oome into oontaet 
5^ilth the liming papers or eones, She tank 
was olose.d and left overnight for the paper 
to equllihrate, Hext morning mobile phase 
was added to the trough through the hole Is 
the plate glass ©over, The ohromatogram v/ae 
allowed to run for 3 to 5 hours, i,e, until 
the front was some 7 to 10 oms, from the end 
of the.paper, The tank was proteoted by a 
oardboard sheath to protoot it from air 
ourrents but otherwise the papers \*/ere run at 
room temperature.
Ab a the a ampler wore
"walked tip" from lime (a) to line (h) with 
"walking *ap" solution hefore being placed 
In the tank to equilibrate-# - 
"Walking up" solution - equal parts 01il03?oform
Ethyl acetate 
.. . Methanol
This was achieved by inserting the marked end 
of the paper in a tant: of "walking up" solution 
to a depth of some .2 oms* f:}?om line (a)# 
file tank weia sit touted in a glass container ao 
tliat the paper v/aa in an atmosphere saturated 
with "walking up" solution# fhe 'solution waa 
allowed to rise by absorption till the l.ine 
of Wetting wa# level with line (b),#
Thereafter the paper was removed and dried at 
room temperature with an electrical fan hair 
drier# The papers v/ore walked up twice#
When walking up was used@ line (b) was the 
start line for the ohromatogram^ when 
walking up v/aa not usecl^  the start line was 
line (a)#
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When tlie ©tooiaatogï'am had i4,m for a 
suffic3.oat leîtgîh of $ime 1» the tank, i#e, 
until the front v/as aorae 7 to 10 qma#. from 
the end, the paper was removed and dried at 
room temperature %vith the îmâ.r drier# The 
front was then aoeurate3.y determined by 
vieiving the paper in ultraviolet 3.1ght*
Thereafter the paper was out into 
1 Inoh strips, the ©entre of eaoix strip 'being 
1» line with the point of applioatlon of the 
samples.
She strips were then treated to show 
tip the steroid spots#
Colour reagent - Phoephomolybdio aoid
10 8 ia 100 ml. ethanol#
Shis solution Was sprayed evenly into eaoh
strip wixioh was immediately auspeadod ia aa
oven, at 80^0 and developed for 4 minutes*
Shis reeulted ia the paper turning a lime
green and tho steroid spots standing out as
purple areas. Comparison of the 0ep.aration
of steroids by paper ohromatography is
meaaweê by th© rate of movemenl; of the 
steroid ti% relation to the front. The 
starting line for the running of the 
chromatogram ia Imown* The solvent front 
is Biarked on the paper at the end of the 
run# The steroid spots are stained with 
phOB.phoraolyhclie acid and the centre of the 
steroid spot marked#
Hf sa rate of movement of steroid in relation 
to the solvent (moMIe phase) front
- starting line to mid-point of stea^ oid 
spot in oma# 
starting line to front in oms,
Becovery of a steroid from e paper 
ohromatograra is aohioved by elution of the 
steroid from the segment of paper where it 
is separated# TMs area can be determined 
by cutting the individual steroid running 
strip in halfg staining one half and eluting 
the Goxu’^esponding area of the other half#
A known standard of the steroid may be run 
simultaneously^ stained^ and the cors^eeponding 
experimental strip steroid area taken for
elution* If the eteroid ia labelled with 
1A0 the paper oan be so aimed for radioactivity 
in an automatio radio otoomatogram soamier 
(TraoerXab Précision Ratemeter) and the 
radioaotivo area of the atrip taken for
Elution: The segment of atrip oontaining
the required steroid la out from the 
ohromatogram atrip* This segment is then 
out into small strips (3 mm x 20 mm approx*) 
and tranaferred to a test tube* Absolute 
methanol is then added to the teat tube to 
oover the paper strips at the bottom* The 
strips are left, to elute for 4 hours*
The strips are then removed, squeezing 
out the methanol as much aa possible ?d.th a 
glass rod* The steroid thus remains in 
the methanol in the test tube and is available 
for further anmlysls*
Ûoimter Ottrrsnt Distri'butloii,
A simple 8 tube eoimter ctirrrent
] ûdistribution was used to oompare the 0 "^* and 
radioaotlvity of an experimental sample, 
and the 0^ '^  radloaotlvity of a control sample 
of p3?egnanedlol, each of which had been 
aoetylatad with l^O^^^-aoetlo anhydride*
The solvent s^mtem used was hasioally 
tliat described by Pearlman (1957b)*
Mobile phase # Petroleum ether -* 250 ml* 
Stationary phase g 90 per oent methanol 250 ml 
These volumes were measured into a 
1 litre separatory fuzm,el, shaken up and left 
to equilibrate and separate overnight*
Bight 25 ml* separatory funnels were 
set up, numbered from 1 to 8* Ten ml* of 
mobile phase were added to the first funnel* 
Eight 30 ml* teat tubes were numbered 1 to 8*
An acetylated sample waa transferz'od to test 
tube 1 and taken to dryneea* Ten ml* of 
stationary phase waa added to each test tube 
and the tubes placed below their oo;rreaponding
216,
separatory famnele* (Figure 2 5 (page 193).
i'he contents of tulae 1 were tranaferrocl 
to funnel 1 and shaken up. After the phases 
settled the lower (stationary) phase was run 
off into tuha 1. The remaining upper mohile 
phase was transferred from funnel 1 to funnel 
2* fen ml* of fresh mobile phase were added 
to funnel 1* fhe two phases of tube and 
funnel 1 and tube and funnel, 2 were mixed in 
the respective separatory funnelsj, the Xowes? 
phase separated into the respective tubes^ 
and the contents of funnel 8 transferred to 
funnel 3 and the contents of funnel 1 
transferred to funnel 2# Ten ml* of fresh 
mobile phase wore again added to fmmel 1.
The process was repeated til3. ai-l the funnels 
oontainod mobile phase wliloh had been passed., 
along the line? the first aliquot of mobile 
phase having had eight transféra.
Ifhe separatory funnels were emptied 
into their corresponding test tubes each of 
which now contained 80 ml. of equal volumes
217.
of mobile and stationary plmse. I'he contenta 
were taken to dryness preparatory to estimation 
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4) Ifficienoy of Machine Settings*
5) Bffioionoy of Oomting Experimental
Samplea*.
6) Beeulte of the trials upon which 
the above effioionoies were based*
? ata# J MIKS ? IJLU*' ^
& Oalvini (1950)^ and Ka3.1man & Furet (1950 
à 1951) independaiitly announced that dilute 
solutions of fluorescent aubstancae in 
aromatic aolvonte are useful aa radiation 
detectora* At first these liquid
BOintlXlatora were used In place of solid 
crystals- in detecting penetrating radiations 
however the discovery was soon made that 
another real usefulnosB of liquid 
scintillators is in counting low level p 
emitting isotopes*
Since the maximma energy of moat ^ 
partiolea is low^  the particles are absorbed 
readily in passing through matter* iîhis 
absorption phenomenon hampers the counting 
of low level p emitters in the solid phase 
because the sample itself ahaorhs Ita own 
radiation* **Belf absorption®* ia aliminateds 
however? when the sample is dissolved with 
the aointillator or fluorescent substance
In some aiiitable solvent* 'In addition 
"4 IT geometry (100 per cent geometry) ia 
obtained when the eample la plaoed In 
solution since the dlaintegrating atom finds 
itself completely surrounded by moXeoulea of 
aQint1Xlat or*
Aside frora oonaiderations of high 
effieienoy and sensitivity achieved by 
counting the sample in so^ lution? there are 
further benefits to be realised from liquid 
sointillation counting* The time and effort
Involved in preparing sample planohets. for 
solid phase counting or In oonverBlon of the 
solid matter to gas may be compared with the 
^mse of placing the sample In solution*
Another advantage of liquid aolntillation 
ooimtlng la that relatively large samples may 
be coimted easily and efficiently*
ïhere are? of course? some disadvantages 
oonneoted with liquid scintillation counting* 
In many cases the sample Itself is insoluble 
in a desirable solvent and must be finely
gromd or precipitated and awpemded in the 
Bolntlllator solution# This may lnt*3:»ocluae 
self absorption p3-?ob3.ems ? particularly in 
tritvimm counting and imllify some of the 
advantages of liquid Bointillatlon ooimting# 
Also the equipment Involved is complicated 
and coneequontly expensive# In general* 
however? the advantages aesooiated with 
liquid aclnt 111atlon counting .efflolenoy? 
sensitivity and ease of aample preparation 
greatly outweigh the dla a dvantages #
The idea of liquid acintillation 
counting is to dissolve the sample with a 
fluorescent material in a suitable solvent 
giving essentially lOO^ v geometry and no self 
absorption# Then if it were not for three 
important facts the vial containing this 
solution could simply replace the sodium 
iodide crystal in the gamma spectrometer 
and p ootmting could be done with the same 
electronic eguzlpment used for gamma counting# 
fhe facta which make the method impracticable
22a*
for ^ oountlBg are
X) The ^ energies involved are much 3.ower 
than the y energies usually enoomitered#
2) liquid scintillâtora do not emit light 
as efficiently as solid cryatEila.
3) PilotomultIpliers produce a large and 
variable number of thermal nolae pulses even 
at very 3-Ov/ tomperaturea. Unfortunately 
the amplitude of the thermal pulses ia 
essentiality the same as the amplitude of the 
pulses due to decay events so they
cannot be eliminated by pulse height selection 
as they are with gamma counting* To 
eliminate these thermal pulses the use of 
cooling and a coincident arrangement of two 
phôtoîimltipliera is necessary#
Oooling :ln a freemer greatly reduces the 
rate of thermal pulses and by having two 
photomuJ/lîipliers view the sample vial 
containing the solutioc of radioactive samp3;e 
and liquid scintillâtor? legitimate light 
pulses are seen simultaneously by boi;h#
y#
Am oXeotronla ooixioiclence olroult As provided 
to paaa such pulees and to reject tliej?raa3. 
iiolea pu3,0fô0 which occur at random in the 
two photoimltipllera and rarely chance to 
coincide in time*
The sample used in liquid sc inti H at ion 







Perhaps the ;primry requisite of the 
solvent is that It permits an efficient 
transfer of energy from the yf particle to 
the scintillator and allows the light 
emitted from the scintillator to be transmitted 
with very little absorption. If the ao3,vent 
tends to absorb the  ^ particle en03?gy? the 
process could be called ’‘theimial” or ''chemical” 
quenching since the yf particle exiergy is
dissipated aa heat# Should the advent tend 
to ahsorb the light emitted by the scintillator 
this would be termed ”colour” quenching#
Another Important attribute of the 
so3.vent is that the radio^^aotive matter being 
assayed should be soluble in it. While 
solubility is desirable in tezms of efficiency 
and reproduceab:U*lty there are instances 
where no suitable BO,lvent can be found# In 
many of these cases the material in ciuestlon 
can be ground very finely or precipitated 
and suspended in the so3.vent# \/hile 
suspension counting; Invariably yields a lower 
efficiency due to self absorption and colour 
effects? fine grinding of the radio-^active 
matter vdll yield reproduoeable results v/ith 
good efficiency# This method generally is 
applied only to O' or isotopes havizig higher 
maximum energies# With tritium? the self 
absorption problem may be so great that the 
counting efficiency is a function of the 
particle sine#
A third quality dee:u:able in the solvent 
is that It should not froo^o at oounting 
temperatures* Freezing of the solvent will 
produoe erratic resulta? however? in many 
cases the freezer temperature may he raised 
to allow counting with the desired solvent#
In general the freezing point of the solvent 
is the factor which determines the 
temperature of the Tri^Oarh Speotirometer 
freezer#
Fo3? liquid scintillation counting? the 
solvents in general use tend to be either 
aromatic hydrocarbons or aromatic ethers 
but otherc compounds are used where solubility 
is a factor e,#g# in tritium water counting? 
an ethanol toluene mixture ie often used to 
hold the water in aolution. Since the 
amount of water which can be counted in this 
way is low and the effioienoy is deorea.sed 
by ethanol? 3,^ 4 dioxene is often used as a 
solvent# Here Bnany problems appear# 
hioxene freezes at -î-12^ 0 and although the
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water tends to depress the freezing 
temperature* the addition of another Buhstanoe 
to depress the freezing point inay be desirable. 
Naphthalene often is added to help restore the 
fluorosoeaoe of the dioxene-^water mixture,
Also purity of the clioxone is quite oritloal*
The Solntlllator or fluor is used in 
liquid aoiatillation counting to convert 
the ^ partiale energy to light quanta*
There are several fluors from v/hloh to ohoao 
all of which are organic, The main difference 
between one fluor and another is aolubllity 
in the particular solvent being used and the 
"self quenching" exhibited* 3el£ quenching 
la the process whereby a fluor tends to 
absorb the light emitted.
In general one finds that for a given 
3o3.vent the counting effioienoy Increases with 
Increaping saintlllator cone entrat ion, S ome
fluors tend to reach a plateau prior to the 
solubility limit where the efficiency is? to
a good approxlmat1on? independent of 
0 one ent rat 1 on* OloaHy this is a desirable 
region in which to operate siaoe effioienoy 
ia not affected by inaocuraoiee in 
scintillât 03? concent ration* For other
fluors the aoluMllty limit may he reached 
before the plateau occurs# Oooaaionally 
one finds that the coimtlng efficiency first 
rises and hcoomea level and then falls with 
increaelng scintillator concentration#^ This 
decrease in efficiency is due to self 
quenching heooming evident at high 
coneentret1one #
The addition of a "secondary fluor” is 
advantageous* The "aeoondarj fluor” acta to 
shift the wavelemgtli of the light emitted by 
the "primary fluor" to a region where the 
photomultIpllera are more sensitive# One 
finds that minute quantities of secondary 
fluor may give quite lm.pressive Increases In 
counting effioienoy particularly In tritium 
counting where the energies involved are low;
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hov/avex' with carbon counting some increase 
in efficiency la aleo noted*
The Hadio-^ ao’tive, latter#
DiB0O.ived or eiiapencled in the eoivent 
is the radio*^aotivo matter being assayed* 
There many ieotopee being counted with 
Tri-Oax’b hi quid Bclntl3.1atlon Spec tr ome t era # 
Half life Maximum y? Energyi
H. 12*3 years 0*018 M#V*
% 4  5ÎOO years 0*19 M# V#
A part of the eample which frequently 
is not given sufficient consideration ie the 
aamp3.e vial* Horma3,ly the vial ie made of 
glasB* A3.1 glaaaea oontain in varying
amounts and this has been found to conatituto 
a aignifioaut part of the baokgroimd* Since 
for a given c one ent rat 1 on of the
background will bo lower whore the vial la 
amaller? the investigator ahould try to uao 
as 8mal3. a vial as practicable* For many
purposes a S2 ml# vial will aufflce# The 
difference in background cUao to from 
the glass of one manufacturer to that of 
another is quite striking#
Some wordc has been done on sample 
viala made of materials other than g.Xass#
Some of these are quarts ? vieor and 
polyotioy3.ene* These Biaterials tend to 
produce a lower background than does glass 
but their cost is generally higher# This 
is a matter which must be resolved by the 
individual Investigator since some experiments 
require very 3.ow background while others 
may have much higher tolerab3.e baokgroimd. 
Another source of background is activation 
of the glass by u3*tx*aviolet light# After 
exposure to strong suHight or fluorescent 
light a high background may be observed#
This %)ho sphere so e no e decays with a half life 
which may be in the order of a few hours#
In some cases the effect has been seen to 
persist for several days#
Another important point in ohpaing 
eauiple vialB la the optloa which the vial 
proviaea* She aldee ehould net W  extremely 
thick and ahould poaaeas uniform optical 
tramemlealon# The optical absorption 
properties of the glaea should be ■aiieh that 
the eoimtlng efflolemy la not Impalred#
In. general the Investigator will find the 
beet reenlta are obtalmed when he reproduoee 
Ilia optica aa nearly aa poaalble from one 
sample to another and in line with this 
marlcing vials on the bottom or aides ia 
dlaoouraged# Indeed the viale themeelve# 
should be handled as little aa poaalble^
They can be carried about in boxes or lifted 
by the screw cap# The glaee vial should be 
polished vdLth tiaaua when the aampla is 
ready for oooling in the freezer prior to 
counting*
The use of polyethylene 0%'* oork^tinfoil
Bcrew cape also is recommended although some 
users prefer polyethylene snap caps* The
oontamimtlOB which can from an
TOlined or g#)er lined eorew oap haa been 
toown $0 .grielA nnrep##noeable reeizlte « 
particularly'in tritium counting,
For @ standardj a sealed vial is to 
be preferred since osygen %uenohiag is 
reduced and deterioration of the scintillator 
is virtually eliiaijmted. Sealed standards 
usually are prepared by bubbling nitrogen 
or argon gas throu#. the solvent immediately 
prior to 8oali%,
âu^ateâJE iS =S âjS -âB âsS âtiiM m .^E âate^^
She block diagram of the instrument is 
shown in Figure 27* When there is a decay 
event, the emitted R particle exoitea the 
scintillator and light is produced* fheee 
light quanta are reflected about the polished 
alumlniim sample chamber and eventually some 
of the quanta reach the "analyser"
(A) photomultiplier and some reach the "monitor"
(B) photomultiplier, Shis results ia a 





























a piÆeo at tîae autput of eaoh '
axià a palee at the output of eaoii 
fhe two aiapllfior output pulaee wlll^ in 
general^ not he the same eiae$ however, if 
hoth are larger than the reference 
voltage, there will he puleea at the outpute 
of the A m%ti A ^ dlmorimizmtore# fheae 
puleea enter the coinoiâenoe olrouit which 
aots to give a large output pulee when there 
are two input pula.oe within the resolution 
time of the ooinaiüeixoe oirouit» If there 
ia only one Input pulao the coinoiUenoo 
oiroult produoea a very email output puleoi 
fhe large out^mt pulaea of the ooixaalclenoe 
olrouit triggers the D diaoriminator and 
the output of the D dlaorimlnator ia the 
signal which may he oounted*
Whether or not the output of the .h 
diaoriminator ia counted depends upon, whether 
or not the A amplifier output pulse was 
larger than the B and Q discriminator 
reference voltages and upon the setting of
the analyser mode awltoh* fhle aw.iteh, 
which controls the maimer in which the 
analyaor fmotlons, has three positions for 
normal oomiting operation. Depending upon 
the awltch poaition, the oomiting information 
la dlaplayed on the '*red®* and "green^ ' aoalera 
as follows m
Switch Position* Hed Sealer# Green Scaler#
g AA* S B-0
3 AA» - B AA*-a
4 M f  - G
For example when the analyser mode awitch ia 
in position 2 and a pulae at the output of 
the A amplifier ia larger than the AA* 
reference and amaller than the B reference, 
the output (if any) of the D diacriminator ia 
counted on the red sealer# If the pulse at 
the output of the A amplifier ia larger than 
the B reference and smaller than the 0 
reference, the pulse, if any, at the output 
of the D diaoriminator will he counted on the 
green coaler#
An Important point to note le that 
the D disorlminator output pulse results 
from a ooinoideiaoo of two pulses clown the 
two channels hut all analyaia is done on 
the output of the A amplifier (i*e# on the 
output of one photomultiplier the 
analyser)* , fho other photomultiplier 
(the monitor) acts only to establish 
ooincideneo events*
Figure S8 shows the spectrum of 
pulses due to ^  decay events at the â and A* 
disorimimtor inputs of Figure 27# Since 
the y? particle energy and pulse height due 
to the ^ decay event are proportional, the 
abscissa could he plotted in Me? or volts.* 
For the present discussion it is convenient 
to consider %he ahaciasa scaled in volts of 
pulse height and the ordinate scaled in 
particles or pulse# per minute* Figure 28 
i# the pulse spectrum resulting #ole3,y from 
/ deoayo# 0?lae3?e are o'&|j,ea? pa3.ses present
PUISÉS { p a r t i c l e s )
j>ev
PULSE HÊ)frHr AT The A fi' DlSCRiminlATûR
(p j>ft.yhcle enc/jO
l O É A l l S E D  PULSE S P E C TR U m  A T  THE
f i  f i '  p i s c m m T O R  IN P U T  d u e  t o  p  O E C f iy
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due to thermal noise pulses and 'shot noise' 
in the pre**amplifier but these will be 
considered later#
Figure 2:8 deserves some further ooimnent 
before prooeeding# flie ^ spectrum is 
'^continuous**, as opposed to a typical gaimïïa 
spectrum v&ioh has discrete "peaks'*# 
fhe ^  spectrum has pulses of near ssero 
energy and pulseb of near "out off" or 
maximum energy# Between these extremes the 
spectriM rises smoothly then falls. fhis 
sort of spectrum is a characteristic of 
^ emitters.
The constant of pro.po3?tionality between 
the height of a pulse and the energy of the 
^ particle which created the pulse le a 
function of the gain or amplification of the 
linear ohamiela# flrie gain is a strong 
function of the high voltage applied to the 
photomultipliera. therefore one parameter 
which is omitted from Figure 28 is the 
setting of the fri-^ Oarb Spectrometer high
voltage aupply*
Figure 29 shows a family of curves 
plotted with high voltage tap bwitoh setting 
as a parameter# (This tap .switch le the 
primary gain control of the fri*^ Oarh 
Spectrometer* fhe voltage applied to the 
photomultiplier is approximate3.y 680 volts 
on tap 1 and rises approximately 85 volts 
per tap# In Figure 29 the important points 
to observe are that the shape of the spectrum 
changes as the high voltage ia increaeed in 
stich a way that the out off point extends to 
higher voltagoa (pulse heights), and the 
peak of the curve assumes lower valves# The 
explanation is as follows Since an increase 
in high voltage results in an increase in 
gain, those pulseo which were near the cut 
off vo3.tage before the Mgh vo,ltage was raised 
must be larger afterwards* Therefore the 
out off point will ooour at a larger voltage* 
Since the cut off has moved to higher values, 
the peak must be reduced in magnitude,
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baoause the area wider the ourr© must be 
oonetant (l#e# there la a givea amount of 
activity)*
figure 30 ahowa figure 89 with the 
diaorimlnator reference levela added*
Typical settings for the discriminât or 3,eveXa 
might be A^â* ** .10 volte*
B 50 volte*
G - 100 volts*
In figure 30 the count that la
recorded on a scaler is equai. to the area of 
a spectrum included between the limits of 
discrimination* If the high voltage is 
set at tap I5 there la no count on either 
scaler because the spectrum lies entirely 
below the reference* On high voltage
tap 85 the red scaler count a perhaps 50?"^ 
of the pulses and the green scaler counts 
nothing on high voltage tap 3? the red 
scaler counts perhaps 70jS of the pulses and 
the green scaler still counts nothing* ihen 
the high voltage is changed to tap 4» the
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green aoaXer t>agin8 to count and the red
acaier reimlme roughly oomatmnt. On tap '5
the count on the rod aoalar haa decreaaed
while the count on the green aoalor atill
la laoreaalng* If the high voltage tap 
awltoh setting la further ancreaaed^ the 
awltoh setting la further lncreaaed$ the
count on the red sealer continues to
dooreaae and the count on the green scaler
reaches a peak and then heglna to drop#
The Important point to notice is that
as the spectrum la shifted through the
**window*’ the count rlaos^ reaches a peak*
and falls# The reason the count falls is
that there Is an upper limit to the window#
If there had been no upper limit* the count
vmuld have risen and tended to become flat#
If the window had been ^ larrower (10-^ 30
volts* eg#) the peak would have occurred at
m lower high voltage tap and the counting
effioienoy at the peak would have been leas#
figure 31 shows a typical family of ’’peaks*’
taken with a Tri^Oarh liquid aointillation
C O U M T S  P ER  fl}//\/UTE
1 0 ' 100
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In noi'mal aounting operatloim \^ dth the 
Xdq.uicl SointiXlation 8peetrometer$ a 
window is met on the âiocriminaton referenoe 
oontrola^ and the hl^h voltage tap switoh la 
adjusted so that the counting rate In this 
window is a maximum# The tap position 
required to achieve this condition will vary 
with the amount of quenching present in the 
sample# Where the isotope has a low 
maximum yf energy ^ or la badly quenched g a 
higher voltage wi,ll be required to obtain a 
peak for a given window than v/hea:^e the 
isotope has high maximum ^ energy or la 
relatively unquenohed# There are two 
reasons for counting with a high voltage 
tap setting that gives a maximum number of 
count a in a v/indow# The first is that this 
gives the maximum counting efficiency possible 
for the particular window setting# The 
second is that operation in this condition 
Is more stable# The solid curve in
Figure 32 shows a p apaotrum where the 
high voltage haa been adjusted ao that there 
is maximum counting rate in the window*
The daahod curve shows wimt happens when a 
decrease in gain occurs* Such a shift 
might arise where the line voltage changea^ 
tubes age,» etc# Hote that the two curves 
croae roughly in the centre of the window 
and that» while counts are added to the 
left of the croae-^ over» they are 3.oat on 
the right * The same argument holds where 
the gain incroaaea by a alight amount*
The consequenoe of this la that Eimall 
drifts tend to be rejected and for this 
reason operation where the high voltage 
aattiîig la adjusted ao that there la a 
maxirnuîiî couivuing rate in the window 
la termed **ba2.anoe point” operation*
The selection of the ?^ indow la another 
point deserving of attention* It ie true 
that aa one widens the vdndow the background 
increaaea* 3triot.3.y speaking5 the
PULSES PER / H m T £
PULSE HBIEHT RTTHE f l  DISCmiRATOR INPUT
OISPLRCEP PULSE SPECTRUm
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statistical, unoertainty introduced by the 
baokground is Xeaat where the window la 
adjusted eo that the aamp3*e x^ ate aquBX*ed 
divided by the baojxgroxmcl is a maximum*
This condition usually is achieved on a 
Tri-Oarb Liquid 80intillation Sx^cotrometer 
wit3i a window of approximately 10 vo3.ta 
to go volte# These limits vary somewhat 
freom one inetrument and envix^oment to 
another# Where an experiment such as 
carbon dating requires that the least 
possible statistical error be introduced by 
the background» the operator normally would 
go through a process of determining; the 
optimum window* For routine counting? the 
time and effort Involved vmuld not be 
justified#
Figure 32 shows two spectra* If the 
solid cxireve wo3?e oonaidered to be a pwro 
unquenohed spectrum than the dashed curve 
might be the result of quenching# If the 
machine were being operated so that the
red saaler count ad in the AAl B window and 
the green soaler counted in the B^Q window, 
then there would normal3.y he a more or 3,eas 
constant ratio of count ratae in the two 
ivindowa for a pure imquenohed sample. Mmn 
quenching ooaurce, aa indicated hy the daahed 
curve the ratio will change x'’adical3.y. Tliia 
provides a simple monitor for quenching*
The ratio nomally will vary somewhat due to 
the atatistloal nature of the radiation and 
the fact that the green sealer is not 
counting in hala%ice point operation, KoweiJ^ or 
the ratio ia a quick and convenient method, 
of keaxxing a check on quenching without making 
repeat oounta*
One basic x*eason that the Tr’l«>*Qarh 
Jjlquld Scintillation Spectrometer is auoh a 
valuable Instrument la that It oan perfoimi 
pulse height analyole. Pulse height 
ana'lyele allows the user to assay aamxxles 
lahclled with two Isotopoa, discriminate 
against the majority of the haokgroimd while
et 113, oomating a particular isotope vvith 
good éffloiexxçy, aohievo a very stable 
operating point and monitor quenoMng 
0 ont inuonsly *
3?he fmxdamental aoeumption underlying 
the pu3^ ee height anaJ^ yaie ay a tern in the 
Tri^Oarh Liquid 8a;lnti3,latlon Bpeotx*OBiieter 
:la that the pulaea at the aKiplifier outputs 
are proportional in height (vo3*tage) to the 
energy of the beta partiolea whrloh ox^ oated 
them* This ia a good aeeumptlon# ainoe 
the ampJwifiex^ a and pre-^ amx)liflea?e are I^ inear 
devices» the light energy emitted hy the 
fluor is p:roportional on an average haala 
to the ^ x^ BX’tlole energy and the 
photomultlpliera produce e],eotrloal pu3.Bea 
the vo3«tago of which tends to he propo3?tional 
to the .light energy incident on the 
photooathode# Thus there are four devicea 
oaaoaded; each .linear^  to produce a linear 
ohamiol*
Where the ratio of the maximum
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anex'gioa of the t\?0. iaotopoa Is four or 
five to one or greater, the two ieotopoa 
may he ooimtecl at one operation hy 
adjusting the high voltage tap ewitoh so 
that one Isotope ie ooimtod effioiently 
In one window and inefficiently in the other 
and the other isotope vice versa*
33 ahowe the idealioed pulse spectra 
of two iaotopea* With the analyser mode 
Bwitch set to poaition 2, where the 
efficiency for each Isotope In each windo?/ 
is knovm, the activity of each ieoto|)e can 
he oalotxlated hy simultaneous equation.a#
Hr - âlxMr "F A2xE2x* where
Hr !=5 count rate on the red aoaXer*
A1 the activity of Isotope 1#
E3.r the counting affioienoy of isotope 1 
in the AA* B range (i*e# in the red 
soa3*er)#
A2 the ao-ttvlty of isotope 2*
B2r ^ the counting affioienoy of isotope 2 
in the AA * B range#
PUiJfS PER i n m T E
A4' B
L  A e i  ^ (rv 'e ttn
* iC Q jey ^ —  S C d le f  — ^
i s o r o p g  i
I^OTOp^ 2
----- \ ........ ........  - .— .....
fUZ.se H i i m  D T U E  ft  m C R I I ' l lN f tT O l i  IN P U T
lOMLlSED PULSE SPECTRA AT THE ft [ > IS W /H IN / f T o R  
IIVPUT o u t  TO jg DECAY FO R r«0 ISO TO PES
=3 -h A2xB2g where
Eg eomit rate on the green Boaler#
Big =3 counting effioienoy of isotope X in 
3^ Q range (i#e# on the green soaler).








These ei%uatlome take the form of ratloe of 
clifferencoBt Where the numhere invol e^cl 
are large and the differenoea are amalX^ 
errors may develop which are quite sizeable 
and for this reason it is not feasible to 
oount double*^labelled aamploa If the 
energies of the isotopes involved are 
relatively close to one another* In 
practical applications^ most operatora have 
found that aignifioant reaulta cannot be 
obtained where the ratio of the energies of
the two is0top.es ia leas than four* 
(b)Bi0Grjjuinator.Ratio Methods
In the diaorlmlmator-ratlo méthode 
the photo-multiplle?; voltage and diaerlminmtor 
control settings are similar to those used 
in the simultaneous equation method» This 
method uses the ratio of window AA* B 
counts per minute to wlndoi^  î>0 counts per 
minute* Equations are then derived that 
utilise the discriminât ox* ratio for each 
isotope instead of the counting offioienoy 
used in the previous method*
Where HI net o»p».m* window AA* B
H2 =3 net Ofp#m* window
HI z; net o#p*m» of H'^  in window AA* -* B
H2 - net e»p*m» of in window l^Q
'%A
01 net q*p*m# of O'  ^in window AA*^ B
02 K: net c*p.*m* of in window B^Q
m
h
Siftoe HI = HX 4- 01




TMs method Involves the use of the 
M g h  voltage tap switch to compreee or e;^ pand 
the pulse epeotra# figure 34 ehows the 
spectra of the double labelled sample at a 
low high voltage tap and ahowa the same 
spectra after the high voltage has been 
Increased, By the u b s  of atandardsj the 
counting effioieriCies can ha determined for 
the tv/o ooMitiona*
Where 0 o*.p#m*. 0^^'
H ^ o#p#m, H3
HI Î3! net o*p*m* at low vo3.tage*
12 35 net c,'P#m* at higher voltage* 
o3+ % 0 "^^* efficiency at low voltage.
08 0^ "^ efficiency at higher voltage,












h2 ^ efflolenoy st higher voltage, 
Thea HI =; Hhl Ool
azLd m  - Hha 4^ Oc2
For example $ in the appliostioix of the 
aoreiming mot ho cl in the aoetjlation aiiû 
oountor oiirnent diatrihutlon expérimenta
01 %. 100ÿ& (X) (Arbitrarily)
02 30ÿ5 (1/3)
m  z. (1A25)
li2  ^100/ (1) ( Az'blt rarlly )
ftoa 0 m  *4, m i  « m  * ^ ..
anâ H ™ r: Oo2 H2 ^
merofore 0 :* ^  Ml 158
H zï- H2 ^ Ml
fhe aame remarha with regard to error 
apply here aiaoe^ If the two laotopea do not 
give widely aeparated pnlae apeotraj the 
analyaea of data will reouire the oubtraotion 
of large nmiibere to obtain small differenoee*
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method waa selected for use in the 
oaloulatlom of this programme because it 
waa easily applied aiid was within the 
r^equired degree of accuracy when simplified 
to ^
0 El i^Q
H = H2 ~ lîi
3
(see Okita^ Eabara, Richardson & LeRoy^
1957).
In litplcl scintillation counting, the 
phenomenon of quenching is of great interest# 
Quenching as previously mentioned is a 
process oocurz'iJkig in the sample which 
results in attenuated pulse heights# 
Substances vdilch materially affect pulse 
heights (and counting efficiency) are called 
’’quonohors''• Other materials which tend 
to decrease pulse heights (and counting 
effioienoy) more or less in inverse 
pz'oportion to their concentration are termed 
'* diluent f3’*.
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Figure 35 shows the offeot of ii 
guonche^ z, pyricline, on a sample# The 
initial total x?oXitme of the sample la 
16 ml# and the total activity la 115200 opm# 
The Important factors to note are that aa 
the volume of quencher ie increasody the 
overall Integral effioienoy la decreased 
and the peaks shift to the right with 
decreased peak counting efficiency.
These effects are observed for 0^^ and 
isotopes more energetic than -#ith
tritium the principal effect in a decrease 
±11 coimtlng efficiency; the shifting 
phenomenon is not aa prominent because the 
Xhiotomultipllers are working at essentially 
single photo electron levels#
In norraal counting operationa, 
quenching is encounte3:*ed in varying degrees 
in all emmplea# The aonsequenoe of this 
is that often some doubt may exist with 
regard to the counting efficiency for a 
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to employ an internal etanclapâ to detemlno 
the oomitlmg effioienoy# By tMe method a 
known amonnt of a standard of the same 
iaotope is added to the sample after it has 
he en ooimted# fho eampXe ia then reoounted
and the inorement in ootmtg together wii;h 
the amomit of radioactivity which waa addod^ 
may he xmocl to oompute the oonnting effioienoy 
for the eampl#. $Ma method yields good 
results where the sample is Q^ iienohacl to a 
moderate degree# When the sample 1# 
severely q%mnohed# the method of internal 
standards may tend to give erroneous results 
and It may be necessary to dilute the sample 
to reduce the degree of quenching#
Since the degree to which a sample is 
ciuenohed Is a function of the ratio of the 
volume of quencher to the volmiie of aolvent $ 
a qualitative measure of quenching may be 
obtained by adding a volume of solvent and 
reooimting# Where a sample ia moderately 
quenohecl there will be only a slight inoreaee
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in countImg efficiency# however if the 
sample is markedly quenched there wi3.1 he e 
large increase#
fhe haokgrouixd which ie encountered 
vrith the Srl^Oarh %eotrometer ariae-s from 
the following ^
1) in phototnhoe and vial
2) Ooamlc and local and radiation
3) Accidentals*
in the glass of the phototubes
and the vial (where glass viale are used) is 
present in an amount in the order of 0*2/5*
When decays It emits a rather strong 
^ particle (1*33 Me V) which can create a 
Oerenlcov radiation* She Oerenlcov radiation 
can he ohserved hy both photo-mnltipllera 
simultaneously and can result In a count 
being registered* Attempts to avoid this 
source of background usually have centred 
about the use of quarts vials and quartfaced 
photo-multipliers* The objection to the 
use of quart$3 is that the vials coat 
approximately 50 times as much aa low
glB,Bs vials and the photomultipliers cost
app3?oximately 10 times as much aa glass
faced photorau3*tlpliea?B* For most investigators
these costs a370 prohibitive# The usual
practice5 them$ ia siraply to use low
(or polyethylene) viale* For routine tracer
work^ this is an adequate precaution.
Ooamic and local and radiation contribute 
a portion to the baokground which varies 
oonaicierab3*y with location# In general the 
pulses due to ooamic radiation are so large 
that they are not registe^ i'ed in the no armai 
counting x^ inctow# An exception to this is 
encountered vîieve vo37y energetic isotopes are 
being counted and the amplifie:? attenuator ia 
decreased to allow a peak in the normal 
window# The sources of local radiation as7e 
so va:7ied that it is difficult to make a 
general statement in this regard# In 
practice^ however^ it is advisable to locate 
the instrajaent as far away as possible from 
radiation sources#
The aociüentala (counts that result from 
ooinGlâent thermal noise) oontxUbute a very 
small fraction of the background# TMa I0 
true principally because the photomultipliera 
are aeleotect and cooled^ and because the 
oolnoldence resolution time is 00 short#
The criterion applied ia that the accidental 
rate muat be less tîian 2 a#p«m* in a lO^gO 
volt window at the peak for an unquenohed 
standard# In carbon oountingj the 
acoidental rate is wo3il below 1 o»p*RU and 
is nagl:lgib3.e for more energetic isotopes#
The only background that is meaning’ful 
in liquid aointiXlatiom counting ia that 
encountered with the particular solvent 
system^ quenching conditions etc# that apply 
to the sample# Just as quenching will 
decrease the counting efficiency for a semiple^  
it will decrease the baokgroiind counting 
efficiency. It is necessary therefore to 
prepa:7e a background sample identical to 
the sample under assa.y with the exception of
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the radioaotivity to establish aoouratoly 
the background..
For pu37po3oa of verifying the proper 
operating condition of the Instrument it is 
necessary to have a background standard*
The background standard should consist of a 
volime of sointillator solution in a low 
ampoule which is preflushed and sealed.
It la desirable to count the baokgroimd 
prior to$ and at the completion of the day’s 
counting activity.
0. Statistical Error of Oounting.
Hadioaotive decay being a random 
processj the closeness with which the rate 
obs037ved during a finite counting time 
approaches the '’true” rata increases with the 
total number of disintegrations observed. 
Since eveiiry determination invo3*ves a 
backgrouixd corrootion, calculation of the 
xmcertainty in the oorreoted count rate must 
take into consideration the uncertainty in 
this background rate*
The standard deviation^ 3*1).^  of any
measurement in which hi random evemta are
reoorded la almply Jw# If a total of 4^
count a le recorded^ for example^ 8*D* j; 20
coimte* and the obanaoa are about 2 in 3 that
the true count Ilea hetxmen 380 and 480$ and
19 in 20 that it lies between 36O and 440#
Standard deviation expreeeed In ooimta per 
/nminute is ?/here t ia the time in wMdh 
W oounta are recorded# Whatever the total 
time over which H oounts are recorded# the 
percentage 3»1D. both for total counts and 
count rate can he simply calculated from the
M  1Ù0same expreeel on f x 100 ^
Theao formulae apply equa3.1y to sample counts 
and background counts and the 8*D# for the 
final corrected count must take account of 
the error in each#
Standard deviation for corrected 
count rate ia given by
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8.D. obe~1jg = + S.D.®Obs.+ SD^bg  (3^)
t o M
S$ D* ob£3‘«'bg’ - j 4 ‘^^ ''™-^<sci.uEtiloia (2)
Where
8*D. ohe - Standard deviation for the gross
sample oouut rate (haokgroimd plus 
aampla)*
S#D# hg Ï* Standard deviation for the haohground 
rate#
3#D* ob$-hg 55 Standard deviation for the
oorreoted or not sample oount rate*
H obs - fotal namber of gross sample ooimts
observed in time t obs* (baohgroand 
plus sample)*
W bg :% fotal number of baokgrowid eoimte
observed in time t bg$
(opm) obs Gross sample oomt rate (baokground 
plus sample).
(opm) bg %: Baokgroimcl ootmt rate,
(opm) obs^bgs 0or3:*eotocl or net sample rate.
for samples with aotivity many times background$
the standard deviation oan$ with very little
er)?03?ÿ be calculated from the net sample comit
rate alone. For example@ if (ci>m) bg z: 30»
t bg œ 30 minutes(opm) oba « 200^ and t obs %
5 minutes^ S.:D* olm^hg calculated by equation
(2) is j; 6.5 opm; calculated from the net
sample rate alone. It le t 5*8 cpm* In other 
words j when the baokgrottnd rate ±b much lower 
than the sample rate$ the error in the 
haokgroimd, If the hackground has been couiitod 
for a reasonable length of time ^ will 
oontrihute only a negligible portion of the 
error in the ove3?alX determlnatIon. For
this reason^ when all samples to be aaeayed 
are more than 5 timea baokground it la 
generally not neeeesary to eoimt the 
background for more than 3 or 10 minutes*
On the other hand if (opm) bg % 30, 
t bg - 2 minutes, (epm) obs 40 and 
t obs 5; 10 mizmteSÿ then the true B.h* oba^bg 
would be j; 4*4 opm and that oalculated from 
the net sample 3?ate alone would be ± 1 opm.
It is common praotice in many 
laboratories to count sample and background 
long enough, when praotlcable, to bring the 
standard deviation for the correetecl count 
clown to j; 5# which suffices for most 
biological studies* Most experimental
samples in this research work were ooimted 
to obtain a standard deviation vdtlrin 
;r 5 per cent*
D, Experimental Application*
1) OomppBition of Sample*
'  H BWt y h Il*« n | ■ k*-** ** Ii-n 'PW.r; *# *M #
The sample used in liquid ecintillation 
counting was -
a) Solvent Toluene and ethanol
b) Fluor Primary « 2#5 ^ diphenyloxaaole (P*P,0)
Secondary : l*4-»bi8-^ 2 (5 phenyloxaa^oly#
benzene (P* 0.1\ 0* P* )
Scintillation Fluid t P.P.O, : 4*0 CL
P*0.P,0*P*§ 0*1 0*
Toluene (containing 2 per 
cent ethanol) to one litre*
10 ml. Scintillation fluid was used for each
sample* When urine wan to be assayed, the
Scintillation fluid would not hold it in
solution* Ethanol had to be added to keep
the water content of the urine in solution.
For 0*3ÿ 0,4 or 0*6 mX,, m:ine add
6 ml* absolute etlianol to
10 ml. Scintillation fluid.
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o) Vial - 22 ml, gXasa vials with silver
foil lined pXaetio sox^ ew cap (glass of low
content5 supplied by ?ackax*d) # Viale
were used once and then deetx'oyed*
cl) Radioactive material#
TH*^  progesterone
pregnane diol standard and experimental
Tritiated urine
14Pregnanedlol 0'"^  diaoetate - experimental
14.
Pregnanediol 0 ' * dia.oetate experixaental 
0^ '^ Toluene - standard (two strengths of 
approximately 200 o,p,m# per 0,01 ml# and 
20 o#p#ra# per 0.01 ml.
2) Packard Trl^Oarb Scintillâtion Spectrometer
Settiï^#
a) Analyser Mode Switch#
Position 2
i#e# Bed Scaler Count lag AA* B 
#reen Scaler Ootmting B ^  0 
All readings recorded were taken from the Red
b) DisGrimlnator Heforenoe Iievels, 
ââ* ^ 10 volts 
B go volte 
C ^ 100 volte 
o) High Voltage Tap (H¥T)
Tap 3 for 0^ '^ QOtmting 
Tap 7 for oomxtlng 
â) Freezer Temperature s miaua 3 to 4 degrees 
Oentrigrade# All eamplea were ooolaô in the 
free^ex’ overnight before atatletloal aounting*
e) Preset Timing Switch#
The fiz'st five experiments were performed 
before the Scintillator warn converted to the 
Automatic Model. For these, the timing 
switch was set to the appropriate time for 
atatistioal counting for each sample. When 
the automatic sample changer was oonneoted 
the switch was set foa? 30 mimitee.
f) Preset Qoujit Switch,
This was usually set at 1000,000 (10 )*
If the samples contained enough radioactivity 
to obtain statistlGal results in short counting
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periods, the switch was set at 10,000 (10^).
3) Standard Bamples,
The following standard aamplea were 
Inoluded In each Berios of expex^imental samples 
oomnted#
a) Beckman Trl-Oarb Spectrometer Standard




çl4 (MgMg) Benaoio AoiS 27»900 d,p.m.
(M^S) ÏÏoluene 83,200 d.p.m.
Only the standard appropriate to the isotope 
being counted was included, This is a check 
on the normal functioning of the machine*
b) Beckman Tri-Oarb Spectrometer Standard 
Blank* (MB)*
This is a further check that the machine 
is running normally with a satisfactory 
background level*
a) Scintillation Fluid Blank* (SB)*
ID ml* Scintillation f3*uid in a Vial*
The background for a standard la the solution
la which the atandard is count eel, This also 
confirmed that the scintillation fluid had no 
radioactive coatamination and that the vialo 
were not contaminated,
d) Expérimental Blank, (BB)
e#g, 10 m3., soint:l3.1ation fluid p3»ue 0*5 ml, 
column eluate from equii^iteatad 
oo3.umn prior to elution of expérimenta], 
extract.
The background where the experimental
samp3,e ia oonoerned, muet always be a eample 
blanl^  or a blantc equivalent to the sample,
e) Experimental Standard,
10 m3». Scintillation fluid containing 
some 5000  ^ 13000 or 26000 c,p,m, of tritiatad 
pregnanediol to monitor the efficiency of the 
machine for counting the e%per3mienta3, 
pregnanedi0.1, The standard pregnanediol
(iPxs) was made up in solution In ethanol in 
two oonoentarations approxfmate3-y 210 c,p,m, per 
0,01 ml, and 20 c,p,m, per 0,01 ml*
f) Expérimental .Ïn3cation Evolution*
0,2 ml# of the expérimental 
pamgeaterono (2 ,2  m leiroQuriee p e r  0*2  m3-.,) 
was taken at the time of making up the 
experimental Injeotion solution and placed 
into a vial to which 10 ml# sointil3»ation 
fluid was added# This enabled the o#p#m# 
in;jeoted to he oaloulated under similar 
oonclitions to the o#p#m.* raooverad#
4)
a) O'ountlng affioienoy at E#V*Tap 3 - 1/2
h) Gounting effiolenoy at H#T* Tap 7 - 3,/S
o) Relative ooimtlng effioionoy 0^ '^ at H#¥.,
Tap 7 1/3
where counting at H.V, Tap 3 Is taken aa 1,
d) Relative ooimting effloienoy at
H#V# Tap 3 - 1/125
where oountlng at H*V# Tap 7 is taken, aa 1#
e) H*V# Tap 7 gave the maximum effloieacy for 
counting and H#?# Tap 4 gave maximum 
effioienoy for oountiag M.#¥# Tap 3 waa
selected for eotmting heoause when
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comting combination of 0^"*' and H the dsrop 
in counting effioienoy from H.¥# Tap 4 to 
H*V, Tap 3 was much greater than the fall of 
0^ "^  counting efficiency b o  that H,V# Tap 3 
m the moat efficient sotting for differentia]
count ing of C * In this combinat ion*
Similarly H*Vt Tap 8 was preferable to R, V,
Tap 7 for differential counting# H*V*
Tap 0 was used for the plasma expe3?lmenta 
where the low levels of racUoaotlvity required 
maximum differentiation* H,?# Tap ? however 
was used throughout the urine experiments to 
obtain peak counting effioienoy for the 
tritiated pregnanediol. The dlffe%*entlatlon 
at H#V# Tap 7 wae adequate for the acétylation 
and counter c\m:*ent dis tin, but ion experimonts.
The experimental samples were
a) 0,5 ml* ooloami eluato from eaoh tube 
oolleoted from the column plua 10,0 ml, 
a G intlllat1on fluid.
This system reduced the counting efficienoy
of prognamsdlol by a factor of(0*98 to 
0*97)so that experimental tritiatod 
pregnanodioX rooulta needed oorreotion by 
a faotor of (%*0g to 1,03#). This cpenoMng 
factor (QF) wm  a oonetant for the 
experimental work and could be neglected as 
it waa well within the error of the method#
However, It la Included in the calculations 
v&th the correction factor for the ratio of 
the molecular weights of progesterone and 
pregnanediol (0*98) and the aeoretion rata 
equation :la simplified to
Secretion late X pregnanedlol X 0*98c,p#m# zecovezea per day
b) Urine 0# 3$ 0#4 or 0#5 ml# plue Scintillation
fluid 10 ml# plus absolute ethanol 6 ml# The 
daily urine collectionB had to be thoroughly 
ehakem up before these samples are taken#
The addition of the 6 m3.# ethanol caused 
considerable quenching in these samples so tlmt 
the counting efficiency ïmd to be calculated 
for each sample by the me of an Internal
atandard* The Internal standard was a 
solution of pregnanediol in ethanol (H^IB)# 
The samples were counted statistically. 
Thereafter a îmown amount of internal standard 
was added to each sample and the aamplea 
again counted atatietioal.ly#.. The experimental 
hlaicls for this procedure was urine from a 
atihjeot who had not been injected with 
radi oao t i vity #
Efficiency samp3»e 4 Internal
Standard) - sample hackgroimd
(c*3)#m* sample •* sample 
background)
divided by
c*P*m# Intezmal Standard ^
standard background#
The reciprocal of the efficiency will give
the factor by which each sample count has to
he co3?rected for the lose due to quenching# (Q*F, )*
This method of assaying the tritium content of
urine was a modification of the method
da scribed by Floods laynOj Ramachasran,
Boaaij)a3.ÿ Tait & Tait (1961),
6) Heaulta» '
Thé résulta up cm wlilch the above eomlttslone 
have baaed az?e noted below ^ 
a) High Voltage Sap effioienoy for 0^“^' and 
(Sahlee 4» 5 and 6)# 
h) Counting effioienoy of expez^lmental
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à) Absorption ^peotreophotometry, 
Préparation of Sample#
Colour Reaotlon*
Heading In Speotrophotoiiieter, 
Oaloulatlon of Hoau3.ta#
?). Trla3» Readings of Pregnane dlo]. and 
Pregmanetrlol#
A, Absorption 8poatroPhotomotr.v,
Absorption BpootrophotoBïetry is baaod 
on the oWervatlon and oomparleon of 
absorption B;pactra, The absorption apeotmm 
a om^ v^ e showing the amomit of radiant energy 
absorbed at eaoh wavelength la a 
oharaoteristle prope3::*ty of eheraloal ooBipoundss
i.e* eaoh smoh ohemioal oompounci has its own 
absorption speotmm* Basloally the 
epeotrophotometor provides absorptiom data 
to aasiat the ohemlst In quantitative and 
qualitative analyale*
Transmittanoo ($) is the ratio of the 
radiant energy transmitted by the sample (1?) 
to the energy incident upon the sample (Po)# 
Both radiant energies must be obtained at 
the same wavelength with the aamo epeotraJ 
slit width* $
Transmlttanoe is usual 3*y given in 
peraent* Binoe it is seldom poaaible to 
meaaure these radiant energies diraotJ^ y 
beoausG of the presoxioa of a sample oell,
'"-y.
it is ouBtûmary to oonslâor the tranemitt-anoe 
of the sample as the ratio of the light 
transBiittacl by the oell and the to the
light transmitted by some arbitrary standard. 
In other words, the sample is compared to a 
standard. This standard le often the cell 
filled with the liquid in which the sample 
ie to be dissolved. The tranemittanae of 
this atandarrd, of ocurse, is defined a# lOOfL 
Therefore when the transmittance of a aampla 
is given, At le naooaaary to specify the 
standard with which the sample was compared, 
Abmorhance (A) la the negative 
logarithm to the base 10 of the tranamittanco 
A ^ log $ - log % (T iB expressed aa a 
decrease fraction, not in #), As with 
tranemi11ance measurements the standard with 
which the sample was compared should always 
he Included with the ahsorhance data, The 
aheorhanoe of the standard is defined as Bero, 
All substances transmit some portions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum and ahsorh
others# The colour of rod glass, for 
example, results frcom the fact that it 
absorba light of short wavelength, the green 
and the blue, and transmite light of long 
wavelengths, the red and some yellow light# 
The oonoentration of the solution and its 
thioknesa will further affect the abaorbanoe# 
If the abaorbance la plotted against 
wavelength, the apeotral abaorbanoe ourve 
of the sample la obtained# luat as eaoh 
oomponent has its omi absorption epeotrum, 
a mixture of two or more oomponemta will 
yie3,cl an abaorption apeotrum oontalming 
c ha ran t orla t i o a of all the oomponenta# The 
absorbance at each wavelength la the sum of 
the abaosrbanoea of the component a of the 
mixture at that wavelength; the contribution 
of each ooraponeazt la proportional to the 
coneentrâtion and its absorptivity at that 
wave3,ongth*.
Problems involving the identification 
of organic components can be solved by
2 7 7 #
épeotrophotometrie teelniiquos through use of 
the ^hûatehihg fingerprint*' method* If the 
apeotroooplat has an extenalvo library of 
absorbance ourvea of known compoimcia, positive 
1dentIfloat1on of the unknown ie eetabliahed 
in a very short time if the mximovm apeetrum 
siatohea any of the known apeatra#
nauelly In quantitative work the 
conetituentB of the sample are known and it 
la desired to determine the oonoeiitration of 
one or more of thorn# If, howevex"*, it 1b 
neoeaaarjr to decide what component a are 
present this information may be obtained from 
the history of the sample, by ordinary 
qualitative chomioaX analysis or by comparing 
the spectrum of the mlzttu*e with the spectra 
of various pure samples as dieoussed above#
Quantitative speotrophotometry is baaed 
upon the fact that the absorbance of an 
abaorblng material is dependent on its 
concentratlorn. If the absorbance is directly 
proportional to the concentration the system
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la said to obey Beer Law (In much practical 
spectrophotometrlo work the oe3.1 length is a 
constant and therefore it cancels out in 
Beer's Law Oalculations)#
Mathematically A ?= abc where A - absorbance 
a = absorptivity (unit area per unit mass) 
b = length of light path 
G Alt Goncentrat 1 on (mass per unit volume ) * 
Assuming that Beer's Law la obeyed atrictly 
it would be very s:imp3.e to obtain the 
0oneentrâtion of an tmknovm by simply comparing 
the abaorbaaoe of the miknown with the 
abaoa?bance of a known sample. Gonoentration 
of the unknown could then be readily obtained 
by simple arithmetic, x#e. by proportion#
In practice, however, slight deviations from 
Beer's Law are noted. In making quantitative 
measux’ements it is necessary, therefore, to 
plot the abaorbarioes of a series of standards 
(Bo3.utions containing known concent rat Iona 
of the absorbing material) against their 
concentrat1one. In those graphs, concentration
la given on one axle and abaorbanoe
la given linearly on the other axla. ïïaually 
a slightly ourved 3-lne paaaing through the 
axle la obtained. When the absorbance of 
the unknown has then been obtained its 
concentration can be easily read from the 
graph,
The app3-.lcabiX:lty of Beer's Lav/ depends 
on the adherence to certain re qui rerne nt a #
The samples must be compared with a 3.00 per 
cent reference In which the concentration of 
the absorbing substance is gero; tîae absorbing 
substance must not participate in an 
equilibrium in the solution which would be 
shifted by changée ill o one ent rat 1 on ; 
essential3.y monochromatic light must be used 
for absorbance measurementa# and absorbance 
measurements must be made at wavelengths 
where the absorbance does not change 
appreciably with wavelength in a 
horig:mntal portion of the abeorbance curve*
The absorbance of a mixtmre at a
particular wavelength Xs the aum of the 
absorbance of all the components of the 
mixture•
Trememlttanoe or ahsorhanee 
meaeureinonta are always made by comparing 
a sample to a standard (or referenoe).
Aa the standard wouZd obviously have a 
tranamittance of 100?> compared with itself, 
it raay be called the 100^  ^refe^ renoe* It 
is poBsible to define various standards but 
usually the standard ia a "blank” i*e* 
a solution Identical in oompoaltion wdth 
the sample exoept the absorbing material 
being measured is absent. In making the 
apectrophotometrlc measurement, the operator 
sets the instrument at 100/) by using the 
100 per cent reference. The 8amp3.e la 
then %)laced in the light path and its 
transmittance or absorbance i^ ead*
The 100/ reference contains none of the 
absorbing substance. In the Beer*a Law 
graph diaouaaecl above, therefore, the 100/
referenoG v/ilX be at ^ero on the eonpentration 
axis# In this instance the 100/ 3?eferenoe 
may be considered to be one of the series of 
standaz'ds used in preparing the graph* Often 
quantitative techniquea are developed where 
the standard is a known oonoentrâtion of the 
sample# Use of siioh a standard allows a 
greater measuring accuracy and preoialoa of 
measurement particularly where samples are 
stable ''and where strong absorption banda must 
be used for Die apurement *
B* Prepaaration of Sample for Speetrophotoraetry,
iiT w  nrtf|-|i>n i^~mi<i I nil iiy i  r Ti $ # *iv m i > i it ri ' i i r < n i i >f n  n i  ■! i iifTm fj ü I'l "iiti irr>imTtiM T m i 1 ifiQrt # iTi f a: ii i ■ i 11 * t  inm w tr u  i A T*Tni ## 11# f
1) Standard solutions of
5 ^  pregnane - 3^^2(V-dlol
pregnane - 3? 17, 20 triol
pregnane - 3^ / 17/ 20/-triol 
pregnane - 3 /  gOi^ -^diol cliaoetato 
in ethanol, 12*5 mgm* in 25 ml* were made up 
and kept in the refrigerator, "Bisulphite 
Sulphuric" acid was prepared as described 
previously (W'aterials and Methods, page 39), 
placed in a dark brovm glass bottle with cap
and kept out of dix^ eot light. A Beokmun 
B.Ü, spectrophotometer was used for the 
spectrophotometry with the aamplea ooatained 
in 4 ml. QuartCuvettes.
2) fhey were made up in small
hoiling tubes
a) An acid hlanl^  was contained in each 
series* This was 4 ml. of '^hisulphlte^ 
sulphuric* mold, which waa processed with 
the other samples and used to check the 
purity of the "acid**, the reading of the 
experimental hXanlc and the functioning of 
the spectrophotometer. 
h) The experimental blank was made up in 
identical fashion to the expex’imental aamplce 
except that the steroid content was absent, 
For experimental samples from the column, 
the experimental blank consisted of a similar 
volume of eluate from the column which was 
collected prior to the extract front,
o) Standard Bampleas of known amounts of the 
steroid to be measured were obtained by
283#
taking appropriate aliquots from the standard 
Bolntlone* These were also mde up in a 
similar way to the experimental samplee# 
vihen oolumi aamplea were to be read, 
equivalent volumes of golumn eluata wore 
added to thé standard samples from the oolmm 
eluato need for the experimental blanks.
Thus each aerlee of experimental samples 
from any given oolumn were mooompamled by 
an acid blank, experimental (or oolumn) 
blanlc, and standard aamplea, 
d) Experimental Samples, The aerially 
labelled tubes of oolumn eluate were 
available. Two (in aome inatanoea
3 ml. end 0,2 ml,) were taken from the tubes 
with aignifioant pregnanedlol radioaotivity 
as estimated by Soiaatillatioai Counting and 
transferred to small boiling teat tubes.
The radioaotivity was contained in two peak 
tubes as a rule. One tube on each side of 
the peak tubes were also included so that
4 tubes from each oo3.ujim were usually assayed
284#
for pregmnedlol bj spectrophotometx'^ y,
0. G 01 our Eeao 11 on..
All the samples, appropriately 
labelled, vmre taken to dryness and then 
transferred to a vacuum deaaicator# One 
empty labelled tuba was inoXudad for the 
"acid" blank# A vacuum was produced by 
vacuum pujnp and the tubes left overnight# 
They were then removed from the 
desBioatoï*j 4 ml. "bisulphlte-sulphurio" 
acid added to each and gently rolled to 
ensure tWt all the contents were taken up. 
Thereafter they were transferred to a 
boiling water bath fox^  4 minutes, oaro 
being taken that during the incubation no 
moisture entered the teat tubes#
At the end of 4 minutes the samples 
were removed from the water bath and allowed 
to cool at room temperature for 20 minutes, 
by which time they were ready for reading.
285.
D. Heading’ in the Beolorian fJpeGtx*ophot
D. Heading’..in the BeclnnanB»!}* Sieotronhpt 
The alliea ouvettaa were washed in 
absolute methanol, mtped dry on the outside 
with tissue and when dry inside# the contenta 
of selected tubes were decanted into them#
As a rule three cuvettes were read in a series, 
the experimental blank (100 per cent reference 
or absorbance), and the two peak
experimental tubes, for example, being read 
as one series so that Identical conditionc 
would be present during their meaauroDient#
The cuvette Carrier however could take four 
samples if required* The Silica Ouvettee 
were washed thoroughly in absolute methanol 
aft ex'» each sample had been read# Thereafter 
they were allowed to ch^ y out be;Fore the 
next sample Was transferred for readi.ng#
The absorbance of the experimental 
samples were compared with the experlmental 
blank at various wavelengths# When # 
spectrum was being measured, readings wore 
taken within the range of 320p to 500 ja*
28G#
When quantitative measnrements were being 
taken the readings for pregnanediol were 
at 390 p# 4S5 p and 46O ju and for pre^snanetriQl 
410 p, 440 p and 470 p.
E# Oaloiilation of He suit a*
Quantitative calculations were based 
on a oorreotion factor (Allen 1950)
Oon-sction. 0.D .425 = 0.35.425 -  m ».£sJS |iS & B a i:iS )
f or pr*e gnane cii o 1
a»d 0.D .440 = O.D.440 -
for pregnanetriol
where O&D# %= optical density or abaorbanoe*
The absozdmnoea of the standard aamplea 
were read in a similar mamzer, and the mean 
%'eading for the absorbance of 25 gamma of the 
standard calculated# Oomjmriaon of the 
absorbance of the experimental samp3,oe with 
the stEmdard mean for 25 gamma enabled the 
experimental sample absorbance to be converted 
to miac
When a apeotrum was being measured, 
the absorbanoea at the va3?iouB wave3.ongth0 
were uaed to compare the experimental 
sample apectritra with that of a standard 
sample, the experimental blank, the 
experimental sample, and the standard sample 
being put through the machine In series.
F# Trial Reaaixigs.,
Absorption spectra for 25, go and 100 
gamma aliquota of pregnanedlol and 
pregnanetr1ol were obtained using the above 
technique (Tabloe 8 and 9)# Oorrected 
absorbanoe readings for 85, 50 and 100 ...gamma 
aliquotB of pregnanediol and pregnanetriol 
were obtained. (Tables 10 and 11)#
The results indicated that the 
speotrophotometer technique fimotzoned 
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Oountea? OwrQat Dietrilmtioa, 
îafs’a-Reâ Aimlysis.
es o n  ^
  Speatrum,
Absorption Bpeotra of 25, 50 and 100 
gamma standard pregnanedlol %'/ere obtained at 
the beginning of the reeearoh programme. 
(Appendix ?, Table 8$ page 288),
Abeos^ption apeotra of 50 gamma of 
atandaxul pregnane did and an experimental 
sample of pregnanediol (Experimental Subjeet 
VII, Day 3 urine, oolmmz tube 12 ^ uaual 
2 ml, aliquot ) were read at the time of 
Experiment VII# {figure 36),
Absorption spectra of 10 and 85 gamma 
standard pregnane did were obtained at the 
end of the research project, (Volume II,
3?age 40),
These apeotra confirmed that the 
oolorimetrl0 method of pregnanediol estimation 
continued to be efficient and reproduoeable. 
The absorption spectrum of the experimental 
sample waa identical to that of the standard 
pregnanediol, (Results, page 69), and confirms 
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eKpox‘ira03atal sample for aaetÿ'Iatlo^ i 
wap Patloat üay 1, tubeà 3.1 and 19 
oontoata after 0$9 ml* had heem removed from 
each for aeintiSllatiom apeotrometry and 
2*0 m3., from each for Ehaorptlon 
8peotr0%)hotometry# fhe 9*5 ml* of elnate
remainrlng in each ,of these two tnhoa were 
pooled and dried dmm with a stream of 
nitrogen* $hrae himdrad gamma staMard 
pregnanodlol were added and taken to dryness.
This compoalte sample was diasoJ^yed 
in 8 ml. methanolÿ 0*5 ml* was taken for 
sointillation oounting and 0*5 m3.* for 
absorption speotrophotometry so that the 
apoolfic activity of this pre*^acetylatlon 
sample could he oa3,oulated. Three and a 
half millllitree were taken and dried down , 
vdth a stream of nitrogen In a teat tube* 
l^ ive hundred gamma of standard pregnanediol 
Were placed in another teat tube and siiBliarXy 
dried down* These two latter samp3.ea ware
294#
aoetyXatedi^  one the e:%perlmental sample and 
the ether the eontro3* sample#
Haclloactive aoetio anhydride wao used
*1 /Î
for the aoetylation (1 ^ 0 aoetio 
anhydride)# To 0*6 ml* pyridine were added 
1#8 m3,# aoetio anhydride and 0#g ml# of 
thie mixture was added to eaoh of the aamplea 
for acétylation which were then inouhated in 
a water bath at ?0^0 for 30 Bilnutes#
Thereafter 4*5 ml# dietilled water was 
added to each tube and the contente transferred 
to 25 ml# separating funnels and ext emoted with 
15 ml# ethyl acetate three timea# The two 
ethyl aoetate extracts were taken to clryneaa 
in teat tubee with a steam of nitrcogen#
The residue of the experimental sample 
waa taken up in 0#5 ml# methanol^chloroform 
(eguaX pasrta ) # The control sample was taken 
up in 1 m]L# methanol^oh3.oroform and divided 
into two 0#5 ml# poz'tlona# The three samples 
were rim on a Bush paper chromâtography systera 
with 50 gamma pregnanediol as a standard
control* , The chromatography ayetem waa that 
described in Appendix 111» three *h%lkings^up" 
being used* (Pagea gOT to 014)*
The following strips were stained with
X) Pregnanedlol standard control strip 
2) One of the acétylation control stripe
The following strips were scanned for 
radioactivity in the Traaerlab Precision 
Eat erne 101^* (Figure 37) *
1) The unstained acétylation control strip
2) Jüxperiîïiental acétylation atrip
„ The stained pregnanediol control strip 
showed the prognanediol at the expected 
distance from the start 3.ine* She strip 
of the acétylation control showed steroid 
with the front#
She Precision Eatemeter tracing of the 
%'adloactlvity (0^ ‘^ only) showed the 
radioactivity peak with the front whex'^ e the 
post acétylation aterold appeared on 
staining one acétylation control
F I G . 3/. A . P R E C I S I O N  R A T E  M E T E R .
B . S C A N N E R  FOR R A D I O A C T I V I T Y .
C . C H R O M A T O G R A M  S T R I P  C A R R I E R .
□ . T R A C I N G  R E C O R D E R  PEN A N D  P A P E R
2 9 6 *
strip* (Figure 38)#
The 6 om* of the atrip of the 
acétylation control at the front which showed 
up the radioactivity and equated the steroid 
ax’oa on the stained control strip» and the 
eorreapending 6 om* of the experimental, 
acétylation aamp3.e strip which also showed 
the radioactivity peak» were out out and 
separately eluted in methanol*
The methanol eluatee vmre dried down 
and rediseolved in 2 m3,* methanol#
From each were taken 0*2 ml* for 
scintillation counting» and 1*0 m3., for 
ahso3?ptioxn apeotrophotometry* This enabled
the calculation of the spaaifio activity of 
the derivative of the experimental 
pregnanedio3. which had been made (v:W# 
pregnanedlol dlgtcetate). The remaining 
0*8 ml. allquota were aubmitted to Counter 
Current distribution* (Oee later).
The apacifio aotivitiea of tubes 3J. 
and 12 were constant within the ezTor of
F 1 6 . 3 8 .  A . A C E T Y L A T 1 ON C O N T R O L  S T R I P
B .P R E G N A N E D I O L  C O N T R O L  S T R I P
C .A C E T Y L A T I  ON S A M P L E  S T R I P
R A D I O A C T I V E  A R E A  CUT FOR E L U T I O N
D . R A D  IOACTI V ITY T R A C I N G  OF 0.
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0  pex’ oéBt* The oorx*eotecl apeoifid 
activity of the diluted pre^aoetylatlorn 
experimental aample and the mean apeaifia 
aativity of tubes 11 and 3.2 were constant 
within the erxror of ± 10 per cent#
The Bpeoifio activities of the 
pre'^ aoety^ .ation experimental sample and 
the p08t^acetylation experimental sample 
were constant within the error of j; 6*4’ per 
cent*
The corrected specific aotivity of 
the aoetylated experimental sample (correction 
for the dilution of the pre-^acetylated sample 
with 300 gamma standard pregnanedlol) and the 
moan spoGifia activity of tubes 11 and 12 
were constant within the error of ±3*2 per 
cent*
Thus the spécifia activities of the 
experimental samples remained constant 
(1*0* within the error of the experimental 
method) after dilution with standard pregxmnecliol 
and after converting the experimental samnle
298#
to pregnanediol diaoetato* This is further 
confirmation that the experimental sample 
is pure pregnanediol*
Details of the reeults of those 
experiments are o out mined in Résulté s 
Proof of Purity of Experimental Pregnanedlol^ 
Volmie II» page 41 to 44 and Results» page 
70 to 71*
The remaining 0*8 m3.* aliquot of the 
aoetylatad experimental and oonta?o3. sample8 
were dried down and auhmltted separately hut 
$Imultaneou$ly to the oounter ourrent 
distrihution procedure detal3,eci In Appendix 
III# (Pages 215 to 217)#
The eight tubes from those two oouater 
ourx’ent diatrihutions wore taken to dryneas* 
The contente of each tube were then taken up 
in 10 m3.* 8oint 1 Hat 1 on fluid (5 mis* $ 2*5 
mis* and 2*5 iiA* portions to ensure complete 
transfer of steroid from tube to vial) and 
transferred to appropriately marked
saintrOflation
The vials were then assay eel for
radloaotlvlty in the Bointillation Spectrometer
at Tap 7 for and Sap 3 for content*
(See Appendix IV)#
She distribution curves of and
radioactivity achieved by. oounter cu3?rent
distribution of the experimental sample were
"I Acompared with the 0" dist3?ibution curve of 
the control sample which could only he 
pregnanediol diaoetate# (For Detailed .Results 
see Volume II» page 45"48)#
Shese three curves were similar 
indicating that the experimental. 
pregnanediol cliacetate was identical with 
standard control pregnane did 0"^'^ dlaoetate 
and was a third confirmation of the purity 
of the experimental pregnanedlol sample# 
(Results» page 72 to 73)#
As a fourth and final proof of the 
speolficity and degree of purity of the
method of oxt3:*aation and separation of 
pregnane did» a aamplo of oxperimentE^l 
pregnanedlol was submitted to on Indepomdent 
authority fox^  infrm-^red analysis#
Ab a sample of some 5 mgm* of 
experimental pregnanediol waa required» and 
sinae the pregnanedlol output of the 
experlraeiital groupa waa 00 small» the sample 
for I.R* anaXyaia was obtained from urine 
from two pregnant women near term#
One day ha output of xirlne was colleoted 
from each of the two pregnant women and one 
quarter of each daily total w%8 extraoted by 
Method IV after 80#000 cup#m# pregnanedlol 
was added to each Bamp,le as lnte:mal standard# 
The pregnanediol tubes from the columns 
were confirmed by absorption spectrophotometry 
and radio active assay and the tubes with both 
significant radioactivity assay and 
quantitative pregnanecllol content wore pooled 
to give acme 7 mgm. pregnanediol#
The total confirmed pregnanedlol 
eluate from the x^regmanoy urine extraotloae» 
thus x^ ioeled in a 50 ml# coniaa.! graduated 
oentrlfuge tube, was taken to drjneaa#
Ten mlllllltree of methanol was added to 
dis0o3.ve the residue and to ensure that all 
the residue went into solution» the tube 
Was heated in water hath at 50^0# Dlatllled 
water (20 ml#) was also heated in the water
Thereafter the a*amp3.e tube was removed 
from the water hath and the distilled water 
gsradually added to the methanol by pasteur 
pipette and with stirring by glass rod. till 
c rya t allia at1on of the pregnanediol was 
aohieved# (Some 10 ml# distille cl water 
quire d)*
The tube was then, left to settle in a 
refrigerator overnight# If ext morning» the 
tube was oentrifuged in the International. 
Centrifuge at 1500 r#p#m# for 2 minutes#
The mother licxuor waa deoantod off»
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and the procedure repeated three times as 
above. After the fourth raother liquor baci 
been deoantedy the pregnanedlol crystals were 
taken to dryneaa under a stream of nitrogen 
and sent to Iiewis L# Engel» Ph.D.» Aaooclato 
Professor of Biological Chemistry, Harvard 
Medical Bchooly who had kindly consented to 
undertake Infra-red Aîmlysis of the sample,
He reported that the experimental 
pregnanecllol ax^ eotrum agreed in all respecta 
with hi8 reference sample. He oonvex^ted a 
portion of the experimental pregnanediol sample 
to the acetate and this apeet3?um agreed in ,al.l 
reeexpeota with his reference sample of 
pregnane-^3^ 9 dio3, dlaoetate. (Results
page 74 to 75)* Full details of this 
independent confirmation of the purity and 
speoificity of the experimental pregnanediol 
are contained in Volume 11, page 4$-"65),
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APPSMÏÏXX VII
Theory of 8eoretlo% Este Oalculatlon»
304.
The caXoulatloaa of the seoretloa 
ratea of ateroid hormiomea from the apeoiflo 
activity of a urinary metaholite after a 
$ingle imjeotlom of the radioactive hormone 
(radioactivity injected divided by the 
epeolflo activity of the metabolite) hae 
proved to be a aimple and powerful in vivo 
Biethocl (Pearlmam 1957 a, and b; Pearlman, 
Pearlman à Hakoff 19541 Oope à Black 1958$ 
Petereon 1959; Jones^ Bloycl Jones^ Hiondel^ 
Tait g Tait $ BuXbrooîc and Greenwood (1959) I 
Ayres$ Garrod* Pearlman, fait $ Talt &
Walker (1957)I 01iok$ laragh & Blebarman 
(1958).
This expreaeion,radioactivity injected 
divided by specific activity of a metabolite, 
(p % is correct assuming that a single
compartment model with instantaneous mixing 
can adequately describe the transport and 
metabolism of steroids. This type of model 
has been applied with some success in 
interpreting the metabolism of corticosterone
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and cortisol in man (Migaon^ Sandberg$ -
])GGdc&rf ilBfLtli* ]?a%LL 4b EkaBwaeliS 3.956;
IWi^ gacm# 88ü&dR%a%%Sÿ JPoiil 4b Ek%#wiel8 3L95<5; 
j^ssiSfagtescXEL ]L9;><))* 9?%ie <%dla34&i>i)€>E&2%E&ii(2s; <)j^
apG%cia.(>$&Gfi;dLTf3l1ï3r jLa 33lekf3me& a&jTlbe]? i;3%e dLajtectlijLoit 
Ojp ]L3&Tbe3L]L<»d (303?1;jLa)o]L E&i&d <)()3?i;2L(;()g;1;G!3*(3%i(s 
Æ)i%&sa&e(s1ï(3 izlïë&lz iilie  t&ase <)d? at Izvvo (>()3B3)2%3ri;i&(2iil33&]L 
mocle]» v%M%]Ld T&e laosze exzcGtoli (ItoTaeazifEton )
I21&I; (&%%eta»3r8:L8 sxjT i;l%e lilis&l; e&
one oompartraental model earn be used as a 
&&3]3P3?()3E3L2Rei1;jL()3% iGG&nar ]3ua?%)0fsef&v 
liosysnfeseg %9%ien ifolui&e (pd^ <ljLa%1;3?dLl)t&l3:lon dLes 
muoli greater than so erne to be the ease for 
these atereid09 a more oompXex modal must
1)8 i&ased* SDlidlas îlag ipafoloe&l&SLar iieoea&sae&afar 
g&3L3L ei1;e3?odL{%a3 svïiespe l^ jlnc&dLn^ g: i:c) &>]LeiG%mg& jpsroibejLiias 
3,(3 weei&E ssuaali a&3; 3)3?(&gS(5G)l3(93P(>%%Gÿ cxsestfsfoiie* 
<)(S(&t;3?%&<3jLol (and ()<&(ai;3rdLo3L#
Imumae fait & fait (1961 a and b) have 
(>3?jlt;]Lo3&]L3L3r (%3se&i&3l%i<3C& 1;%ie irf%l:l(%:Ll33r (ajT ib!3,e 
()3%3L()iijLf&t3L()%% asfsosrelfjLon 3?at;G>8 jTsfoia t;%w& 
fBlieojldEdliz eaolsdlT/dLlsar <)3? s& t&3r3Li%s&argr
»and the problem has been x^ eoently dlsousaed 
by CteipidOj Mann and Vandewlele (1962).
Before oomidering tMe in more detail the 
following definitions are neceaeary*
A Trraoer la a labelled form of a anbatanoe# 
Ideally the label makes the labelled form 
detectable by the observer without affecting 
ita behaviour in the aystern being studied.
Carrier is unlabelled material of the same 
aubatanoe added to a sample containing a 
tracer as an aid in ohemloal :p:eooeeaixig or 
estimation* A logical extension of this 
meaning is to include the ixii3.a'belled foxva of 
the aubetano© being traced which Is nonmlXy 
preaeiit in the system*
Bpeoifio Activity denotes the ratio of the 
amount or conoentration of the traceD.'» to that 
of the total (labelled and un3*abelled) eubatanoe* 
Any units which define the ratio may be used 
e*g* mioroouriea per milligramme or counta 
per minute per mll3„igrarairie*
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Pools or Gompartmeats* For mathematioaS.
3pux"poaoa the constituante of a 3.iv;ing ayetem 
oan be represented as being 3-ocated in 
dietinguishabla phaeoe or voluiaae deeignateci 
as pools or compart mente, The bouudariea- 
of these ooiapartmenta may but do not 
neooaaariXy confoxmi to anatojiiioal boundaries# 
For example $ the blood plasma is a relatively 
easily defined compartment. The location 
of the progesterone pool or bicarbonate pool 
le more difficult to define but perhaps no 
leas o3,ear in concept.
Transfer, Transport of a substance Into and 
out of a compartment5 and chemical aynthesia 
and degradation^ result in appearance and 
disappearance of the substance in the 
compartment, The term "transfer" denotes 
uni dire ctlonal processes of either kind 
v/hen the mathematics are the same for both 
kinds,
Exchange implies a one for oi%o substitutioxx 
of atoms or molecules or simultaneous and
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equal transfers Into and out of a oompartiaent, 
Steady State, This terra is applied to 
compart meat a ?diere the rates of removal of 
the substances being atudied are equalled by 
the rates of roplaoement ao tlxat the 
oonoentratiana and amounta of the aubatanoea 
being atudied are oouatant during the period 
of observation* Constant va3.ue8 of transfer 
are also usually specified or implied in 
mathematical treatments but are not required 
by the definition of steady state. Of 
course during an experiment the tracer 
itse3.f is not in a steady state but it is 
assumed to be introduced in an amount 
sufficiently sma*lX not to disturbs the steady 
state of its unlabelled counterpart either by 
its quantity^ by the affects of its radiations 
or by ita pharmaco3.ogioa3, effects,
Turnover. Exchange px'ooesaes produoo a 
"tU2?nover" of the substanoe in a given 
compartment*
Turnover time is the time interval required
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for the ajiîôimt of a auhatance traneferrefl 
into or out of a oompartment in the steady 
state to he numexrloally equal to the amoimt 
present in the compartment*
Turnover Hate has been used in two senses*
I) aa the reciprocal of the turnovei' time 
or fraction per unit time$ giving turnover 
rate the dimension of Time ™ *
II) ae the amount of auhatanoe that la 
turned over per unit time^ giving turnover 
rate the dimension of Maas f time.
In this thesis the word "rate" (as in 
turnover rato$ axeîiange rate, transfer rate, 
secretion rate) will, imply dimensions of 
Mass 4 time and the term "rate constant" 
will he used when the dimensions Time 
Eire meant *
Secretion Rate is the amount of a substance 
produced in a pool or compartment system per 
unit time*
The fol3.owing consideration of the 
validity of aeoretion rate calculation is
taken from Lauaae, Tait & Tait 1963. a and b* 
Figure 39 shows a genera], model v&ioh 
eeeme sultaMe for deaox*:lb:tng the transport 
and metabolism of sterol de* In this models 
it :la aeaumed that there are five genera].
pools* The plasma pool, is oonneoted to a
b'
0general extracellular apace ) and a
much amaller vo3.uma repreaenting the
extraoellular volume of the liver# It 
can he aaaumed that metabo3.iain of ateroid 
ia neg3.1glble in theae spaoea and. that the 
transfer from the plasma, oan be clesoribed 
by the rate constante IC to the liver and
n
K"" to the general, extracellular volume*
Tfitex’oid is alao transferred (IC^' ) from the
}
liver extracellular space (V-m ) to the liver 
intraoellular apace (¥j‘ ), which haa been 
shown to be the site of intense catabolism 
of steroids (metabolisBi rate constant 
Transfer also occurs (rate constant  ^) from
fH
the extrace 1 lular volmie (7^ ,/) to the general 




























occurs at a rate given by the constant
It has been shown (Peterson 1959) that even
when the steroids are strongly hound to
plasma proteins» their rate of transfer from
plasma to the e%traoel].ular volumes is
fairly rapid# It seems$ therefore^ that
T ain the general case K"* and K are ve3?y
large and that the plasma» the extraoelluleir 
Gspace and liver extracellulax' volumes 
can he regarded aa one general extrace1lular 
volume# AleOj if the liver intracellular 
volume is small compared with this general 
extracellular space and tlie rate of transfer 
hetweon these pools ia reasonably large, 
then these two spaces oan he regarded as 
one general inner pool V^ (Figure 40)#
It should be emphasised that this does not 
require that the rate of transfer from the 
liver extracellular space into the liver 
cells should be aa great as the transfer from 
the plasma to the extraoel3-ular volume# It 
is sufficient that the volume of the liver
m o a  FOR srmiD M B m s o L m
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Bhoulâ be muoh smaller than the total 
extraoellnlar apace (in man$ the liver would 
be about g# of the total extracellular 
volume) and that the rate of transfer from 
.plasma to liver should be appreciable, 
fhla latter process may still be the rate 
limiting step under certain conditions for 
the metabolism of steroids by the liver* 
fhe lowering of the total rate of metabolism 
of cortisol when the hormone is more strongly 
bound to plasma proteinsj as in pregnancy§ 
may be explained by the operation of this 
rate limiting step (Mills 1959* Mills, 
Sohedl, Chen & Bartter I960), In this aase^ 
it may be nccesaary to use the more complex 
model (Figure 39) to explain the experimental 
results. However? as a preliminary step^ 
towards a rigorous treatment of the secretion 
rate method, it would appear to be adequate 
to use a two eompartmental model (Figure 40)♦ 
One pool (the Inner pool) would consist of 
the plasma volume, extracellular volume and
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the 3tivor total apace '^^”1* total
steroid content 1 and metabolic rata coxiatant 
Kg* fhe other poo3. (outer pool) v/oulcl 
oonalat of the Intracellular volume# total 
volume ?g ml* # total steroid ooiatent Q and 
metaholio rate confit ant She transfer
rate oonatant between the two pools would 
be Both the endogenous hormone
aeoretion and the single injection of 
radloaotiva hormone are aaaumed to enter 
the iimer pool where Inetant'aneoua mixing 
ooeura* It 1$ alao ammnmed that when 
steroid enters the outer pool it is 
instantanéons3-y mixed there# fhen fol3.ow:lng 
this injection and in the nom iaotopic 
steady .state let
I total steroid content of inner pool
% « fraction of injected radioaotivlty :lm 
inner poo], at time t
a E- total steroid metabolised in inner pool 
In unit time
Q total steroid content of outer pool
^ .Î2Ï fraction of injootod radioaotlvitj in 
outer pool at time t
e total steroid metabolised in outer pool
in unit time
b ïit^' total steroid transferred from inner pool 
to outer pool in unit time
b total steroid tranaferred from outer pool
to inner pool, in unit time
then# if all radioactivity le measured
specifioally as the hormone Itself and first
order reactions app3«y for the individual steps
, fe _ Sux"








> ^ Q * «3them v/hex*© s? Ç amd « #
aaci h-'h'’" r-, s3 in the steady state bo that
0g = h^"' T  "
at
"î* ( %  X ®3 W  ■’■ ®3®a
0 ^0^  ) ÎS ” 0
X ( 0^  X ®3 ■'■“ 0  ■'• ( %  '' ^
0,0.)% K 0
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with the howdaiy oanclitlona 
X Ï15 % when t %% 0 and m - 0 when t 0
a - ©■’^ ■)g iK^^ C
$
fhla treatment and result are 
analogous te that ehtainaa hy Oamp-hell 
Outhherton# Ivïathewa & HaFarlane (195®) 
using a aimpler model for albumin metabolism, 
11} assumes that no re-^oyoling of radioactivity 
into the hormone oooure following metabolism# 
e,g, incorporation of released isotope into 
acetate then Into hormone by bioayiathettc 
proooeeea* Ihia la highly unlikely for a 
stably labelled hormone#
S16
Also# let Bn rate of excretion
(oOBiMnation of fojwnation of metabolite and 
ita renal olearanoe) of one partioular 
rqEg £3 rate of excretion of one partioular 
giietabollte f:eom the outer pool# fhen 
j'^ rate of radioaotiyity excreted aa ...this
rate of radioactivity excreted aa this 
metabolite from
laotk pooXs = fgf, { R
( I Q )
Where E ^ radioactivity injeoted#
GJherefore total radioaotlvity excreted aa 
metabolite which ia apecifically meaeured 
and ia not derived from, any other hormone 
is given !
3, H ^  p E
Z L  \  i' Zg_ \ 8# a t
1*0.) Q ©.
. #  = f g V f i  Î h  . at a 
oj °J Kjg
then total radioactivity excreted aa
metabolite ^
H  ( %  *■ ®4> &  »1 ) r -,
'— iiQ,U^d.t.Oî.l I 3 I
3 4 '" ^3% ■^' ®3®4
- K S %  + A I
a "I" é
alBO total metabolite excreted is 
{ %  Eg) m
whore S is time of urine oo31lection during 
which all ( 98f(0 of the radioactivity in
the form of the partioular metabolite 1# 
exonoted*
Shon epeoiflo activity of the imtabolite
[10]3 A = R X( a *!■ © )
and -7 (a 4^ 0) S
In the steady state# the rate of eeoretion 
of the hormone (P) wi3.1 be equal to the 
total reite of metabolism* Then after a 
single injection sooration in time ® (P)
(a 4* e) Î where f time of urine collection 
and 8 A specific activity of metabolite#
anâ slîeî'oicl metabolisiefl -■> steroid secreted 
ia the aoft isotopie steady state*
ÎMs therefore proves that, if the 
body Is represented by two poo3,s with the 
hormone and radioaotive steroid introduoed 
into one and the same pool and metabolism 
oeourring in on© or both pools, the 
oalou3.atiOîi is valid*
If the radioaotive hormone is 
oon.t±imous3,y infused so that the speoifio 
aotlvity of the steroid is constant 
throughout the body, then providing there 
ie no differential isoto;pe effect ^  muet 
be exactly equal to 3?, In practice tlrie 
would be a difficult method to apply aa 
after the continuous infusion# the amount 
of radioactive metabolite in the body would 
he unknown*
In the general case# if the hormone 
ia secreted at rate 8^  into the inner pool 
and Bg. into the outer pool# then 3^  ^ *- Sg P 
(total aeoretion rate)* If no
aooumu3.ati0B oooure in either pool 
S*i a h 'Î* h^  ^ 0
8m «*>■ 0 ** % h 0d
and #  =: h 4 8m - e# 0m - ^ ^2 ^j j *  r af* Wife #f*  -1.W wm.nr r##ni^ M ,n* w aaw «*iq i )a#
Q
I’hoB substituting in equation |^9"|
T?




Where W 1 4- a._\ _%
«
iM a u irh
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Generally the oaloulatioaa w  P (l#e* w z: i)
will he eorreot unless the hormone and 
radioactive atesfoid are not introduced into 
the same compartment and metabolism occurs 
in the Inner and outer aompartmeata.
Using a two oompartmental model 
with metaholiam ooourr:Uig in both pools# 
the calculation is rigoroua3*y valid if
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certain precautions are taken. However 
if the hormone ia aeoreted into both 
compartments and the radioactive steroid 
is injected into only one# then the 
calculation may not be correct in certain 
ois^oumatanoes as noted by I>aumaa# Tait 
and Tait (IgGl)# although it la highly 
unlikely that these special cireumstancea 
would arise« The aaaumptiom underlying 
this mathematica.1 treatment must be 
critioa*lly examined. Those are as follows 3
(a) The radioactive and secreted steroid 
enter the same oom|>ax"tment and are rapidly 
mixed there. One orlterion for this to be 
BO is that the mean oiroulatlon time of the 
plasma should be shorter than the mean life 
of a radioactive steroid molecule following 
the first rapid mixing in the inner pool 
(mean life - stu.diea with
radiosodium have shown that the circulâtion 
time betweeen arm and foot is about fifty 
seconde 1950), The mean life of
32%*
a radioactive progesterone ïaoleoule# as
defined# ia 2*13 rftinutea for the normal male
I T
^ B W  * 3nean values) and 2*87
1 2
minutes for the castrate female
-Ï t mean value) (see Resulte#
page 114)* Therefore# the requl3?ement for
rapid mixing is met for this steroid#
However# tliie may not be the oase for steroids 
with a much shorter motabolio half life.
(b) The amount of steroid injected must not 
be groat enough to alter the normal transport 
and metabolism (i#o# to disturb the values of 
Vn g Vm# Zn # Krs9 1*1# ) of tho liommuo*
*vs3*  fjl# *riSS( ; iCj*
It is therefore advisable when applying this 
method to uae material of the highest possible 
specifio activity for Injection and to 
reatxvlct the adminiatered amount to about 
1# total hormone content of the body pool#
In this reeaearoh project 2 miosxoouxvlea 
of 711'^ progeateroxie were injected# The 
specific activity of this radioactive steroid
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was 30^ 0^00 mleroourias per milligram aa
that the weight of steroid injeoted was X/3.5 
of a gaimaa# The mean total body content of 
progesterone Is 28 mlorograms far the mormal 
males 8 raierograma for the east rate female 
(aee Résulté# page 118)*
(e) The Injeoted radioactive steroid ia in 
the same oheialoal form or is metabolized and 
transported in an ideatloal maimer to the 
aeoreted hormone# The tritiatad progeeterome 
used in this programme should comply with 
thle#
(d) The isotope is stably attached to the 
hormone during the formation of the metabolite
to be analyzed and the inoorporation of the 
heavier atom into the hormone molooiile does 
not alter its behaviour in the body*
It aeems highly likely# due to the 
stable position of the isotope and the low 
mass ratio of the radioactive and natural 
isotope# that this requirement ia satisfied 
for ) ateroida* Unfortunately# the
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of alclostes^ one and
certain other steroids of suffloiently high 
exxeoifio nativity to satisfy the requirement 
of (b) doea not aeem possible at the present 
time * Pearlman (1957 a#b) haa administered
*1 ^ *5
a mixture of and (16--ni) x>rogQsterone
and found that the ratio of (^ '^0 ) to (%ï) 
was identioal in the injeoted xrrogeaterone 
and exoreted pregnanediol# Similarly 
Peterson (1959) found the r^atlo in an
injected mixture of ) and randomly
labelled (%) oor11 eoaterone to be the same 
as in the excreted metabolitea# Laumae# 
fait à Tait (IgGla) reported similar reau3.t0 
with 316-a-^H aldosterone and 7*^ H aldostCTone» 
Tima It ax)peara that within the limits of 
present experimental investigation the use 
of both (7^%î)s (lG-%ï) and in certain 
conditions rcandomly labelled steroids# all in 
the form of the natural hormone # can be 
satisfactory for the application of the method 
However# it is also clear that a judicious 
choice of the metabolite to be analyzed must
be made depending on the position of the 
isotope in the steroid molecule# e,g# 
it would he impossible to use the speoifio 
activity of the 17-^o%o$teroid metabolite 
after admihiatration of (16'=^ %!) cortiaol, 
ib3ag:aanediol ia the metabolite of progesterone 
isolated in this work and the 7H^ atom ia not 
involved In the metabolism of progesterone#
(a) Bg# g Vg# and Kg should ho
oOBBtant (s) during the time of urine 
ool3*aotion#
Bor this requirement to be met @ 
particularly in the investigation of 
pathological conditions# the patient must be 
in a steady state# e#g# the amount of oedema 
or ascitic fluid sliouj^ d he constant# This 
apjpears to be particularly important for 
steroids such as progesterone^ aldosterone 
which tend to distribute into a large body 
volume# If this is assured# then the major 
potential cause of error arising from this
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assumption wou3.cl appear to lie in diurnal 
varlatiom# Usually It is neoesBary in 
a3;>plying the method to progesterone# for 
reaBone to be elle cussed latei^ # to oollect 
urine for at least 96 hours. It ie 
X^ OBsible that the formation and renal 
elearanee of a partioular metabolite (E) 
may vary during the time of the urine 
oo,lleotion# This could arise from the 
nature and specificity of the protein 
binding of steroids in plasma. However# 
tetrahydrooortlsol# tetrahydrooo^rtlsone 
glueoronides and pregnanediol glucuronide 
are i;u,'*obably only weakly bound and hence# 
thei33 renal olearanoea will be reasonably 
index>endent of concentration and v/i3*l 
be constant with time as is required for 
the expression to be valid* It is highly 
unlikely that %)rogesterone # ov any metabolite# 
is strongly bound to plasma proteins and 
hence the B values are probably oonatemt# 
However# there ia little information on the
ëlurmal variation of volumes or other rate 
oonatanta#
(f) The metabolite investigated la derived 
exoluaive3*y from the injected ateroid.
It ie considered that pregnanediol ie# 
foT all praotleal purposes exo3-usively 
derived from secreted progeaterone#
(g) Finally# that all the radioactivity in 
the form of the metabolite analyzed ia 
ooXleotecl# The axpreBSlon for radioaotivity 
exorated aa the metabolite ia
"il \ x.dt 4* ' 2 \ E*dt and this impllea
X Q
the requirement atated. It ia olearly
sufficient# aonaidering' the other errors
involved# for the time of urine collection
to he long enough for about 97?^  of the total
poaaihle radioactivity to he excreted as the
metalaolite, That this has ’been achieved hy
4 clay collection of urine in. this px^ ojeot is
shovui hy the result of the experiments (see
Results# page 94)#
ït 1300X1 fioteâ that for all the
emamlixeO exoept (a) the va-luea 
for the apeoifio motlvity of ailTeremt 
metaholitea will teM to disagree if the 
3?equlremeata bxb not eatisfied. A ooraparieon 
of thoao valwa therefore booub to he the 
moat generally ap|)licah3.e method for teatlxjig 
the validity of the qaloulation of aeoretloa 
rate* ,l?earlma3X (1957) and PeejAman and 
Coutraotor (I960) have prodwed from 
expérimenta on pregnant women utilising a 
single injection of ISH-^  progeaterone 
oomparahle secretion rates for progesterone 
calculated from, pregx&anediol and pregnaneolone* 
The radioactive method exaiuined here 
has conslderahle advantages In the estiimatlon 
of secretion rates over the .conventional 
methods which aim to ?neasuro as many 
excreted metabolites as possible to gather 
the same information* A knowledge of the 
secretion rate can be gained from a measurement 
on one metabolite and it is not necessary to
recover all the coinpomd for the oaloulation 
to be valid* Generally@ the measurement of
the speoxfio activity ia no more diffloult 
than the estimation of the excretion of the 
one pEirtloular metabolite by oonventlonal 
methods t in x>ractiae it may be easier 
because of the presence of the radioactive 
indicator, The advantage of the radioactive 
method ie moat apparent when there is an 
alternation of the pattern of metabolism or 
in the rate of excretion of metabolites*
In this oaBOÿ for the conventional methods 
to give the same information^ all metabolites 
by every route of excretion would have to be 
mea.sured. It should be noted that if the 
radioactive hormone la given orally and the 
amount absorbed is estimated from total 
urinary excretion of radioactivity (Oopo 
& Blstck 3-958) the calculation of secretion 
rate will not be valid if the route of 
excretion of metabolites alter, The 
advantage of the radioactive method is not
particularly great in oases of renal 
dyefunotion when the route of exoretion la 
not diaturbedf When a steady state la 
reached in Buoh a ooMltioxXj the renal 
olearanee will remain imaltered an&@ provided 
aoeunailation of metabolites does not affect 
searetlon^ a meaauremei# of the excretion of 
the major urinary metabolites will atill 
reflect the rate of production* The 
radioactive method will give the same 
information but care must be taken to collect 
all the radioactivity aa the metabolite 
analyse cl* The advantage of the use of the 
radioactive method in this condition will 
be to revoa‘1 the abnormality in renal 
clearance (oee Diecuasiozx, page 131) 
rather than to give a better measure of the 
secretion rate* One potential diaadvantage 
of the radioactive method might lie ±n the 
limitation on repeated measurement a Impoaeci 
by rules of racliatlcni hygiene and also the 
neoeaaity to allow for complete excretion of
Ta 0 ao tivlty#
Xt should he poaeihle to determine 
seoretiozi rates using as 3*lttXe as 0*5 
mloroourlea of 7H*^  progesterone which would 
allow 4 aerial dotezmlmatlone*
The potential advantages of the 
radioactive method are thez^ efore quite 
marked for the investigation of a number of 
pathological oondJ.tloxis* However, the 
p^revious rigorous treatment and examination 
Of assumptions reveals that the method must 
be applied in a ;]udiclous manner*
The preceding examination of the 
validity of the aeoretion rate method has 
some more general applioatloixa* A oompariaon 
of the apeoifio aotivitiea of various 
•metabolltea aan been used to teat the 
asaumptioai that certain excreted ooEipouada 
are a3-l derived from the same hormone. Also 
if the aecx^etion rate la calculated from the 
specific activity of one raetabollte  ^thezr 
the excretion of another metabolite can be
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estimated from a knowledge of Its radioaotivlty 
alone. (Bee dieousBloB on Peak page 134)#
K p m m i x  VIII
a) Metliod for Estimating the Eieappearance 
of Trltlated Progesterone in Human Blood,
b) 0oustant infusion experiment*
(Experimenta3w Ma*le Subject -'XII)
a) Blaappeeranoe of Trltlated Progesterone
in Human Blood# •
Extraction of Progesterone and assay of 
ra di oao tivlty*
1. Progesterone ?!F is made up In a
0ozicentrat 1 on of 11 jio/X ml# which is
a*
2*0 p:/0#2 BÛ.#
To 11 ml* of aaline is added 0#2 raX* 
equivalent to 2*2 po of 7Î-P Preogesterono 
of vdnloli 10 ml* are injected into the 
anteou'bltal vein (l*e* 2*0 po)*,
3* Blood aamplea will he taken at 2* 5g 5,
7*5? 10? 15ÿ 2C)ÿ 30 minutea after 
injectiozx into syringes which have been 
wetted with lees than *5 co* of heparin* 
(Dry skin surfaces after cleaning skin 
area with alcohol)* The amount of plasma 
obtained by the Individual withdrawala 
are 5? 5? 10  ^ 10  ^ 20, 20  ^ 20 ml* each* 
(Additional 50? 70 minute samples may be 
necessary? requiring 40 and 100 ml* 
plasma respectively)*
4* The blood samples are t3.^ ansfoCTed to 
vacuum tubes and spim for 15 minutes 
in the Into mat 1 onal Gentrifugo at 
2500 rpzB*
5* Alilquote of 65^ 7^5 count8 per rainute 
Progesterone 4 200 gamma aold
Prog est er one ( jpr e v loualy purl fi, e cl
through a oo3,mm) are put In 50 ml#
oentrifuge tubes and taken to dryness*
1 fi6* An equal* aliciuot of 0"'”* Progesterone 
Xb taken and put Into a sointlllator
1AVial as experimental standard (0""^ ) 
it la d3?ied àofm and 10 ml* of 8# 
ethanol P*P*0* and P*0#P*0*P# la added* 
7# Measure the proper amount of plasma into 
the centrifuge tubes containixig the
1 âinternal. Standard 0*'^ + cawier cold 
Progesterone ? shake carefully and pour 
into 60 ml* separatory funnels*
8* Rinse each tube with 1*3 volume of
Ethyl acetate? which has jxist prevlouely 
been prepared by shaking with am excess
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of sodium biaarbonate? filtered, then 
washed with a:a equaJ. volume of distilled 
Water and filtered again through sodium 
aulfate anhydrous (la^SO.) to eliminate 
all the water,
9, Invert aeparatory funnel gezrtly, recollect 
solutions into proper 50 ml# centrifuge 
tubes and centrifuge for 10 minutes at 
2500 rpm#
10# Avoiding replacement, of the mixture into 
the B0parat03?y funnols? use Pasteur 
piX^ ottee to take up the ttppe3? layer of 
ethyl acetate into 100 ml* round bottom 
glasaea, or 300 ml* round bottom flasks 
reapeotlvely* Repeat the extractions 
with 1*3 volitnie ethyl acetate tliree times.
11* The jujlnal total extracta? 5*2 volume 
each? are washed with 1/5 volume of 
distilled water into clean 125 ml# 
separatory funnels using the water for 
xulnslzzg the round bottom glasses into 
the eeparatory funnels. It is not
neaeaBary to centrifuge thia etep#
After removal of the lower (water) layer? 
h;aing extract hack into round hot tom 
flap^ k and rinae separatory fimne3. with 
ml. ethyl acetate,
18, The ethyl acetate extractioBB are taken 
to drynoBB In vacuum.
13, The dried extraota are transfeiwed to 
the column am folio?;© ^
■^tî ATT oUp reaxdue xn 
}parta fotzrr time a 2 ml# volume 
and transfer to 10 ml# heakera ? dry 
doim under Hg? add 300 mg# oe3.ite and 
mix a3>l together carefully with the 
appropriate amounts of stationary phase 
(#15 ml# }# Eesidtzal oolite is washed 
out of beaker ?/lth leas than 1 iml# of 
eluent phase#
The ooluMi is a 60 cm# oelite ao.lumn# 
3tati0i|||ry phase ^ 80# raetlmnol#
Mobile x^ hase ^ 224 trxmethyl pentane#
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34* 0*5 bIL* of the three (five) tubes?
assumed as including the peak tubes 
lip 2/ij. 13, 14? 3*5) taken to dryness 
under Hitrogen and tranaferred in 
#1 ml# of metlia.no 1 to fi3*ter papei? fore 
a Zé ^  2 hour rim in a mixture of 
equal parts of 90# Idgroine and Methanol* 
Viewed under Ü-^ V lamp and xieak tube 
determined, (Note correction for va3.uee 
in these tubes),
15* IPooJl peak tube and one on either side
Into a scintillator vial# If two tubes 
Bhow lJ«»Vj take the third as the next 
tube more po3.ar (i#e# ^11 4 12, then 
take also 13)#
16# Add also the three tubes p3?ior to
the peak tubes and the three £ollo?dng 
izito scintillator vials. Dry In 
vaouum#
17* Add 10 ml, 2# ethanol PoPoD to eaoh 
and let ait In refrigerator overnight,
18, All samples are Counted for 4 hours,
i.e. 8 X *1 hours ^ 4 % I* hour on tap 
3 and 4 X & hour on tap 8*
19. The oounter is then set up aa fo]*lowss 
}?reset on 100000 (10^ )
1, Machine bXanlc
2. Reagent Blank + 10 ml, Poi>oP 4 gfS
Ethanol
I
3# 7H"^  inject ion solution permanent
standard about 3000 ats/miné*
1 A4* 0“'^ permanent standard about 3000
ots/mina#
5. internal standard about 70 ots/
mine#
6. 0^ "^  internal standard in oolmm
eluent*#
7* Oo3-umn Blanlt 1
8> Qolmm Blank: 11
9* Oolumn Blanic 111
SO. Samples a each extraction 2#-* ^ 30* 
giving 3 vials# All results must be 
easpx^ eased as error: i.e.
100 100
4'
ftotal ete /total ota
o:f sample \/ of blank;
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The tap on the Eiaohiiie should be set so that
1Æ Xthere are mlniraa3- count a across from O'* 7H*^;
but 0^ '^ efficiency muet be at least 35# and 
ÎH^ at least 12#,
(?H^ 1/300 value at tap
0'^  ^ 1/5 value at tap)
The values for raclioaotlvlty present 
speolfloally as progesterone and fully 
corrected for recovery? in plasma taken at 
the stated time intervals after injection? 
are expressed as per cent injected dose per 
litre and are graphed aeml^logarltWioally 
against time of eo.llections* From these 
graphs the transport and metabolism rate 
constante and volumes of distribution of 
progesterone are calculated# (Bee Appendix 
IX)#
b) 0 omet a n t In fu s io n  Ibcpesiimenta* 
(lxpeivlmenta3- %le Subjeot '>^'XII)
From résulta obtained from the previous 
male subjeote? the metabo-lie olearanoe rate 
oou3-d be expected to be some 3000 litroe 
per day and the time of equilibration (T^ q) 
to be approximately 10 minutes with a 
0 one exit rat ion of radioactivity on the plasma 
(x“"') of some 1*5# of the injected dose per 
litre#
An initial priming injection of
0,5 microourie of 7H^ progesterone was planned
thus leaving 1.5 microou3?iee for constant
infusion to be commenced at (10 minutes
from 3ero time ) so that a total of 2
microcuries of tritiated progesterone would
be administered# 
r
Sin.ce -- „ M - 3000 litres ver day
where r - rate of infusion of radioactive 
steroid*
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1 fraction of injected raclloaotivity as 
0oneentrâtion (equal to that in plasma) at 
time t%
- The constant level of x obtained 
dm’ing the constant infusion (see Appendix
If the above constant infusion lasts for
100 minutes from sero time plus 10 minutes?
then 21*6 raioroouries per clav
" 0*0075 mioroauriea per litre
0
=3 2880 litres per day
Therefore infusion of 1*5 microcurles 
of tritiated progeaterone over a period of 
100 minutes and commencing 10 miziutes after 
a priming injection of 0*5 miorocurie Is 
within the theoretical requirements and 
should result in a constant level of 
radioactivity in the plasma if the metabolic 
clearance rate calculations are valid*
The subject for the constant infusion 
experiment was managed in a fashion similar 
to the other experimental subjecta* The
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procedure vvae oomienoed at 8 a#m* with the 
patient fasting and havtog emptied the 
bladder.
The 7H^ progesterone wae as usual 
(2.2 mieroourlee per 0.2 ml. bensene). An 
initial %)riming injection of 0*5 microcurie 
was administered intravenously (0*05 ml.
7H^ progesterone solution to 11 ml* normal 
saline; 10 ml* injected via antaoubital
vein5 sere time at 5 ml.)*
The constant infusiozi of
progesterone was commenced at ï^ ero time 
plus 3.0 minutes. The infusion aolutioza 
was 0.15 ml* of 7H“ pi^ ogestezrone diluted in 
42*0 ml. normal saline (containing 1*65 
miorocurie of radioactivity). The Harvard 
Apparatus Infusion Machine with "pentothal" 
adapter (po.lyethylene) and 50 ml* ’’luer^^look” 
syringe was ixsed (about 1*5 ml* residue in 
tubing).
The infusion solution was injected at 
a rate of 0*382 ml* per minute for 100
343.
ïïtümtee.
Thus 38*2 ml. of this 7H^ progesterone 
solution was injected? this amount containing 
1,5 mioroouries of radioactivity (38,2 ^ 42 % 
1*55 - 1,5),
Blood samples were withdravm in 
heparinigïed syringes at ïsero time plus 10?
85? 95 and 105 minutes in auffioient volume 
to obtain 20 ml* plasma for each sample.
These samples were extracted and assayed for 
radioactivity as previously described for 
the single injection experiments.
The ODixtent of radioactivity as 
jxrogeBterone was calculated fojx each sample 
making full correction for lose by the 
method* Where in the single injection 
experiments this was calculated aa per 
cent injected dose per litre of plasma ? 
for the constant infusion experiment the 
roeulta were calculated as imioromloroouriea 
per litre of plasma* (See Figure 19? page 115)
Theory of Oaloulatiiag Metabolism 
Rate Oonstanta aaci volumes of 
Blstribution of Progeeteroi%e.
ry ♦
The study of the diaappearanae of the 
radioactivity in plasma after the injection 
of labelled progesterone should elucidate the 
transpo)rt and metabolism of this steroid in 
man. In particular this would allow the 
oaloulatlon of the metabolic clearance rate 
in various ollnioaj, conditions* This value? 
together with a concomltazit determination of 
the secretion rate estimated from the 
specifIc activity of a urinary metabolite? 
would enable the mean plasma concent rati osi 
of progesterone to be calculated. This was 
part1cularly Important as practical direct 
methods had yet to be reported for the 
analysis of progesterone in peripheral blood 
In such low oonoentration as is present in 
males and castrate fema3-ea,
The values for the radioactivity 
present speoifically as progesterone and 
fu3.1y corrected f03? recovery^ in plasma 
taken 5, 7? 10? 15$ 20 and 30 minutes
after the Intravenous injection of 2
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mlcroouriea of progesterone avo obtained. 
They are plotted aa logarithm of per oent 
doae injected per litre of plasma against 
time after injection* An example of the 
cliaappearanoe curve for experimental subject 
"VII is shown in Figure 18? page 3*11#
Figure 41 shows some hypothetical radioactive 
ooneent%'at 1 one in p3.asma and tissue at various 
times after injection. The initial rapid 
drop in plasma radioactive oonoentmtion is 
considered to be the result of the 
equilibration of the radioactivity throughout 
the body. After thia the curve becomes less 
steep and is indicative of the metabolic 
clearanoe of the 3.abelled steroid*
From the eharacteristios of these 
dleai^ peaicanc© curves the ooneent3?ation of 
radioactivity in plasma me a function of 
time may be expressed as
1
where % ' per cent injected radioactive dose
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per litre of plasma aa progoaterone at time 1!# 
B la the luteree|)t on the oa?âinate of 
the extrapolated part of the onrre (semilog 
plot ÿ Figure 41)* A t B is the oorreapondlng 
intereept from the earlier part of the curve.
is the slope of the final part of the 
curve* y  1000/f^ (min) (units per day)* 
Alpha is calculated as follows5 the latter 
part of the curve is extrapolated (intercepting 
the ordinate at B(Figure 41)? and the resulting 
calculated plasma concentrations subtracted 
from the measured values# These corrected 
concent rati cns are plotted serailogarithmioally 
and the slope Is ^  *
Discussion#
fheoretioEi* A reasonable model for the 
transport and metabolism of a steroid in man 
consists of an inner .pool whioh^ for steroids 
weakly bound to plasma proteins^ probably 
Includes the plasma and extracellular volw%es$ 
and an outer pool (Figure 40? page 311). 
Transport between the spaces can be
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doeoribecl by a rate coraatant If the
liver volume la relatively small*, and 
tz*ansport from plasma to metabolic celle 
proceeds at a reasonable rate* it can be 
coimidered aa part of the inner pool aa 
regarda metabolic events# However^ any 
reversible spread of steroid into liver 
tisane after the first few minutes after 
injection would be considered as transport 
into the outer pool# Thia seems reasonable 
in view of the fact that molecules much 
larger than steroids such as albumin are 
metabolised in the liver and jBust be 
transported into the cells* The over«*aXl 
metabolism of this pool* total volume 
can be desoj^ 'ibed by the rate constant 
The total voluBie of the outer pool, is Ip*
In the present treatment* metabolism in the 
outer pool is taken aa being negligible*
This must be assumed* because analyses in 
the outer pool are at present impossible to
obtain and otherwiae* eolutiona of any 
mathematical treatment ?foul4 be. indeterminate* 
However* the liver la efficient in 
metaboliî3ing progesterone (Samuela & Welst 
1932)# Therefore* thia assumption la 
probably reasonable as a first approach for 
this horiBone. If all radioactivity la 
measured as progesterone* then: Kj - fraction 
of injected dose per Biilllllter of plasma 
transported to the outer pool, in unit time ; 
lip  ^fraction of injected dose per milliliter 
of plaama metabolized in the Inner pool per 
unit time;  ^fraction of injected dose 
per milliliter of plasma at time T# 
a “ fraction of injected dose per milliliter’ 
of outer x>oôl at time T*
Y V.ILp- - + Y.îCig*’'
•■All* Ml*-
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Flgmre 41 ahowe aomo hypothetleal
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radioactive oonoentratlone Xxi plasma and 
tieeu© at varions times after injection*
ÂB has been pointed out by several investIgatore 
In other fields^ Campbell^ Outhbertson#
Matthews & MoFarlane (.195^ )^  hoïiiingueg^  (1955 
Skinner, Clark^ Balter & Shipley (1959)?
Veall and Vetter (1958)» ^^ ilve^ rsmlt$
Bnterman & Fishler (1943)? the radioactive 
0 onoentrat ion in the outer pool Xb lower 
than that in the inner pool for aome time 
after injection* fheee ooncentrationB then 
become equal when that in the outer pool la 
maximal (^ilveremit ot al 1943)# Prom 
this time on» the radioactive concent rat lorn 
in the outer pool la greater than In the 
inner. She final a lope of the plaÈima 
concentration (^  ) la a result of a combination 
of the effecta of metaboliam and tranaport*
It will be a flatter slope than would be 
expected fromi the effects of metabolism 
alone i^< Kg) because continuous transport 
occurs from the outer pool into the inner
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pool. The slope of the curve will only 
he equal to when the outer and inner 
radioactive oonoentratIona are equal (at time 
Tp )* Similarly, the intercept on the 
ordinate from the extrapolated later curve 
(B) gives a volume (T =; 1/B) which is 
not the true volume of diatx-'ihution* This 
volume multiplied by the radioactive 
ooneentrat1on in the plasma will give the 
total radioactivity aa the hormone at any 
particular time* however, the radioactive 
0 one eat rat1on in the outer pool la greater 
than in the inne.r, therefore the volume ? 
ia greater than the more meaningful volume of 
distribution (V^  4- Vg)* This volume 
(Y.| 4“ ?g) multiplied by the blood concent3?ation 
of steroid will be equal to the total body 
content of noniaotopio hormone# 4-
can be calculated from the expressions given*
It is also the reoix>rooal of the intercept 
on the ordinate obtained by extrapolating, 
using the slope îCp, from the 3?aclioa,otivo
oanaeritration at the eqtii3.il)rlum time aa 
ehomi in Figure 41 (page 345).
Ab has been stated, the slope (j3) of 
the later part of the aurve for the 
disappearanoe of 7lP progesterone doea not 
represent metabolism alone. A more valid 
method of oompariaon of the metabolism of 
steroid would be aimilar to that adopted 
by Pearlman (1957a). Thus Secretion Hate 
(P)  ^M X t where M is the metabolic 
clearance rate of the plasim and i is the 
plasma concentration (See Materials and 
Methods, page 47) and M VjXKp* The 
metabolic clearance rate (M) seems a 
reasonable measure of the over-all metabolism 
of a steroid for the purposes of comparison.
Q}he M value is dependent upon whether 
a single or double-oompartment model ia used 
for the calculation. If is the value for 
the single-^oompartment model and M Is the 
value for the two-^ compejrtment model, then
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A knowledge of the ï?.ietabolie cleas^ anoe 
rate can ‘be used to calculate the mean plasma 
concentration from the secretion rate of the 
hormone obtained from the specific activity of 
a urinary metabolite*
P P M.. X 1
1? 
" 1
However, although the two-^ compartraent 
model has the advantage of giving determinate 
values for the volumes of distribution and 
also for and Eg, it 1$ entire3,y possible
that a more complex model la appropriate#
It could be tlmt there are additional 
oompartmenta (eucli aa the oerebroepinal 
fluid) into which the steroid aXowly dlffuaoa# 
In this oaae, the curve would change in slope 
with time even after 50 mlnutea# There is 
no evidence that this occurs from the data 
obtained but because of the low plasma 
radioactive aonoentratione it is impossible 
to teat thla critically* If such diffusion 
did oocuz*» the calculated Kp values and 
turnove:r rate would be too high* Also, if 
metabolism occurred in the outer pool, 
the turnover rate calculâted from the single- 
injection data wou3*d again be inaccurate» and 
the ^ value would more truly reflect the 
overfall metabolic processes#
The validity of the calculations for a 
two-Gompartment system have been tested 
independently by the results observed from a 
constant infusion experiment* After the 
initial priming doae, steroid has been
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contlimously infused* The radioactivity 
in the p3«asma measured apecifioally as the 
steroid remained conetant# (See Appendix 
fill)#
3Ooneidering xj - the final constant 
radioactivity of the steroid per liter of 
plasma and r - rate of Infusion of 
raclioaotivity as stez’oid per day, the
£
=s metabolic clearance rate M.
0
During the oonetant ind^ usion of the radioactive 
steroid for 100 minutes after a priming dose, 
the radioactivity was found to be constant 
within the limits of experimental error.
It therefoz*e appears that the value of 
the metabolic clearance rate oailculated from 
the data obtained after a single injection of 
radioactive hormone
Mm == Vi Ko -
4- BÀ
is valid (See Materials and Methods, pages 
49-58)* It should now be possible by using
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the methods deaoribed here to oompare the 
mean eoneentrat1oms and over-all rates of 
metaboXlsm of progesterone in various olinioal 
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To clef03fmine the effloienoy of the 
Ghromatographlc oolmim for recovery of 
pregnanetriol aacl the tabes la which It :ie 
recovered# 50 gamma pregnaxae 3-^ 17^  -’20 trioX 
put on column, ae Experiments 1 and 2, 100 
gamma pxregnaae 3? 17? 20 iu^ iol on Expe3rlment 
3$ and 100 gamma pregnane-«3^ ^^  17^ y 20X -triol 
in Experiments 4 and 5#
Ooluiim front approximately tube 5*
Tubes 1"^ 4 used to make experimental blank 
and pa?egnanedlol standards#
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QTF of pregBemeâioX Internal atanciard
&ESrfS§aLJk Oolwffiulls.
Female Urine: Oolleeted during a phase of
amexiorrhoea*
860 mi,, output per clay.
500 ml# extracted by method 3 b after 
21000 epm pregnanediol added.
B p e 01 r 0 me t r y §
Samples 0#5 ml, from tubes plus 10 ml. 
Sointillatlon fluid.
Experimental, blanks from tube 1. 
front z tube 5,
Countings High voltage tap 7.
Time s In minutes,
Samples 1.0 ml. from tubes.
Experimental blanks from tube 1, 
Experimental etandarcda s 25 and 50 gamma 
standard pregnanediol plus 1.0 ml* from 
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Male Urines (Same subjeat for Experiments
2j 3, 4 and 5)#
1200 ml* output per day*
500 m3.* extraoted by method 3 (h) after
21500 opm* pregnanediol added*
Spec 13?ômet ry t
Sample? 0*5 ml* from tubes plus 10 anl* 
Bointillation fluid*
Expérimenta], blank s from tube 1*
Front % tube 5*
Ooumtlmg? High voltage tap 7*
Spec trophotometct s 
Samples 2*0 ml. from tubes*
Expe3?lmental blanks from tube 1* 
Experimental standards : 25 and 50 gamma
standard pregnanediol plus 2*0 ml* from 
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770 ml* output per day
500 ml* extraotecl by method 3 (b)
‘3
after 21340 opm BP pregnanediol added* 
Bp e e t r ome try S:fÇUUm^ MK4*U*£LS*M iMMlJhUMJK
Sample : 0*5 mCL* from tubes plus 10 ml.
Scintillation flulcl*
Experimental Blanls? from tube 1*
Front : tube 5,
Oountings High voltage tap 7*
Time? in minutes*
Spec t r oplxo t ome t ny ?
Samples 2.0 iml* from tubes*
b^cperlmenta]. blanks from tube 1* 
Experimental standards? 25 and 50 gamma 
standard preegnanediol plus 2.0 ml* from 
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Eg'jeriment 4» Oolwm IV.
Male Urine?
890 ml* output per day
500 ml. extracted by method 3 (b)
after 25800 opra. pregnanediol added*
SazAple3 0*5 ml. from tubes plus 10 ml*
SelntIllation fluid*
Experimental Blank: from tube 1*
Front? tube 5*
Counting2 High voltage tap 7*
Time 3 In minutes *
Sample: 2*0 ml* from tubes.
Experimental blanks from tube 1* 
Experimental standards3 25 and 50 gamma
standard pregnanediol plus 2*0 ml* from 
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îtoeriment g. Qolii,m I,
Maie Urine ?
870 ml. output per day*
500 ml. extraoted by method 3 (b)
’5
after 25800 opm pregnanediol added. 
Speotrometry?
Sample ? 0*5 ml, from tubes plias 10 ml*
Sointillation fluid*
Experimental Blank? from tube 1*
Front : tube 5*
Goimting? High voltage tap 7*
T ime : in lainut e s.
Spectrophot omotry %
Samples 2*0 ml* from tubea.
Experimental blanlcs from tube 1* 
Experimental etandardas 25 and 50 gamma 
standard pregnanediol plue 2,0 ml* from 
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38.
RlSUIiïS.
B* PROOF OP PURITY OP PREOmNEDIOI,
REOOYjIRBD BY THE METHOD,
a) Absorption spectra of pregnanediol*
b) Formation of pregnanediol diaoetate,
o) Counter current distribution of
pregnanediol diaoetate* 
cl) Infrared analysis of pregnanediol 
and |)regnaz^ ediol cliaoetate.
a) Absorption spectra of Experimental Sample.»
Standard Sample a (a) 10 (b) 25 gamma 5>?
pregnane*^ 3/ 20A -^ dlol (o) 50 gamma 5y? 
pregnanediol aa used in Experimental Subject 
VII, Day 3ft
Expérimental Sample (d) Experimental 
Subject VII# Day 3 urine extract 2*0 ml# 
from tube 12 from Column aa prepax’ed for and 
used in the eecrotion rate experiment.
(77ft3 gamma)#
Experimental Blank?
1) For aamplea (a) and (b) acid blanlc
2) for aamplea (e) and (d) «► Experimental 
blazRc as used in Experiment VII, day 3#
40»
Waveleagtîi 3.0 25 50
gamma gamma gamma
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.§âEï£î;S§*H X) freaoetylat'ioîi experimental sample 
(Pre ES)#
Approximately 2*5 ml* from tube 11 and 2*5 ml* 
from tube 12 from Experimental Sxibjeot Ij day 
1 (extraetioa method 3) pooled^ plue 300 gamma 
standard pregnari,ediolj, dried clomi and taken 
up in 8 ml* methanol*
0*5 ml* for spectrometry*
0*5 ml# for speotrophotometry*
II) Postacetylatioxa experimental aaraple 
(Post ES) 2*0 ml* total volume*
0*2 ml* for apeotrometry*
1*0 ml* for speotrophotoRietry*.
III) Post acétylation control aaraple (Post OS) 
2*0 ml* total volume.
0*2 ml* for spectrometry*
1*0 ml* for e%)eotrophotometry*
42e
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I) Poat aoetylation experlmomtal sample 2*0
ml* 0*8 ml. for Gomiter Ourx^ ent Matribution 
79*12 gamma § 453S epm t 140 opm ol4 g
II) Post aoGtylatlom Control Sample 2#0 ml*
0,8 ml* for Counter Current Dietrllmtion*
119*12 gamma % 200 opm* q14*
Sp e 01rometry%
I) Experimental sample#s
Contenta of the eight tubes after oounter current 
distribution dried âowai plus 10 ml.* Scintillation 
fluid*
II) Control sampless
Contents of eight tubes after counter current 
distribution dried do\ms plus 10 ml# Scintillation 
fluid#
III) Experimental blanlcs 10 ml* mobile phase 
and 10 ml. stationary phase dried downs plus 
3.0 ml* Soiiitil3,ation fluid*
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A) Xffiai^ââ^m3s£§is»
1) Preparation oS .sample for analysis.
W)leot (Y). M.J. 8
Expeoted date of delivery 27*5*61 
Urine Go3.1eotiom 25*5*61
fotal daily output 800 m3.*
Made up to 2000 ml* with dèioniaed water*
500 ml. extracted by Method 4 after 80^000 
opm h3 pregnanediol internal standard added. 
8MW.GGt,_WLa. B.J. 8 
Expected date of delivery 28.5.61 
Urine collection 25*5.63.
Normal pregnancy except for slightly ©xoeaaxve 
weight gain*
Total daily output 2100 iml.
525 ml*, extracted by Method 4, after 80,000 
opm. pregnaxiediol internal standard added, 
gpeotrmotryj Samples 0*2 ml* from tubes plus 
10 ml. Scinti3.1ation fluid.
Experimental blanks From tube 2*
Oomatings High Voltage tap 7 (Automatic).
Times in minutes*
Speotrcmhotometir: Samples 0.2 ml* froni tubes
fcTMUVfciM. 11#,, tuiKr?r*i>u
Experimental blanks from tub© 2
Expérimenta], standardss 25? 50 and 100 gamma 
standard pregnanedlol plus 0.2 ml* from tubes 
1 and 2. ■ .
Ooluronss Subject Y OoluimXs front ; tubes 5
Subject Z OoXumn XX a front ; tube 5
Siphonss Measured at 5*4 ml* for each emptying*
Benzene Extract ; Bubjeot Y and î5 ^ total for 
each s 73 ml*
Portion (a) 25 ml*
(b) 23 ml*
(g ) 23 m3,*
Hemnants A eons icier ab3.e amount of radioaotivity
remained after transfer of the samp3,es to the 
Oolum. The reoorery results a3-so
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a) Trial of Wietbocl.
1) SttIMeot -”-I




Patient A*B. Height 6 ft. X in*
Weight 195 Iba.
Normal Male ?o3.tinteer*
Urine Bay 1 s 1210 ml*
Bay 2 s 1110 ml*
500 mi. m y  l %rlne 
extracted by Method 1 : 100 gamma standard 
pregnanediol added to extract a© carrier 
put on Column II z Front ; tube 6*
sample: 0.5 ml. from
tubes plus 10 ml* Scintillation fluid. 
Experimental blanks 0*5 ml. from tube 3 
plus 10 ml. Scintillation fluid*
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Pat 1 eat X«#B* t Height 6 ft#
Weight 170 IWm 
Normal Male Yoltmteer*
Urineg Day 1 1125 ml#
Day 2 1140 ml,
Bxtraotiona 500 ml. aliquota of daily urine 
output exfjraoted by Method 3# 100 gamma
standard pregnanediol added to extracts put 
on Columns,
Columns g Day 1 Column II Front 3 tube 5 
Day 2 Column III Front s tube 5 
Spectrophotometryg Ooluma Bluate (-xll ), 
Samples S&O ml# from tubes dried down 
Experimental blaiHcs 2.0 ml, from tube 1 
Experimental standard  ^ 23 and 50 gamma 
standard pregnanediol plus 2#0 ml# from 
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Paper Chromât ogra'plw B:
B%]3Griment a), Po test the effiaienoy of the
Bush System using the Column Solvent System to 
di f ferent iat e #
5 ^  pregnane-gfK , 20X <-diol (pregnanediol),
3oL pregnane-^S ? 20<< -^ dlol (A3.Xopi^ egnanedlol),
5^ pvegnano^Z 0^1^ 20^  one (Pregnaneo3.one)
px^ egnane*^  3? 17c^  ? 20 -triol (Pregnanetrlol). 
pregnane-^ 3y^ ? 20«?( ^diol#
Paper 1) 20 gamma of eaeh ste3?oid were pipetted
on to the paper# The samples were **walked up"
twice.
Paper 2) 25 gamma of pregnanediol^ pregnaneclone
and pregnanetriol as before.
Paper 3) 25 gamma of eaoh steroid as before#
Paper 4) 25 gamma of pregnanediol and pregnane**
clone3 and 40 gamma pregnanetrlol as before.
Rf - rate of movement of steroid in 3?elation to 
the front.
- Distance from starting line to mid point of 
steroid spot in oms. ^
#■
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I) Separation of pregnane diol from aXlo** 
pregnane diol and pi’egnano'^ ByS? 20<?c --dio3* wae 
not satlefaotory#
II) The pregnanetriol spot was larger than 
for the other ateroida and auggeatod that
the standard sample was a mixture of atereolsomera 
of pregnanetrio3-. This waa Biore evident when 
largea? amounts of the steroid sample were.put on 
the paper# The resu^ Lte euggeat that three 
ieoraere we3?o present giving their different 
Hfa# in the \pj?egnahetriol standard sample 
(Pregnane- 3^ HXy 20 -triol)Subsequently 
a pure sample of pregnane*^3^» XIA ^ 20X, -^ triol 
was obtained for later oolumi experiments.
oru.
Itoeriment b)# ‘Tube 6 from Column I.
Patient Day 1# (ISxtreaotion Method 3)* 
App3?QXimate3.y 4*5 rmL, from tube 6 dried down 
- 4237 cpm# approximately#
50 gamma standard pregnaneolone added aa 
oarrier and dried down#
1#0 ml# methanol added and sample divided 
into two 0#5 ml# poitiona#
One 0# 5 ml# sample portion^ 25 gamma standard 
pregnane diol and 25 gamma standard pregnane*  ^
clone run on Bush paper ohromatography ay a tern 
after "walking up" twice#
Control atripB and 0#5 om# of sample strip 
stained with phosphomolybdlo mold#
Sample atrip then out into aix portions which 
were separately eluted in Methano3.,# The 
Methanol eluatea were then dried down in 
Bointillation viala and 10 ml# Bointillation 
fluid added*
Vials counted at high voltage tap 7#
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Ezperlmemt c) Tube 15 Oolnma III Patieat 
Day 0,
2mO ml. frora tube 15 dried dovm - approxlaiately 
908 opm# and 38#8 gamma#
1*0 ml# Methanol added and aaaiple divided into 
two 0*5 ml# portions#
Both 0*5 ml* aample portions and 25 gamma 
standard pregmmediol run on Bush System after 
walking up twioe*
Oontrol strip and 0*5 cm* sample atrips stained 
with phosphomolybdic aoicl*
Sample strips then cut into five segments which 
were separately eluted in Methanol* Methanol 
eluatee were dried dorm in Sointillation vials 
and 10 ml* Scintillation fluid added* Then 
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ExRex'iHient d)> ïu'be t Ooliumi III '.Patieat *11
Day 8
Approximately 4*5 bII* froîn tube 7 dried down =
693 epm# approximately*
50 gamma standard proguai3.8clone added as caorriex^  
and dried down.
1*0 ml. -Methanol adcled and sample divided into 
two 0.5 ml. pox’tione.
One 0,5 ml. sample portion^ 25 gamma stanclax^ d 
pregnanediol and 25 gamma standax’d pregnaneolone 
were run on a Bush paperc ohromat ography syateBi 
after "walking up" twiee.
Control strips and 0,5 cm, of sample atrip 
stained with plxoaphomolyhdio aoid#
The sample strip was then out into six segments 
which were separately eluted in Methanol, The 
Methanol eluates were dried down in Sointillation 
vials and 10 ral, Oointillation fluid added.
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Patient R,W. s Height 6 ft.
Weight 180 lbs.
Normal Male Volunteer.




Extraction: 500 ml. aliHUOta of daily urine
output eztraoted by method 3 (100 gamma 
standard pregnanediol added to extraota as 
carrier).
Oolumne Day 1 : Oolmm II t Front ^ Tube 6
2 s III s 5
3 3 III s 6
4s II s 5
Spectrophot omet:cy Column Bluate :
Sample: 2.0 ml. from tubes.
Experimental blank s 2.0 ral. from tube 1* 
Experimental standard : 25 and 50 gamma of 
standard pregnanediol plus 2.0 ml. from 
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]?atiôB.t ?M,8# t Height 5 ft. 7 ins.
Weight 185 lbs.
Normal Male Volmiteer#




Dxtraotion: 500 ml. aliqnots of daily -nrine
output extracted by method 3 (b) (100 gaimna 
standard pregnanediol added to Day 2 extract 
as carrier)#
Golumns? Day 1 % Column IX 3 Nront^ lube 5
2 III 6
3 II 5
4 1  5
SuectrojDhot ometry 0 olumn Sluate s 
Sampler 2*0 ml# from tubes#
Experimental blanks 2.0 ml. from tube 1. 
Experimental standards 25» 50 and 100 gamaa of 
standard pregnane did plus 2.0 ml# from tubes 
2 and 3.
121#
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1! 1 1 Il
Sî^ î^eot. W  Heeiilto*
Patient ; R*8.: Height 5 ft* 9f ins*
Weight 190 Ihs. 
lormal male volunteer*
Urines Hay 1 s 960 ml*
Day 2 s 1410 ml.
Day 3 : 850 ml*
Hay 4 s 84O ml*
Extractions 50O ml* allquota dally urine 
output extracted by method 3 (h)*
GoXumnes Hay 1 2 Column XI t Front ; tube 6
Day 2 s Column II s Front g tube 5
Day 3 * Column II a Front? tube 5
BpectrMhofometryj Êluâtëv ^ tube 6
Bpeotrophot ometryj 0 olumi Bluate•
Samples 2*0 ml* from tubes.
Experimental Blanks 2*0 ml* from tube 1.
Experimental Standard: 25 and 50 gamma of
standard pregnanediol plus 2*0 ml* from tubes
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Patient : M,I. g Height 5 ft* 8 ina*
Weight 159 Ihe,
Normal maie volnnteer.
Urine g Day 1 s 725 ml*
Day 2 ; i860 m].*
Day 3 s 2480 ml#
Day 4 : 1290 ml#
Extract ion : 500 ml. aliquots of daily iirino 
output extracted by method 3 (b).
ColumnsÎ Day 1: Column II : Front ; tube 5
f 2? Column I
tube 6
tube 5
0 0 luB'in Elua t e
Samples 2#0 ml# from tubes
periraental Blanks 2#0 ml* from tube 1
Imental Standard1 25 and 50 gamma of
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Patients P#S, s Height 5 ft# 8 ina.
Weight 160 Iba.
Normal Male Volmateer#
Urines 'Day 1 s 1170 3al*
Day 2 s 1000 ml#
Day 3 « 1030 ml#
Day 4 s 970 ml.
Extractions 500 ml# stlicinota daily urine 
output extracted 'by method 3 (h),
Golumnai Day 1 : Column XI s Front| tube 5
Day 2 s Columi I s XVontf tube 5
Day 3 s Column II 8 Front? tube 5
Day 4 s Column I s Front? tube 5
Spectronhotometryt 0olumn Bluate *
Samples 2*0 ml# from tubes#
Ibcpe riment al Blanks 2*0 ml# from tube 1* 
Experimental Btazidards 25 and 50 gamma of 
standard pregnanediol plus 2#0 ml. from 
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Patient: J.G* s Height 5 ft* 11 Ime.
Weight 136 IW.
Normal Êïalfâ Volm%teer#
Urines Day 1 : 61g ml.
Day 2 s 750 ml#
Bay 3 g 750 ml#
Bay 4 $ 1370 ml#
Extraotions 500 ml# aliquots of dal3.y urine 
output extracted hy method 3 (h)#
Oolumnsa Day 3. s OoXumn IV i Front g tuhe 5
Day 2 s OoXum X § Front g tube g
Bay 3 $ Oolumi IV § Front g tube 5
Day 4 s Column I s Front? tube 5
â?^^troj^ot ometOT* a Column Bluate#
Samples 2#0 ml# from tubes#
Experimental Blank: 2.0 ml# from tube 1. 
Experimental Standas^ cls 25 and 50 gamm of 
standard pregnane did plus 2#0 ml. from tube a 
lÿ 2 and 3*
I
s i
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Pai'lealîs Height 5 ft. 6ff ins.
Weight 157 Ihs,
Eomial Male Volimteei»*
U r i n e s  D a y  1  s 4 4 0  m l *
Day 2 s 710 ml*
Day 3 s 510 ml*
Day 4 5 575 ml*
Extra©tiens 500 Kl.# ali^uote of daily urine 
output ©xtraetecl by method 3 (b)#
Oolumnes Day 1 ? Oolumi II i Pronti tube 5
Day 2 s Column, IV s Front| tube 5
Day 3 « Column II t Front g tube 5
Day 4 3 Column IV s Fronts tube 5
Oolmmi sluai-e.
Samples 2.0 ml# from tube3# 
îiîxperiHiental Blanks 2.0 lal. from tube 1# 
Experimental Standards 25 and gO gamma of 
standard pregnanediol plus 2#0 ml. from tubes 
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0) Oastmte Pesnales. 
SRbjeot *?III
Patlaxit P.B, î Height 5 ft# 4 ima#
Weight 136 Ihe#
Age 37 yeara*
6 daye after paBhystereoteniy#
Urlaeg Bay 1 s. 1600 ml.^
B a y  2  & I 5 7 S  m l #
Bay 3 $ 910 ml#
Bay 4 : 2100 ml# 
ïiîEtraotioai 3OQ Bû# aliquot8 of daily urine 
output oxtraoted By method 3 (h)#
Oolmmss Bay 1 s Oolmm IV 1 Front; tube 5
ay 2 s Oolumn I s Front; tube g
3 3 Oolunm IV 3 Front; tube 4
Bay 4 3 Oolurma I : Front; tube §
■rophotometry; Column Bluate#
Samples 2#0 ml# from tubea#
Stporimental blanks 2#0 ml# from tube 1# 
Expérimental standard? 85 and 50 gamma of 
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Patieal# s Height) s 5 ft» 2 4as,
Weight s 3,25 Iha,
Age 3 40 years,
26 days after panhystereotoay*
Urine I Day 1 : 1285 nil.
Day 2 s 1480 ml.
Day 3 * 1?00 là*
Day 4 5 1240 m3.»
Extractions 500 aü.» aliqnote of daily urine 
output extracted by method 3 (b),
Oolumns! Day 1 s Oolumn II s Front| tube 5
Day 2 3 Oolunm I s Front; tube 5
Day 3 5 Oolumn II s Front ; tube 5
Day 4 s Oolumn I s Front; tube 5
Oolmm llluate,
ooium lauat®,
Experimental Blanks 2*0 ml# from tuBe 1
EKperlmoiatal Standard: 25 and 50 gamma of 
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0 4 : )
S u b , 1 e o t  H e a u l t m  
Patient H#]?* !■ Height 5 ft* 5 ina*
Weight 850 lh0 #
Age 46 yeara*
10 claya after panhyatoraotomy*
Oriuea Bay 1 s 1625 ml*
Bay 8 : 2710 ml*
Bay 3 ® 2450 ml*
Day 4 : 2225 ml#
Extractions 500 ml, aliciuota of daily urine 
output extracted by method 3 (b),
Golimnas Day 1 s Oolurma Ils Front ; tube 5
Day 2 s Oolumn I i Profit? tube 5
Day 3 s Oolumn Ils Front g tube 5
Day 4 t Oo3.mm I s Front ; tube 5
E)peetrophotomotry_l Column Eluate•
pies Day 1# 8*0 ml# from tubes*
2^  39 and 4? 3*0 ml# from tubes# 
Experimental blanks Day 1| 2#0 ml# from tube X 
Days 2 9  3 and 4f 3*0 ml# from tube 1# 
Experimental Standards Bay Is 25 and 50 gemma of 
atandard pregnanedlol plus 2*0 ml# from tubes 1 
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i p s .
P a t l e a t  ;  Ï * » M *  H e i g h t  î  5  f t *  6
Weight 5 129 IW,
Ag& s 48 yearn*
34 âays afte*? pahiiysteyeotoK^*
I t 1 3 1 0  M l *
1ST 2 § 3.100 E3l*
3 Î 1865 ml*
4 8 1815 ml.
Bjctsi’aotioas 500 ml* al3.g,uots of daily 
exti’aetsâ hy method 3 (b)*
G< Day 1 s Ooliimi II % Front $ tube 6
Bay 2 a OolMBtl IV t Front # tuba 5
Day 3 3 O o l m m  IX t Front; tube 5
Day 4 : Oolima IV t Front; tube 5
kSmPMJ. Ooluma- Suât©* 
pies 3*0 ml* from t’uhsa* 
iKperiaeatal h-laate? 3*0 ml* from, tiih© 3,. 
Bxperimeatal Btamdarës 25 aaâ 90 gaarca 
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